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The 1986 Swanzey Town Report is dedicated to.
Selectman David M. Perry
Dave has provided leadership to the Town of Swanzey and has been our Selectman for
nearly forty years.
He has provided tireless and dedicated service in Town, County and State government
positions, as well as serving on many local boards and organizations.
We the people of Swanzey salute you in your retirement.
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TOWN OFFICERS
MODERATOR
SELECTMEN
TOWN CLERK
DEPUTY TOWN CLERK
TREASURER
DEPUTY TREASURER
TAX COLLECTOR
DEPUTY TAX COLLECTOR
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
REPRESENTATIVES
HIGHWAY AGENT
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
OVERSEER OF POOR
FIRE WARDS
FOREST FIRE WARDEN
DEPUTY FOREST FIRE WARDENS
OLD HOME DAY COMMITTEE
TRUSTEES OF CARPENTER HOME
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Stacey Cole
David M. Perry
Myron S. Steere, III
Kenneth P. Colby, Jr.
Carol A. Frazier
Lisa A. Waters
Roger Conway
Lynda Faulkner
Ruth C. Synder
Cindy I. Rose
Irene Underwood
Billie Jo Jackson
Lynda Faulkner
Margaret Ramsey
David M. Perry
Elton Blood, Sr.
Charles J. Hanrahan
Richard J. Talbot
Arthur Boufford
Selectmen
Morgan E. Wright
Gary Bergeron
Bernard J. Lambert
Henry Johnson
Gerald Bell
Warren Denico
Clifford Maddox
G. Michael Gomarlo
David Osgood
Edwin Ridley, Jr.
Morgan Wright
Edwin Ridley, Jr.
Francis Faulkner, Jr.
Lynda Faulkner
Sara Steere
Gerald E. Bell
Edward S. Mitchell
Gary Davis
Richard Lane
Don A. Simeneau
Francis Faulkner
Lucien Pancrazio
Rose Fisher, alternate
Robert DeRocher, alternate
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PLANNING BOARD
RECREATION COMMITTEE
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
BUILDING INSPECTOR
CIVIL DEFENSE
TOWN AUDITORS
LIBRARY TRUSTEE
HEALTH OFFICER
SEWER COMMISSIONERS
SOUTHWEST REGION PLANNING COMMISSION
SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE
CONSTABLE
POLICE Robert Silk
David Whipple
Richard A. Wood, Sr.
Donald Wood
Douglas Alexander
Elwood N. Davis
Steven Goldsmith
John Eqounis
Gary LaFreniere
Charles D. Roosa
Peter M. Poanessa
William O'Meara
Claire Moore
Delores Pelio
Ex Officio
Kenneth P. Colby, Jr.
Francis Faulkner, Jr.
Alternate
Bruce Firnie
Morgan Wright
Brenda Woods
Gerald L. Boggis
Fred Pitcher
Larry Crowder
Stephen Stepenuck
Richard Allen
Thomas Baird
June Fuerderer
Barbara Skuly
John Lukin
Lewis T. Batt
Francis Faulkner, Jr.
Henry Johnson
Bernard Lambert
Selectmen
Raphael Haley
Marjorie Read
Robert Kenney
Robert L. DeRocher
Douglas Damelio
Edgar Madden
Glenn Page
Gary Davis
Edgar Madden
Glenn Page
Ann Hood-Bedaw
Richard Woods, Jr.
Judith Campbell
Larry Waters
James Belden
Harold Dolloph
Michael Davis
Robert Campbell
David Gaillardetz
Daniel Clark
Brian Stone
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OFFICIAL OFFICE HOURS
SELECTMEN
Wednesday Evenings, 7-9 PM
Tel. 352-5143
TOWN CLERK
Weekdays, 9 AM to 5 PM except holidays.
Tel. 352-7411
TAX COLLECTOR
Weekdays 9 AM to 5 PM except holidays.
PLANNING BOARD
1st and 3rd Thursday of each month, 7:30 PM
Tel. 352-5143
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
3rd Monday of each month, 7:30 PM
Tel. 352-5143
TOWN RECYCLING AND SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL CENTER
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, 8 AM to 6 PM
Tel. 357-3808
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
2nd Tuesday of each month, 7 PM
RECREATION COMMITTEE
SEWER COMMISSIONERS
1st and 3rd Wednesdays of each month, 7 PM
BUILDING INSPECTOR
Wednesday evenings, 7-9 PM, Dec. thru April, at his home on Sawmill Drive.
Wednesday evenings at Town Hall 7-9 PM, April thru November
Tel. 352-0543
RESULTS OF THE VOTING
AT THE TOWN MEETING
MARCH 11, 1986
Article 1. The following Officers were elected:
Selectman for three years Myron S. Steere III
Town Treasurer for three years Roger W. Conway
Moderator for two year Stacey W. Cole
Supervisor of the Checklist for six years Billie Jackson
Town Auditor for two years Marjorie L. Read
Trustee of Trust Funds
for three years Charles J. Hanrahan
Trustee of Carpenter Home
for three years Sara A. Steere
Old Home Day Committee
for three years Francis W. Faulkner, Jr.
Board of Adjustment
for three years Francis W. Faulkner, Jr.
Library Trustee
for one year Robert J. Kenney
Fire Wards for one year
Swanzey Center Morgan E. Wright
East Swanzey Gary E. Bergeron
West Swanzey Bernard J. Lambert
Sewer Commissioner for three years Edgar J. Madden
The polls were open from 4:30 p.m. until 8:45 p.m.
Town Meeting opened for regular business at 7:00 p.m. at Monadnock Regional High
School on Tuesday the 1 Ith day of March.
Selectman David M. Perry made the following resolution at the start of the meeting:
Be it resolved that we commend and congratulate the following people for
their 1 14 combined years of service to the guests of the Carpenter Home.
Mr. & Mrs. Carl Simineau for Forty-Two years as Administrators and Mrs. Mary
Stone for Thirty years of service as Trustee for the Carpenter Home.
Article 2. It was voted to raise two hundred forty eight thousand five hundred dollars
to defray town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same:
Town Officers' Salaries $90,000.00
Town Officers' Expenses 36,000.00
Election Expenses 4,500.00
Whitcomb Hall Expenses 4,500.00
Town Hall Expenses 6,500.00
Insurance 80,000.00
FICA 22,000.00
Legal Expenses 5,000.00
$248,500.00
Article 3. It was voted by ballot to accept the provision of Chapter 1 7 1 A of the Revised
Laws relative to the playing games of Beano in Swanzey in accordance with the
provisions of Chapter 292 of the Sessions Laws of 1949. 294 Yes 67 No.
Article 4. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen and Treasurer to borrow such sums
of money as may be necessary in anticipation of the collection of taxes for the current
municipal year, and to issue in the name and on the credit of the Town negotiable notes
therefore, said notes to be repaid during the current year.
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Article 5. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 to defray interest
charges on temporary loans during the ensuing year.
Article 6. It was voted to accept the sum of $67,890.22 from the new Highway Aid
Program of the State of New Hampshire. Said funds to be expended for highway
purposes under Article 7.
Article 7. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $296,000.00 for expenses of
maintaining the highways and bridges and use the estimate of $67,890.22 accepted in
Article 6 to reduce the amount to be raised by taxes.
Article 8. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $17,000.00 to add to the
Capital Reserve Fund for heavy highway and cemetery maintenance equipment.
Article 9. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen, with the approval of the Road
Agent, to expend as much or all of the Capital Reserve Fund for heavy highway and
cemetery maintenance equipment as they deem to be in the best interest of the Town
for the replacement of any one or more of the Swanzey heavy highway or cemetery
maintenance equipment.
Article 10. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $41,000.00 for the
operation of the Refuse Disposal Facilities.
Article 11. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $9,529.95 for support of the
Southwest Solid Waste Management District 149-M and 53-B Subdistrict.
Article 12. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to negotiate with private
contractors for the operation of the Swanzey Solid Waste Disposal Facilities and
negotiate a contract for said operation if, in thejudgement of the Selectmen, it is in the
best interest of the Town to do so.
Article 13. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $72,000.00 for the
maintenance of the Police Department.
Article 14. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 1 ,500.00 for a new police
cruiser, of that sum $5,500.00 to be withdrawn from the Capital Reserve Fund
established for that purpose by vote of the Town Meeting.
Article 15. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 to establish a
Capital Reserve Fund for the purchase of Civil Defense equipment.
Article 16. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500.00 for Civil
Defense, placing any unused portion of this sum at year's end into the Capital Reserve
Fund.
Article 17. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $60,000.00 for the
maintenance of the Fire Department.
Article 18. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 10,000.00 to add to the
Capital Reserve Fund for the replacing of Swanzey Fire Trucks.
Article 19. It was voted to place in the Fire Department Equipment Capital Reserve
Fund any balances remaining in the Fire Department annual appropriation and any
funds received from the sale of surplus equipment.
Article 20. It was voted to amend the 1962 vote of the Town Meeting under the
provisions of RSA 154:17 to establish the positions of Assistant Chief and Deputy
Chief to be appointed for a three year term by the Selectmen and Fire Chief and to
eliminate the Board of Fire Wards. The Fire Chief, Assistant Fire Chief and Deputy
Fire Chief will constitute the Board of Fire Engineers. Said change to take effect as of
the March, 1987 Town Meeting.
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Article 21. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen, with the approval of the Board of
Fire Wards and Fire Chief to expend as much or all of the Capital Reserve Fund for
the replacement of fire trucks as they deem to be in the best interest of the Town for the
replacement of any one or more of the Swanzey fire trucks.
Article 22. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 for Town Poor.
Article 23. It was voted to adopt written welfare guidelines as proposed by the Board
of Selectmen. Chapter 380 of the Laws of 1985 requires the Town to adopt written
welfare guidelines prior to April 1, 1986.
Article 24. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,000.00 for Old Age
Assistance.
Article 25. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $30,000.00 for the Home
Health Care and Community Services, formerly known as Swanzey District Nurse
Association, Inc., in order that they may purchase nursing services for the ensuing
year.
Article 26. It was voted to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $2,000.00 to fund
the delivery of meals to elderly and handicapped shut-in citizens of Swanzey
sponsored through Home Health Care and Community Services.
Article 27. It was voted to continue to contract with the City of Keene to provide
emergency ambulance service and appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 for said service.
Article 28. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $4, 143.20 to support the
services of the Community Mental Health Clinic of the Monadnock Family and
Mental Health Service, and services operating under the provision of the Community
Mental Health Services Act of New Hampshire with State grant-in-aid.
Article 29. It was voted to raise ai.d appropriate the sum of $22,000.00 for the support
of the Swanzey Libraries, $6,500.00 for the Stratton Free Library and $ 1 5,500.00 for
the Mt. Caesar Union Library.
Article 30. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,500.00 to add to the
Capital Reserve Fund to be used for future construction of an acfdition to the Mt.
Caesar Union Library.
Article 31. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,252.00 as the Town's
share of the studies and operation of the Southwest Region Planning Commission.
Article 32. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 5,500.00 for the upkeep
of cemeteries to be under the supervision of the Road Agent.
Article 33. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,025.00 (45 hydrants at
$45.00 each), same to be paid to the North Swanzey Water and Fire Precinct for
hydrant service furnished in that part of Town.
Article 34. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $14,000.00 for street
lighting.
Article 35. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 19,000.00 for parks and
playgrounds.
Article 36. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 for the purchase
of land in East Swanzey. Said land shown on Tax Map Number 24 being part of Lot
Number 2 approximately 4.8 acres. Above land to be added to the Lane Field and be
used for recreational purposes. (Submitted by Petition).
Article 37. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,800.00 to improve the
accustics and ventilation in the Meeting Room in Town Hall and also to install a
public address system.
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Article 38. It was voted to appropriate and authorize withdrawal from the Federal
Revenue Sharing Fund for use as setoffs against budget appropriations in the amount
indicated: and, further to authorize the Selectmen to make pro-rate reductions in the
amounts if estimated entitlements are reduced.
Fire Department $7,000.00
New Police Cruiser , 6,000.00
Town Poor 6,000.00
Home Health Care 6,000.00
Library 4,000.00
Parks and Playgrounds 5,000.00
Ambulance Service 6,000.00
$40,000.00
Article 39. It was voted by a unanimous decision to accept, as a gift, the John High
American Legion Post land and buildings.
Article 40. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,500.00 for Old Home
Day.
Article 41. It was voted to raise and appropriate $350.00 for Memorial Day.
Article 42. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $37,455.00 principal and
interest to pay the State's share of the bond issue for the West Swanzey Sewage
System, the State to reimburse the Town $32,856.00 principal and interest on this
bond.
Article 43. It was voted to raise and to appropriate the sum of $42, 380.00 principal and
interest for the FHA Bond Issue covering the Town's share of the West Swanzey
Sewage System.
Article 44. It was voted to raise and appropriate $34,950.00 for the operation of the
West Swanzey Treatment Facility for 1986.
Article 45. It was voted to authorize the Sewer Commission to add to the Capital
Reserve Fund for repair and replacement of the West Swanzey Sewage System and to
authorize the sum of $3,500.00 to be taken from a 1985 surplus in the sewer operating
account.
Article 46. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to sell at public auction any
taxdeeded property owned or received by the Town.
Article 47. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend
without further action by the Town Meeting, money from State, Federal or other
governmental unit or private source which becomes available during the year as noted
in RSA 31, as amended.
Article 48. It was voted to to raise and to appropriate the sum of $500.00 for the
general support of the Grand Monadnock Arts Council.
Article 49. It was voted to authorize the Selectmen, to appoint a committee to be
known as the Swanzey Historical Committee.
Article 50. It was voted to authorize the Swanzey Historical Committee to build and
maintain a museum on the Town property adjacent to Brown Memorial Field.
Article 51. It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 to paint the
Town Buildings.
Article 52. Voting was indefinitely postponed to raise and appropriate a sum of money
for reassessment of Town Property.
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Article 53. It was voted by ballot to adopt the provision of RSA 72:43-f for the
adjusted elderly exemptions from property tax. These statutes provide for the
following exemptions, based on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers; for a person 65
years of age up to 75 years, $10,000.00; for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years,
$ 1 5,000.00; for a person 80 years or older, $20,000.00. To qualify the person must have
been a New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years; own the real estate individually or
jointly, or if the real estate is owned by his spouse, they must have been married for at
least 5 years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of less than $10,000.00,
or if married, a combined net income of less than $12,000.00, and own net assets of
$30,000.00 or less. (Submitted by petition). 345 Yes. 38 No.
Article 54. It was voted by ballot to adopt the provisions of RSA 72:37 for the
exemption for the blind from property tax. This statute provides that each inhabitant
who is legally blind shall be exempt each year from the property tax on a residence to
the value of $15,000.00. Submitted by petition) 324 Yes. 59 No.
Article 55. It was voted for the Town to go on record in support of immediate action by
the Federal Department of Energy to withdraw its nomination of a 78 square mile area
encompassing Stoddard and Antrim for use as the site of a high-level nuclear dump.
Such storage of radioactive wastes in an underground repository would be harmful to
the environment of this region and to the health and welfare of its people. (Submitted
by petition).
Article 56. It was voted in favor of adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town zoning ordinance as follows:
To amend Section III - 10B - General Provisions applicable to all Districts
by adding the following sentence after the words "as amended" It shall be
the responsibility of the owner to provide the building inspector with
documentation that anv such mobile complies with the said standards. 318
Yes. 61 No.
It was voted in favor of adoption of Amendment No II as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town zoning ordinance as follows:
To amend Section III - 1 1 A by changing same to read: The lot must
contain at lease 3 acres and meet all requirements of the district in which it
is located. 253 Yes. 124 No.
It was voted in favor of adoption of Amendment No. Ill as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town zoning ordinance as follows:
To amend Section III - 1 1 by adding the following: 1 1-f - The intent of the
above ordinance is to allow some development of rear lots, but is not to be
used to circumvent the required frontage on a Town maintained road. 256
Yes. 108 No.
It was voted in favor of adoption of Amendment No. IV as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town zoning ordinance as follows:
To amend Section III - 10A - by adding the following phrase immediately
after the words Town of Swanzey; "and this ordinance". 283 Yes. 59 No.
It was voted in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. V as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town zoning ordinance as follows:
To amend Section VI - General District Uses - by adding the following: A:5
- Single mobile homes shall be permitted on individual lots provided they
comply with the requirements of the district and other pertinent
requirements of this ordinance. 234 Yes. 150 No.
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It was voted not in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. VI as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town zoning ordinance as follows:
To amend the Zoning Map of the Town of Swanzey dated March 8, 1983
as follows: Change the Rural Agricultural Zone on the South Side of
Swanzey Lake Road to the Winchester line to General Zone, excluding the
first 500 feet along the road. 170 Yes. 193 No.
It was voted in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. VII as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town zoning ordinance as follows:
To amend the Town of Swanzey's Mobile Home Ordinance Section 2:C by
adding after the words; "outside a mobile home park except" in conformity
with the provisions of this ordinance and the Zoning Ordinance of the
Town of Swanzey. 219 Yes. 132 No.
Article 56 was voted on by ballot.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:45 P.M.
Respectfully submitted
Carol A. Frazier
Town Clerk
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WARRANT
The Polls will be open from 4:30 PM to close of Town Meeting.
To the Inhabitants of the Town o/Swanzey in the County o/Cheshire in said State,
qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Monadnock Regional High School in said
Swanzey on Tuesday, the 10th day of March, next at 7:00 of the clock in the afternoon
to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray town charges for the
ensuing year and make appropriations of the same.
Town Officer's Salaries $100,000.00
Town Officer's Expenses 30,000.00
Election Expenses 2,500.00
Whitcomb Hall Expenses 4,500.00
Town Hall Expenses 7,500.00
Insurance 90,000.00
FICA 24,000.00
Legal Expenses 5,000.000
$263,500.00
3. To vote on the following question: Shall the provision of Chapter 171 A of the
Revised Laws relative to the playing games of Beano be adopted in this Town in
accordance with the provisions of Chapter 292 of the Sessions Laws of 1949? (To be
voted on by ballot.)
4. To see if the voters will authorize the Selectmen and Treasurer to borrow such sums
of money as may be necessary in anticipation of the collection of taxes for the current
municipal year, and to issue in the name and on the credit of the Town negotiable notes
therefor, said notes to be repaid during the current year.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 to defray
interest charges on temporary loans during the ensuing year.
6. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sum of $77,324.63 from the new Highway
Aid Program of the State of New Hampshire. Said funds to be expended for highway
aid purposes under Article 7.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and to appropriate the sum of $300,000.00 for
expenses of maintaining the highways and bridges and use the estimate of $77,324.63
accepted in Article 6 to reduce the amount to be raised by taxes.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and to appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 to add
to the Capital Reserve Fund for heavy highway and cemetery maintenance equipment,
or take any action thereon.
9. To see what sum ofmoney the Town will raise and appropriate for purchase of a new
four wheel drive dump truck, said sum of money to be withdrawn from the Capital
Reserve Fund established for that purpose by vote of the Town, or take any action
thereon.
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10. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen with the approval of the Road
Agent, to expend as much or all of the Capital Reserve Fund for highway and
cemetery maintenance equipment as they deem to be in the best interest of the Town
for new equipment or the replacement of any one or more of the Swanzey highway or
cemetery maintenance equipment or take any action thereon.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $45,000.00 for the
operation of the Refuse Disposal Facilities.
12. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 8,726.36 for support of
the Southwest Solid Waste Management District 149-M and 53-B Subdistrict or take
any action thereon.
13. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to negotiate with private
contractors for the operation of the Swanzey Solid Waste Disposal Facilities and
negotiate a contract for said operation if, in thejudgement of the Selectmen, it is in the
best interest of the Town to do so.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $92,000.00 for the
maintenance of the Police Department, or take any action thereon.
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,500.00 for a
new police cruiser.
16. To see if the Town will vote to accept any funds reimbursed to the Town for Civil
Defense activity and place said funds in the Capital Reserve Fund for the purchase of
Civil Defense equipment or take any action thereon.
17. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen with the approval of the Town Civil
Defense Director, to expend as much or all of the Capital Reserve Fund for Civil
Defense Equipment as they deem to be in the best interest of the Town for the purchase
of Civil Defensee Equipment or take any action thereon.
18. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500.00 for Civil
Defense, placing any unused portion of this sum at year's end into the Capital Reserve
Fund or take any action thereon.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $62,900.00 for the
maintenance of the Fire Department, or take any action thereon.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 to add
to the Captial Reserve Fund for the replacing of Swanzey Fire Trucks, or take any
action thereon.
21. To see if the Town will vote to place in the Fire Department Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund any balances remaining in the Fire Department annual appropriation
and any funds received from the sale of surplus equipment, or take any action thereon.
22. To see what sum of money the Town will raise and appropriate to repair the old
roof and upgrade and repair the outside block surface of the West Swanzey Fire
Station, or take any action thereon.
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23. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for a fire
truck in East Swanzey, or take any action thereon.
24. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen with the approval of the Board of
Fire Engineers and Fire Chief to expend as much or all of the Capital Reserve fund for
the replacement of fire trucks as they deem to be in the best interest of the Town for the
replacement of any one or more of the Swanzey fire trucks, or take any action thereon.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 for
Town Poor or take any action thereon.
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $28,000.00 for the
Home Health Care and Community Services, formerly known as Swanzey District
Nurse Association, Inc., in order that they may purchase nursing services for the
ensuing year.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $3,210.50
to fund the delivery of meals to elderly and handicapped shut-in citizens of Swanzey
sponsored through Home Health Care and Community Services.
28. To see if the Town will vote to continue to contract with the City of Keene to
provide emergency ambulance service and appropriate the sum of $26,000.00 for said
service, or take any action thereon.
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,143.20 to
support the services of the Community Mental Health Clinic of the Monadnock
Family and Mental Health Service, and services operating under the provisions of the
Community Mental Health Services Act of New Hampshire with State grant-in-aid.
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $23,200.00 for the
support of the Swanzey Libraries, $6,500.00 for the Stratton Free Library and
$16,700.00 for the Mt. Caesar Union Library, or take any action thereon.
31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,000.00 to add to
the Captial Reserve Fund to be used for future construction of an addition to the Mt.
Caesar Union Library, or take any action thereon.
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,285.80 as the
Town's share of the studies and operation of the Southwest Region Planning
Commission. $5,000.00 of this amount to be used to update the Town's Master Plan,
or take any action thereon.
33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 5,500.00 for the
upkeep of cemeteries to be under the supervision of the Road Agent, or take any action
thereon.
34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,025.00 (45
hydrants at $45.00 each), same to be paid to the North Swanzey Water and Fire
Precinct for hydrant service furnished in that part of Town.
35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,500.00 for
street lighting, or take any action thereon.
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36. To see if the Town will vote to install two street lights. One light to be installed at
the corner of California Street and Route 10 on the easterly side, one light to be
installed at the corner of North Winchester Street and Route 10. Cost of installing two
lights would be approximately $150.00. (By Petition)
37. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $23,650.00 for
parks and playgrounds, to take any action thereon.
38. To see what sum of money the Town will raise and appropriate to provide a series
of mylar overlay maps delineating the Town's natural resources and land capabilities
in support of Town Land Use Planning. $2,000.00 of said amount to be reimbursed by
the Town Conservation Commission. Said maps to be available to all Town Boards.
(Article presented by request of Town Boards.)
39. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for Old
Home Day, or take any action thereon.
40. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for
Memorial Day, or take any action thereon.
41. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $36,245.00
principal and interest, to pay the State's share of the bond issue for the West Swanzey
Sewage System, the State to reimburse the Town $30,287.00 principal and interest on
this bond.
42. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $41,437.50
principal and interest, for the FHA Bond Issue covering the Town's share of the West
Swanzey Sewage System.
43. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate $41,700.00 for the operation of the
West Swanzey Treatment Facility for 1987.
44. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Sewer Commission to add to the
Capital Reserve Fund for repair and replacement of the West Swanzey Sewage System
and to authorize the sum of $3,500.00 to be taken from a 1986 surplus in the sewer
operating account.
45. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $23,051.70 to
reimburse the City of Keene for Swanzey's share of the Capital costs of the Keene
Sewage Treatment Facility to date through 1987.
46. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to sell at public auction any tax-
deeded property owned or received by the Town, or take any action thereon.
47. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend
without further action by the Town Meeting, money from State, Federal or other
governmental unit or private source which becomes available during the year as noted
in RSA 31, as amended.
48. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for
reassessment of Town property.
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49. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for the
general support of the Grand Monadnock Arts Council, or take any action thereon.
50. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 0,000.00 to hire
an administrative assistant for the Selectmen, or take any action thereon.
51. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the alarm system provisions as described:
ALARM SYSTEMS
It shall be unlawful for any person or person's to have on any premises a
burglary and/ or robbery alarm, unless there is filed at the police
department a current listing of the telephone numbers at which the person
or persons authorized to enter such premises to turn off such alarm can be
reached at all times. (Will be a violation.)
FALSE ALARMS
For a third response to a premises within six (6) months after a second (2)
response and for all succeeding responses within six (6) months of last
response a fee of twenty-five dollars ($25) shall be charged by the Town of
Swanzey, and if such third (3) false alarm or any such succeeding false
alarm is as a result of failure to take necessary corrective action prescribed
by the chief of police, said chief of police may order the disconnection of
such alarm system and it shall be unlawful to reconnect such alarm system
until such corrective action is taken,
or take any action thereon.
52. To see if the Town will authorize and require the Selectmen immediately:
(1) to cause the City of Keene to construct, operate and maintain its sewer
plant, located at the Dillant-Hopkins Airport, and all related activities
inconformity with all ordinances, regulations and statutes applicable to
the construction, operation and maintenance of the plant and related
activities including, but not necessarily limited to, Swanzey Site Plan
Review permit; Swanzey Zoning Ordinance; Swanzey Wetlands
Regulations; New Hampshire and Federal air, water, noise, airport and
health provisions;
(2) to cause the City of Keene to abate the public nuisance, intolerable
odor, and health hazard associated with operation of sewer plant and
related activities;
(3) to take whatever action is necessary to effectuate their authority herein
including but not necessarily limited to, instituting legal action against the
City of Keene, seeking imposition of damages, injunctive relief, criminal
fines and penalties, and filing complaints and protests with regulatory
boards, commissions and agencies.
or take any action thereon. (By Petition)
53. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Town's representatives to the General
Court to take all necessary measures to insure that no low level radioactive waste from
the Seabrook nuclear plant shall be stored or disposed of within this Town of
Swanzey, New Hampshire unless and until the proposed site of the proposed storage
or disposal has been approved by the voters of the Town at the annual Town Meeting
by written ballot. (By Petition)
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54. To see if the Town will vote to accept from the Historical Committee a deed for the
museum building that is on Town property, or take any action thereon.
55. To see if the Town will accept the proposed amendments to Swanzey Zoning
Ordinance and changes in Swanzey Mobile Home Ordinance as follows:
I. Elimiate the Swanzey Mobile Home Ordinance, adopted in 1972, as
amended. Regulations governing the installation and operation of
manufactured housing parks (mobile home parks) will be added to the
Swanzey Subdivision regulations.
II. Eliminate Section VI - General District Uses and to amend the Swanzey
Zoning Map to change all areas now zoned General to Rural Agricultural.
III. Add to Section IV - Rural Agricultural District - Uses Permitted:
9. Manufactured Housing on individual lots, provided they meet the
requirements of the district and all other pertinent requirements of this
ordinance.
IV. Add to Section IV - Rural Agricultural District - under Uses permitted
by Special Exception:
Manufactured Housing parks may be allowed if they meet all the
requirements of the Swanzey Sudivision Regulations.
V. Eliminate #10 A- Section III - reference to Swanzey Mobile Home
Ordinance. (This is a procedural change.)
VI. Add the following to uses permitted by Special Exception on the
Residential and Commercial Zones:
Upon written application to the Board of Adjustment setting forth
reasonable cause for the temporary use of a trailer or manufactured
housing, the board may issue a permit for a period not to exceed 6 months.
No permit shall be required for the temporary use ofany travel trailer for a
period not exceeding two weeks.
VII. Eliminate new two family houses as an allowable use in all districts.
VIII. Add to uses allowable by Special Exception in all districts:
Two family houses may be allowed if they meet the following requirements
and all other pertinent requirements of this ordinance:
Lots for two family houses shall have a minimum of 1 Vi acres and have 1 50
ft. frontage on a town maintained road.
IX. Eliminate Section XVII - Flood Plain Regulations - add adopt the
following Flood Plain Regulations:
The following regulations shall apply to all lands designated as special
flood hazard areas by the Federal Emergency Management Agency in its
"Flood Insurance Study for the Town of Swanzey, N.H. "together with the
associated Flood Insurance Rate Maps and Flood Boundary and
Floodway maps of the Town of Swanzey, dated May 5, 1981 which are
declared to be a part of this Ordinance.
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Item I. Definition of Terms:
"Area of shallow flooding" means a designated AO, AH, or VO zone on a
community's Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) with a one percent or greater annual
chance of flooding to an average depth of one to three feet where a clearly defined
channel does not exist, where the path of flooding is unpredictable and where velocity
flow may be evident. Such flooding is characterized by ponding or sheet flow.
"Area of special flood hazard" is the land in the flood plain within a community
subject to a one percent or greater chance of flooding in any given year. The area may
be designated as Zone A on the FHBM. After detailed ratemaking has been completed
in preparation for publication of the FIRM, Zone A usually is refined into Zones A,
AO, AH, A 1-30, AE, A99, VO, or VI-30, VE or V.
"Base flood" means the flood having a one percent chance of being equalled or
exceeded in any given year.
"Basement" means any area of the building having its floor subgrade (below ground
level) on all sides.
"Building" - see "structure."
"Breakway wall" means a wall that is not part of the structural support of the building
and is intended through its design and construction to collapse under specific lateral
loading forces without causing damage to the elevated portion of the building or
supporting foundation.
"Coastal high hazard area" means the area subject to high velocity waters, including
but not limited to hurricane wave wash or tsunamis. The area is designated on a FIRM
as Zone VI-30,VE, or V.
"Development" means any man-made change to improved or unimproved real estate,
including but not limited to buildings or other structures, mining, dredging, filling,
grading, paving, excavation or drilling operations.
"Flood" or "Flooding" means: A general and temporary condition of partial or
complete inundation of normally dry land areas from:
(1) The overflow of inland or tidal waters.
(2) The unusual and rapid accumulation or runoff of surface waters from any
source.
"Flood Boundary and Floodway Map" (FLOODWAY) is an official map of the
community, on which the Federal Emergency Management Agency has delineated the
"Regulatory Floodway". This map should not be used to determine the correct flood
hazard zone or base flood elevation, the Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) will be
used to make determinations of flood hazard zones and base flood elevations.
"Flood elevation study" means an examination evaluation and determination of flood
hazards and, if appropriate, corresponding water surface elevations, or an
examination, evaluation and determination of mudslide (i.e., mudflow) and/ or flood-
related erosion hazards.
"Flood Hazard Boundary Map" (FHBM) means an official map of a community,
issued by the Federal Emergency Management Agency, where the boundaries of the
flood, mudslide (i.e., mudflow) related erosion areas having special hazards have been
designated as Zones A,M, and/ or E.
"Flood Insurance Rate Map" (FIRM) means an official map of a community, on
which the Federal Emergency Management Agency has delineated both the special
hazard areas and the risk premium zones applicable to the community.
"Flood Insurance Study" see "flood elevation study."
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"Flood plain" or "flood-prone area" means any land area susceptible to being
inundated by water from any source (see definition of "flooding").
"Flood proofing" means any combination of structural and non-structural additions,
changes, or adjustments to structures which reduce or eliminate flood damage to real
estate or improved real property, water and sanitary facilities, structures and their
contents.
"Floodway" - see "regulatory floodway."
"Functional dependent use" means a use which cannot perform its intended purpose
unless it is located or carried out in close proximity to water. The term includes only
docking facilities, port facilities that are necessary for the loading and unloading of
cargo or passengers, and ship building and ship repair facilities, but does not include
long-term storage or related manufacturing facilities.
"Highest adjacent grade" means the highest natural elevation of the ground surface
prior to construction next to the proposed walls of a structure.
"Lowest Floor" means the lowest floor of the lowest enclosed area (including
basement). An unfinished or flood resistant enclosure, usable solely for parking of
vehicles, building access or storage in an area other than a basement area is not
considered a building's lowest floor: Provided, that such enclosure is not built so as to
render the structure in violation of the applicable non-elevation design requirements
of this ordinance.
"Mean sea level" means, for purposes of the National Flood Insurance Program, the
National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) of 1929 or other datum, to which base
flood elevations shown on a community's Flood Insurance Rate Map are referenced.
"Manufactured home" means a structure, transportable in one or more sectins, which
is build on a permanent chassis and is designed for use with or without a permanent
foundation when connected to the required utilities. For flood plain management
purposes the term "manufactured home" also includes park trailers, travel trailers,
and other similar vehicles placed on a site for greater than 180 consecutive days. For
insurance purposes the term "manufactured home" does not include park trailers,
travel trailers, and other similar vehicles.
"Manufactured home park or subdivision" means a parcel (or contiguous parcels) of
land divided into two or more manufactured home lots for rent or sale.
"100-year flood" see "base flood."
"Regulatory floodway" means the channel of a river or other watercourse and the
adjacent land areas that must be reserved in order to discharge the base flood without
cumulatively increasing the water surface elevation more than one foot at any point.
These areas are designated as floodways on the Flood Boundary and Floodway Maps.
"Riverine" means relating to, formed by, or resembling a river (including tributaries),
stream, brook, etc.
"Special flood hazard area" means an area having special flood, mudslide (i.e.,
mudflow) and/ or flood-related erosion hazards, and shown on an FHBM or FIRM as
Zone A, AO, A 1-30, AE, A99, AH, VO, Vl-30, VE, V, M, or E. (See Area of Special
Flood Hazard)
"Structure" means for floodplain management purposes, a walled and roofed
building, including a gas or liquid storage tank, that is principally above ground, as
well as a manufactured home.
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"Start of Construction" includes substantial improvement, and means the date the
building permit was issued, provided the actual start of constrcution, repair,
reconstruction, placement, or other improvement was within 180 days of the permit
date. The actual start means either the first placement of permanent construction of a
structure on a site, such as the pouring of slab or footings, the installation of piles, the
construction of columns, or any work beyond the stage of excavation; or the
placement of a manufactured home on a foundation. Permanent construction does
not include land preparation, such as clearing, grading and filling; nor does it include
the installation of streets and/ or walkways; or does it include excavation for a
basement, footings, piers, or foundations or the erection of temporary forms; nor does
it include the installation on the property of accessory buildings, such as garages or
sheds not occupied as dwelling units or not part of the main structure.
"Substantial improvement" means any combination of repairs, reconstruction,
alteration, or improvements to a structure in which the cumulative cost equals or
exceeds fifty percent of the market value of the structure. The market value of the
structure should be (1) the appraised value of the structure prior to the start of the
initial repair or improvement, or (2) in the case of damage, the value of the structure
prior to the damage occurring. For the purposes of this definition, "substantial
improvement" is considered to occur when the first alteration of any wall, ceiling,
floor, or other structural part of the building commences, whether or not that
alteration affects the external dimensions of the structure. The term does not,
however, include any project for improvement of a structure required to comply with
existing health, sanitary, or safety code specifications which are solely necessary to
assure safe living conditions or any alteration of a structure listed on the National
Register of Historic Places.
"V-Zone" - see "coastal high hazard area."
"Water surface elevation" means the height, in relation to the National Geodetic
Vertical Datum (NGVD) of 1929, (or other datum, where specified) of floods of
various magnitudes and frequencies in the flood plains of coastal or riverine areas.
Item II.
All proposed development in any special flood hazard areas shall require a permit.
Permits shall not be issued for Manufactured homes or Parks anywhere in the special
flood hazard areas.
Item III.
The Building Inspector shall review all building permit applications for new
construction or substantial improvements to determine whether proposed building
sites will be reasonably safe from flooding. If a proposed building site is in a flood-
prome area, all new construction and substantial improvements shall (i) be designed
(or modified) and adequately anchored to prevent flotation, collapse, or lateral
movement of the structure resulting from hydrodynamic and hydrostatic loads,
including the effects of buoyancy, (ii) be constructed with materials resistant to flood
damage, (iii) be constructed by methods and practices that minimize flood damages,
and (iv) be constructed with electrical, heating, ventilation, plumbing, and air
conditioning equipment and other service facilities that are designed and/ or located so
as to prevent water from entering or accumulating within the components during
conditions of flooding.
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Item IV.
Where new and replacement water and sewer systems (including on-site systems) are
proposed in floodprone areas the applicant shall provide the Building Inspector with
assurance that new and replacement sanitary sewage systems will be designed to
minimize or eliminate infiltration of flood waters into the systems and discharges
from the systems into flood waters, and on-site waste disposal systems will be located
to avoid impairment to them or contamination from them during periods of flooding.
Item V.
The Building Inspector shall maintain for public inspection, and furnish upon request,
any certification of flood-proofing and the as built elevation (in relation to mean sea
level) of the lowest floor (including basement) of all new or substantially improved
structures, and include whether or not such structures contain a basement. If the
structure has been floodproofed, the as built elevation (in relation to mean sea level) to
which the structure was floodproofed. This information must be furnised by the
applicant.
Item VI.
The Building Inspector shall review proposed developments to assure that all
necessary permits have been received from those governmental agencies from which
approval is required by Federal or State law, including Section 404 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, 33 U.S.C. 1334. It shall be the
responsibility of the applicant to certify these assurances to the Building Inspector.
Item VII.
In riverine situations, prior to the alteration or relocation of a watercourse, the
applicant for such authorization shall notify the Wetlands Board of the New
Hampshire Environmental Services Department and submit copies of such
notification to the Building Inspector. Further, the applicant shall be required to
submit copies of said notification to those adjacent communities as determined by the
Building Inspector.
Within the altered or relocated portion of any watercourse, the applicant shall submit
to the Building Inspector, certification provided by a registered professional engineer
assuring that the flood carrying capacity of the watercourse has been maintained.
Along watercourses that have a designated Regulatory Floodway no encroachments,
including fill, new construction, substantial improvements, and other development
are allowed within the designated Regulatory Floodway that would result in any
increase in flood levels within the community during the base flood discharge. In Zone
A the Building Inspector shall obtain, review, reasonably utilize any floodway data
available from a Federal, State, or other source as criteria for requiring that
development meet the floodway requirements of this section.
Along watercourses that have not had a regulatory floodway designated, no new
construction, substantial improvements or other development (including fill) shall be
permitted within Zone A 1-30 and AE on the FIRM, unless it is demonstrated that the
cumulative effect of the proposed development, when combined with all other existing
and anticipated development, will not increase the water surface elevation of the base
flood more than one foot at any point within the community.
Item VIII.
1. In special flood hazard areas the Building Inspector shall determine the 100 year
flood elevation in the following order of precedence according to the data available:
a. In Zones A 1-30, AH, AE, VI -30, & VE refer to the elevation provided in the
communities Flood Insurance Study and accompanying FIRM or FHBM.
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b. In unnumbered A zones the Building Inspector shall obtain, review, and
reasonably utilize any 100 year flood elevation data available from Federal,
State, development proposals submitted to the community (example sub-
divisions, site apporovals, etc.) or other source.
c. In Zone AO the 100 year flood elevation is determined by adding the elevation
of the highest adjacent grade to the depth number specified on the FIRM or if no
depth number is specified on the FIRM at least two feet.
2. The Building Inspector's 100 year flood elevation determination will be used as
criteria for requiring in Zones A 1-30, AE, AH, AO, and A that:
a. all new construction and substantial improvements of residential structures have the
lowest floor (including basement) elevated to or above the 100 year flood level;
b. that all new construction and substantial improvements of non-residential
structures have the lowest floor (including basement) elevated to or above the 100 year
flood level; or together with attendant utility and sanitary facilities, shall:
(i) be floodproofed so that below the 100 year flood elevation the structure is
watertight with walls substantially impermeable to the passage of water;
(ii) have structural components capable of resisting hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic loads and the effects of buoyancy; and
(iii) be certified by a registered professional engineer or architect that the design
and methods of construction are in accordance with accepted standards of
practice for meeting the provisions of this section:
c. all manufactured homes to be substantially improved within special flood hazard
areas shall be elevated on a permanent foundation such that the lowest floor of the
manufactured home is at or above the base flood level; and be securely anchored to
resist flotation, collapse, or lateral movement. Methods of anchoring may include, but
are not limited to, use of over-the-top or frame ties to ground anchors. This
requirement is in addition to applicable state and local anchoring requirements for
resisting wind forces:
d. for all new construction and substantial improvements, fully enclosed areas below
the lowest floor that are subject to flooding are permitted providing the enclosed areas
meet the following requirements: (1) the enclosed area is unfinished or flood resistent,
useable solely for parking of vehicles, building access or storage; (2) the area is not a
basement; (3) shall be designed to automatically equalize hydrostatic flood forces on
exterior walls by allowing for the entry and exit of floodwaters. Designs for meeting
this requirement must either be certified by a registered professional engineer or
architect or must meet or exceed the following minimum criteria: A minimum of two
openings having a total net area of not less than one square inch for every square foot
of enclosed area subject to flooding shall be provided. The bottom of all openings shall
be no higher than one foot above grade. Openings may be equipped with screens,
louvers, or other coverings or devices provided that they permit the automatic entry
and exit of floodwaters;
e. proposed structures to be located on slopes in Special Flood Hazard Areas, Zones
AH and AD, shall include adequate drainage paths to guide flood waters around and
away from the proposed structures.
(To be voted on by ballot)
Given under our hands and seal, this tenth day of February, in the year of our Lord
nineteen hundred and eighty-seven.
Selectmen of Swanzey, NH
David M. Perry, Myron S. Steere, III, Kenneth P. Colby, Jr.
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF SWANZEY, NH
Purposes of Appropriation
General Government
Town Officers Salary
Town Officers Expenses
Election & Registration Expenses
Cemeteries
General Government Buildings
Reappraisal of Property
Planning & Zoning
Legal Expenses
Advertising & Regional Association
Mylar Maps
Adminstrative Assistant
Public Safety
Police Department
Fire Department
Civil Defense
Police Cruiser
Hydrant Rental
Highways, Streets & Bridges
General Highway Dept. Expense
Street Lighting
Sanitation
Solid Waste Disposal
S.W. Region Solid Waste Mgmt Dist.
Health
Health Department
Hospitals & Ambulances
Welfare
General Assistance
Old Age Assistance
Culture and Recreation
Library
Parks & Recreation
Patriotic Purposes
Grand Monadnock Arts Council
Debt Service
Principal of Long Term
Bonds & Notes
Interest Expense
Long Term Bonds & Notes
Interest Expense
Tax Anticipation Notes
Swanzey share-Keene Sewer Plant Bond 1986-87
Capital Outlay:
Police Cruiser
Land for Playground
Town Hall Accoustics & Vent.
Highway Truck
Repair West Swanzey Fire Station
Fire Truck
Appropriations
Appropriations Actual Ensuing Fiscal
1986 Expenditures Year 1987
(1986-87) 1986 (1987-88)
$90,000.00 $86,671.00 $100,000.00
36,000.00 25,118.00 30,000.00
4,500.00 2,827.00 2,500.00
15,500.00 15,361.00 15,500.00
30,000.00 12,406.00 12,000.00
125,000.00
10,286.00
5,000.00 1,130.00 5,000.00
5,252.00 6,465.00
5,000.00
10,000.00
72,000.00 72,293.00 92,000.00
60,000.00 43,388.00 62,900.00
1,500.00 58.00 1,500.00
12,500.00
2,025.00
296,000.00 261,944.00 300,000.00
14,000.00 16,649.00 12,650.00
41,000.00 41,000.00 45,000.00
9,529.00 9,530.00 18,726.00
36,143.00 27.375.00 35,354.00
25,000.00 25,414.00 26,000.00
20,000.00 20,865.00 25,000.00
12,000.00 9,728.00
22,000.00 22,000.00 23,200.00
19,000.00 13.488.00 23,650.00
1,850.00 350.00 1,000.00
500.00 500.00 500.00
38,850.00 38,850.00 38,850.00
40,985.00 40,380.00 38,833.00
20,000.00
r
10,000.00
23,052.00
11,500.00 10,817.00
20,000.00 20,000.00
3,800.00 2,508.00
20,000.00
18,800.00
110,000.00
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Operating Transfers Out
Heavy Highway and Cemetery Equipment
Civil. Defense
Fire Truck Fund
Library Addition
Sewer Maintenance Fund
Miscellaneous
Municipal Sewer Dept.
FICA, Retirement & Pension Cont.
Insurance
Total Apporopriations
Less: Amount of Estiamted Revenues, Exclusive of Taxes $1,274,451.00
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School and County Taxes) $190,575.
17,000.00 17,000.00 20,000.00
1,000.00 1 ,000.00
10,000.00 10,000.00 25,000.00
3,500.00 3,500.00 4,000.00
3,500.00
34,950.00 32,786.00 41,700.00
22,000.00 21,509.00 24,000.00
80,000.00 74,864.00 90,000.00
$1,120,359.00 $987,774.00 $1,465,026.00
SOURCES OF
Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest and Penalties on Taxes
Intergovernmental Revenues-State
Shared Revenue-Block Grant
Highway Block Grant
Railroad Tax
State Aid Water Pollution Project
Licenses and Permits
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees
Charges for Services
Income from Departments
Rent of Town Property
Special Police Duty
Miscellaneous Revenues
Interest of Deposits
Conservation Commission (maps)
Other
Other Financing Sources
Income from Water and Sewer Departments
Withdrawal from Capital Reserve
Revenue Sharing Fund
Fund Balance
Total Revenues and Credits
REVENUE
Estimated Actual Estimated
Revenue Revenue Revenue
1986 1986 1987
(1986-87) (1986-87) (1987-88)
$36,000.00 $32,842.00 $33,000.00
35.00 52.00 52.00
15,000.00
50,000.00 65,420.00 60,000.00
225,000.00 243,352.00 260,000.00
67,890.00 71,904.00 77,325.00
14.00 14.00
32,856.00 31,292.00 30,287.00
275,000.00 373,059.00 375,000.00
6,000.00 4,531.00 4,000.00
10,000.00 17,430.00 15,000.00
12,000.00 24,593.00
1,000.00
9,000.00 7,227.00
50,000.00 46,990.00 45,000.00
2,000.00
20,000.00
35,000.00 32,786.00 41,700.00
5,500.00 38,063.00 90,000.00
37,000.00 32,516.00
285,779.00 221,073.00
$1,153,060.00 $1,021,708.00 $1,274,451.00
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
Town Charges $263,500.00
Interest 10,000.00
Highways & Bridges 300,000.00
Capital Reserve-Heavy Highway Equipment 20,000.00
Refuse Disposal Facilities 45,000.00
Southwest Solid Waste Management District 18,726.36
Police Department 92,000.00
Police Cruiser 12,500.00
Civil Defense 1,500.00
Fire Department 62,900.00
Capital Reserve-Fire Trucks 25,000.00
Town Poor 25,000.00
Home Health Care and Community Services 28,000.00
Meals to Elderly and Handicapped 3,210.50
Ambulance Service 26,000.00
Community Mental Health Clinic 4,143.20
Swanzey Libraries 23,200.00
Capital Reserve Fund-Mt. Caesar Library 4,000.00
Southwest Region Planning Commission 10,285.80
Cemeteries 15,500.00
Hydrant Rental 2,025.00
Street Lighting 12,500.00
Installation of two street lights 150.00
Parks & Playgrounds 23,650.00
Old Home Day 500.00
Memorial Day 500.00
West Swanzey Sewage System Bond 36,245.00
FHA Bond Issue 41,437.50
West Swanzey Treatment Facility Operation 41,700.00
Swanzey's Share of Capital Costs of Keene Sewerage
Treatment Facility 23,051.70
Grand Monadnock Arts Council 500.00
Administrative Assistant to Selectmen 10,000.00
Total $1,182,725.06
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FINANCIAL REPORT
For the Calendar Year Ended December 31, 1986
ASSETS
Cash
All funds in custody of treasurer
Tax collector
Selectmen
Total Cash
Capital Reserve Funds
Covered Bridge Fund 1,565.71
Hwy & Cemetery 82,832.1 1
Library Addition 17,274.46
Police Cruiser 5,982.94
Civil Defense 1,000.00
Document Fund 509.65
Fire Trucks 47,051.18
Historical 18,296.56
Sewer Commissioners 11,569.79
Total Capital Reserve Funds
Accounts due to the Town
Refund from Sewer Commission Due 11.393.00
Total Accounts Due to the Town
Unredeemed Taxes
Levy of 1985 51,243.82
Levy of 1984 55,806.66
Levy of 1983 962.75
Total Unredeemed Taxes
Uncollected Taxes
Levy of 1986 325,173.34
Levy of 1985 520.00
Levy of 1984 270.00
Previous Years 180.00
Uncollected Sewer Rents Assessments 2,991.03
Total Uncollected Taxes
Total Assets
Fund Balance - December 31, 1985 $285,778.85
Fund Balance - December 31, 1986 $221,073.25
Change in financial Condition $64,705.60
$1,182,374.00
50.00
20.00
$1,182,444.00
$186,082.40
$11,393.00
$108,013.23
$329,134.37
$1,817,067.00
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LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by the Town
Bills outstanding 2,796.33
Unexpended Balances of Special Appropriations 5,246.00
Unexpended Balances of Bond & Note Funds
Sewer Construction 42,995.82
Sewer Fund 25,230.49
Uncollected Sewer Rents/ Assessments 2,001.03
Conservation Commission 6,770.46
Dog License Fees Collected 116.50
Fish and Game Licenses 186.00
Marriage License Fees 65.00
Yield Tax Deposits 9,480.34
School District Tax Payable 1,313,564.79
Unemployment Compensation 468.59
Total Accounts Owed by the Town $1,409,911.35
Capital Reserve Funds
Capital Reserve Funds 186,082.40
Total Capital Reserve Funds $186,082.40
Total Liabilities $1,595,993.75
Fund Balance $221,073.25
GRAND TOTAL $1,817,067.00
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RECEIPTS
From Local Taxes
Property Taxes-Current Year 86 2,573,652.00
Resident Taxes-Current Year 86 32,842.00
National Bank Stock Taxes-Current Year 86 52.00
Property Taxes and Yield Taxes-Previous Yrs 300,088.00
Resident Taxes-Previous Years 1,653.00
Land Use Change Tax-Current Year & Prior 8,678.00
Interest received on Delinquent Taxes 65,207.00
Penalties: Resident Taxes 213.00
Tax Sales Redeemed 129,299.00
Total Taxes collect and Remitted $3,111,684.00
Licenses and Permits
Motor Vehicle permit fees 373,059.00
Dog licenses 4,531.00
Business licenses permits and filing feej 17,430.00
Total $395,020.00
Intergovernmental Revenues-State
Revenue sharing Grant 32,516.00
Total $32,516.00
From the State of New Hampshire
Shared Revenue 274,281.00
Highway Block Grant 71,904.00
Railroad Tax 14.00
Total $346,199.00
Charges for Services
Sewer charges 32,786.00
Sale of cemetery lots 100.00
Rent of Town Property 1,475.00
Total $34,361.00
Miscellaneous Revenues
Interest on Deposits 46,990.00
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve Funds 38,063.00
Other miscellaneous revenue 24,593.00
Total $109,646.00
Other Financing Sources
Insurance Adjustments 7,794.00
Total $7,794.00
Non Revenue Receipts
Yield Tax Security Deposits 9,480.00
Other nonrevenue receipts 36,088.00
Total $45,568.00
Total Receipts from All Sources $4,082,788.00
Cash on Hand January 1, 1986 $1,031,864.00
GRAND TOTAL $5,114,652.00
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EXPENDITURES ALL FUNDS
General Government
Financial administration 25,439.
Judicial and legal 1,130.
General town buildings 8,822.
Central administration 84,638.
Election and registration 2,827.
Advertising and regional association 16,494.
Public Safety
Police department 82,045.
Fire department 43,388.
Civil defense 58.
Building inspection 1,712.
Highways, Streets, Bridges
General highway department 262,391.
Street lighting 16,649.
Cemeteries 15,361.
Sanitation
Solid waste disposal 41,000.
Health
Health department 27,375.
Ambulances 25.414.
Animal control 267.
Human Services
Medical vendor payments 151.
Other vendor payments 30,442.
Culture and Recreation
Library 22.000.
Parks & other recreation 13.488.
Patriotic purposes 350.
Debt Service
Principal-utility long term bonds and notes 20.000.
Principal-other long term bonds and notes 18.850.
Interest-long term bonds and notes
(except utility debt) 40.380.
Operating Transfers Out
Other operating transfers out 38.356.
Utilities
Sewer Maintenance 30,822.
Miscellaneous
Unallocated FICA, retirement pension 21,509.
Insurance 72,500.
Unemployment compensation 2,364.
Unclassified
Taxes bought by town 66,147.
Discounts, abatements, refunds 10,904.
Payments to trustees of trust funds
(new trust funds) 1,015.
Civil Defense 1,000.
Highway Equipment 17,000.
Fire Trucks 10,000.
Library Addition 3,500.
Sewer Fund 11,157.
Misc. Refunds 659.
Sale of Prints 65.
17,178.
5,189.
14,152.
16,678.
644.
6,997.
26.000.
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Payments to other governmental divisions
To State
Dog license and Marriage licenses 1 , 1 97.
Fish and Game licenses 2,551.
Taxes paid to county 250,679.
Payments to precincts 37,043.
To school district 1985 2,466,301.
Total payments for all purposes 3,845,440. 86,838.
Cash on hand 1 2/ 3 1 / 86 1,1 82,374.
Grand Total $5,027,814. $86,838.
SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Long term notes outstanding Purpose Amount
FmHA S 432,900.
Bond Bank S 230,000.
Total long term notes outstanding $662,900.
Total long term indebtedness - 12/31/86 $662,900.
DEBT OUTSTANDING, ISSUED AND RETIRED
Purpose Outstanding Retired General obligations
Water sewer utility $710,600. $38,850. $671,750
SALARIES AND WAGES
Salaries and Wages $300,545.
CASH & INVESTMENTS
At End of This Fiscal Year
Cash and Deposits $1,182,374.
-33-
TOWN OF SWANZEY
FHA BOND ISSUE - SEWER
Interest Interest Principal Balance
Year June 4 December 4
1987 11.293.75 11,293.75 18.850. 432.900.
1988 10.822.50^ 10.822.50 18.850. 414,050.
1989 10.351.25 10.351.25 18.850. 395.200.
1990 9.880.00 9.880.00 18.850. 376.350.
1991 9.408.75 9.408.75 18.850. 357.500.
1992 8.937.50 8.937.50 18.850. 338.650.
1993 8.466.25 8.466.25 18.850. 319.800.
1994 7.995.00 7.995.00 18.850. 300.950.
1995 7.523.75 7.523.75 18.850. 282.100.
1996 7.052.50 7.052.50 18.850. 263.250.
1997 6.581.25 6.581.25 18.850. 244.400.
1998 6.110.00 6.1 10.00 18.800. 225.600.
1999 5.640.00 5.640.00 18.800. 206.800.
2000 5.170.00 5.170.00 18.800. 188.000.
2001 4.700.00 4.700.00 18.800. 169.200.
2002 4.230.00 4.230.00 18.800. 150.400.
2003 3.760.00 3.760.00 18.800. 1 3 1 .600.
2004 3.290.00 3.290.00 18.800. 112.800.
2005 2.820.00 2.820.00 18.800. 94.000.
2006 2.350.00 2.350.00 18.800. 75.200.
2007 1.880.00 1.880.00 18.800. 56.400.
2008 1.410.00 1.410.00 18.800. 37.600.
2009 940.00 940.00 18.800. 18.800.
2010 470.00 470.00 18.800. -0-
-34-
NEW HAMPSHIRE MUNICIPAL
BOND BANK
Due Principal Principal Interest Total Total
Date Outstanding Payment Payment Semi Annual
Annual
1/
7/
1/87
1/87 6.25
230,000.00
230,000.00 20,000.00
8,122.50
8,122.50
8.122.50
28.122.50 36.245.00
1/
7/
1/88
1/88 6.40
210,000.00
210,000.00 20,000.00
7,497.50
7.497.50
7.497.50
27.497.50 34.995.00
1/
7/
1/89
1 89 6.50
190,000.00
190.000.00 20,000.00
6.857.50
6.857.50
6.857.50
26.857.50 33.715.00
1
7
1 90
1 90 6.65
170,000.00
170,000.00 20.000.00
6.207.50
6.207.50
6.207.50
26.207.50 32.415.00
1
7
1 91
1 91 6.75
150.000.00
150,000.00 15.000.00
5.542.50
5.542.50
5.542.50
20.542.50 26.085.00
1
7,
1 92
1 92 6.90
135.000.00
135.000.00 15.000.00
5.036.25
5.036.25
5.036.25
20.036.25 25.072.50
1
7
1 93
1 93 7.05
120,000.00
120,000.00 15.000.00
4.518.75
4.518.74
4.518.75
19.518.75 24.037.59
1
7
1 94
1 94 7.25
105.000.00
105.000.00 15.000.00
3.990.00
3.990.00
3.990.00
18.990.00 22.980.00
1
7
1 95
1 95 7.35
90,000.00
90.000.00 15.000.00
3.446.25
3.446.25
3.446.25
18.446.25 21.892.50
1
7
1 96
1 96 7.45
75.000.00
75.000.00 15.000.00
2.895.00
2.895.00
2.895.00
17.895.00 20,790.00
1
7
1 97
I 97 7.60
60.000.00
60,000.00 15.000.00
2.336.25
2.336.25
2,336.25
17.336.25 19,672.50
1
7,
1 98
1 98 7.75
45,000.00
45.000.00 15.000.00
1.766.25
1.766.25
1.766.25
16.766.25 18,532.50
1
7
1 99
1 99 7.85
30,000.00
30,000.00 15.000.00
1.185.00
1.185.00
1.185.00
16.185.00 17.370.00
i l
7 1
2000
2000 7.95
15,000.00
15.000.00 15.000.00
596.25
596.25
596.25
15.596.25 16.192.50
Note: 1st payment 144 days bond year
Fully registered notes
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Description Value
Town Hall, Land & Buildings $296,021.00
Furniture and Equipment 66,282.00
Police Department. Land & Buildings 50.000.00
Equipment 34,152.00
Fire Department, Land & Buildings' 191,579.00
Equipment 117,694.00 Highway Department, Land & Buildings 84,767.00
Equipment 249,515.00
Materials and Supplies 5,512.00
Parks, Commons, and Playgrounds 99,905.00
Furniture & Equipment 7,000.00
Sewer Plant & Facilities 35,898.00
Carpenter Home 286,664.00
Furniture & Equipment 10,000.0
Recycling Center 39.360.00
Equipment 10.000.00
Whitcomb Hall 270.908.00
Total $1,855,257.00
-36-
STATEMENT OF REVENUE SHARING FUNDS
Balance as of January 1, 1986
Receipts:
January 1986
April 1986
July 1986
October 1986
Interest Received
Withdrawals:
Fire Department
Police Cruiser
Town Poor
Home Health Care
Libraries
Parks and Playgrounds
Am bu la n ce Serv i ce
Balance as of December 31, 1986
9,280.00
9,280.00
8,050.00
5,906.00
4,055.92
32,516.00
1,491.10
38,063.02
6,661.03
5.709.45
5,709.45
5,709.45
3,806.30
4,757.89
5,709.45
38,063.02
-0-
STATE AID GRANT C-272
FINAL STATE AID GRANT AMORTIZATION SCHEDULE
Fiscal
Year Principal Interest Total
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
17.544.
17,544.
17.544.
17,544.
17.544.
18,179.
19.277.
18.330.
17.356.
16.347.
35.723.
36.821.
35.874.
34.900.
33.891.
Subtotals
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
$87,720
16.794.
16.794.
16.794.
16.794.
16.794.
12.596.
12,596.
12.596.
12.596.
12.596.
12,596.
12,596.
12.596.
12,596.
12,595.
$89,489.
14.498.
13.493.
12.453.
I 1 .390.
10.311.
9.206.
8,365.
7.506.
6.628.
5.724.
4.809.
3,881.
2,934.
1.968.
990.
$177,209.
31.292.
30.287.
29.247.
28.184.
27.105.
21.802.
20.961.
20.102.
19.224.
18.320.
17.405.
16.477.
15,530.
14,564.
13.585.
Payment Due in June
$297,649. $203,645. $501,294.
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TREASURERS REPORT
January 1, 1986 to December 31, 1986
General Fund Now Account
Balance on Hand January I, 1986
Plus Receipts
Plus Now Account Interest Earned
Plus Choice Account Transfer
Less Transfer to CD. Account
Less Payments
Plus Net Transfers from Gain Plus Account
Cash on Hand December 31, 1986
Choice Account
Balance on Hand January 1, 1986
Plus Interest Earned
Less Transfer to Regular Account
Cash on Hand December 31, 1986
Gain Plus Account
Cash on Hand January I, 1986
Plus Deposits
Plus Interest Earned
Less Withdrawals
Cash on Hand December 31, 1986
CD. Account 12/5/86
Deposit 12/5 86
Cash on Hand 12/31/86
Total Cash on Hand General Fund Accounts
SEWER FUND NOW & CD ACCOUNTS
Balance on Hand January I. 1986
Plus Receipts
Plus Interest Earned
Less withdrawals
Balance on Hand December 31, 1986
REVENUE SHARING ACCOUNT
Balance on Hand January 1, 1986
Plus Receipts
Plus Interest Earned
Less Transfers to regular Account
Cash on Hand December 31, 1986
310,875.46
4,003,012.16
21,353.27
24,093.41
4,359,334.30
100,000.00
4,259,334.30
3.897,447.18
361,887.12
110,000.00
471,887.12
23,222.56
870.85
24,093.41
24,093.41
-0-
670.491.88
875,000.00
24,765.42
1,570,257.30
985.000.00
585,257.30
100.000.00
100,000.00
$1,157,144.42
40,796.71
-0-
2,199.11
42,995.82
-0-
42,995.82
4.055.92
32.516.00
1,491.10
38,063.02
38.063.02
-0-
-38-
BOSTON & MAINE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Balance on Hand January I, 1986 136.44
Plus Interest Earned 7.83
144.27
Less Transfer to regular Account 144.27
Cash on Hand December 31, 1986 -0-
CONSERVATION COMMISSION NOW AND GAIN PLUS ACCOUNTS
Balance on Hand January I, 1986 6,705.59
Plus Interest Earned Gain Plus Account 343.75
Plus Interest Earned Now Account 77.12
Plus Refund Overpayment 100.00
7,226.46
Less Selectmens Orders Paid 456.00
Cash on Hand December 31, 1986 6,770.46
SEWER COMMISSION ACCOUNT
Balance on Hand January 1, 1986 27,273.52
Plus Receipts 32,412.83
Plus Gain Plus Interest 175.88
Plus Now Account Interest Earned 660.21
60,522.44
Less Payments 31,791.95
Less Transfer to Trust Fund 3,500.00
Cash on Hand December 31, 1986 25,230.49
REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
Auto Registrations 372,994.00
Dog and Group Licenses 4,957.30
Filing Fees 13.00
Miscellaneous Fees 12,751.43
Remitted to Treasurer 390,715.73
Respectfully submitted,
Carol A.Frazier, Town Clerk
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TAX COLLECTORS REPORT
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1986
-DR-
Uncollected Taxes
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Yield Taxes
Sewer Rents
Taxes Committed To Collector:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes
Land Use Change Taxes
Yield Taxes
Sewer Rents
Added Taxes
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Overpayments
a/c Property Taxes
a/c Resident Taxes
Interest Collected On
Delinquent Taxes:
Land Use Change Taxes
Yield Taxes
Sewer Rents
Penalties Collected On
Resident Taxes
Total Debits
Levies Of:
1987 1986 1985 Prior
$298,193.03 -0-
3,970.00 1,900.00
2,631.65 4,739.14
3,338.45 -0-
2,944,564.00
37,900.00
51.50
12,978.00
1,983.87 13,163.44
29,623.39
-0- -0-
2,350.00 -0- -0-
6,004.39 66.04 -0-
90.00 33.00 -0-
5,289.48 23,185.69 -0-
107.70 -0- -0-
-0- 1.00 -0-
46.58 253.96 -0-
56.00 152.00 7.00
$3,041,044.91 $344,988.26 $6,646.14
-CR-
Remittances To Treasurer During Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Sewer Rents
Land Use Change Taxes
Interest Collected During Year
Penalties on Resident Taxes
Abatements Made During Year:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Sewer Rents
Uncollected Taxes-End of Fiscal Year
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Sewer Rents
Yield Taxes
Land Use Change Taxes
Total Credits
-0- $2,573,651.63 $297,223.03 -0-
-0- 32,840.00 1,573.00 80.00
-0- 51.50 -0- -0-
-0- 6.12 -0-
-0- 26,610.16 3,338.45 -0-
-0- 8,678.00 -0- -0-
-0- 5,443.76 23,440.65 -0-
-0- 56.00 152.00 7.00
-0- 3,301.05 336.04 -0-
-0- 3,620.00 1,660.00 1,410.00
-0- 19.81 -0- -0-
-0- 373,615.63 -0- -0-
-0- 3,880.00 770.00 410.00
-0- 2,993.50 -0- -0-
-0- 1,983.87 15,788.97 4,739.14
-0- 4,300.00 -0- -0-
-0- $3,041,044.91 $344,988.26 $6,646.14
-41
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1986
-DR-
Tax Sales on Account of Levies Of
1986 1985 1984 Previous
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes '
Beginning Fiscal Year -0- $110,858.18 $57,032.72
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year* -0- 66,323.83 -0- -0-
Interest Collected After Sale -0- 384.99 11.378.85 22,867.58
Redemption Costs -0- 154.80 939.07 780.08
Overpayments -0- -0- -0- 4.261.81
Total Debits $66,863.62 $123,176.10 $84,942.19
-CR-
Remittances to Treasurer During Year:
Redemptions -0- $14,902.28 $54,765.84 $58,698.46
Interest & Costs After Sale -0- 539.79 12.317.92 23,647.66
Abatements During Year -0- 18.55 -0- 1.633.32
Deeded to Town During Year -0- -0- -0- -0-
Unredeemed Taxes-End of Fiscal Yr -0- 51.403.00 56,092.34 962.75
Total Credits $66,863.62 $123,176.10 $84,942.19
*Includes total amount of taxes, interest and costs to date of tax sale
42
2,725.04
2,725.04
2,725.04
14,493.00
12,403.30
1,712.50
2,433.30
1,769.44
30.00
2,572.53
400.00
400.00
15,210.00
6,996.12
6,160.00
13,916.00
TOWN OFFICERS SALARIES
Kenneth P. Colby, Jr. Seleetman
David M. Perry, Selectman
Myron S. Steere, III, Selectman
Carol A. Frazier, Town Clerk/ Bkpr
Lisa A. Waters, Deputy Town Clerk
Lewis T. Batt, Jr., Building Inspector
Roger W. Conway, Treasurer
Robert L. DeRocher, Health Officer
Lynda J. Faulkner, Deputy Treasurer
Mary Faulkner, Trustees Bookkeeper
Raphael W. Haley, Auditor
Marjorie Read, Auditor
Ruth C. Snyder, Tax Collector
Cynthia 1. Rose, Deputy Tax Coll.
Edith B. Armstrong, Assistant Clerk
Virginia G. Malone, Secretary
TOWN OFFICERS EXPENSES
Printing Town Reports 4,441.00
Other Printing & Advertising 2,201.63
Office Supplies 5,718.85
Postage 4,204.23
Deed Transcripts, Recording, Etc. 672.32
Dues & Subscriptions 557.66
Telephones 1,525.52
Mileage 948.13
Meeting Expense 901.16
Tax Map Revision 950.00
Water Tests 80.00
Service Contracts 2,479.18
Box Rent 18.00
Due on Boat Taxes 30.25
Outside Labor 390
ELECTION & REGISTRATION EXPENSES
Salaries 2,773.88
Supplies 35.76
Advertising 17.22
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
Whitcomb Hall
Salaries 747.00
Fuel 132.38
Electricity 156.51
Repairs -0-
Sewer Fees 84.47
Building Maint 690.12
-43-
$86,671.31
$25,117.93
2,826.86
$1,810.48
Town Hall
Salaries 1,206.78
Fuel 2,017.36
Fire Alarm 927.34
Bldg. Maint 1,788 91
Suplies 198.40
Electricity
t
868.01
Mileage 4.80
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Salaries 55,857.75
Mileage 1,152.34
Uniforms 3.00
Radio Repair 742.58
Telephones 1,700.48
Electricity 379.62
Dues & Subscriptions 166.75
Supplies & Equipment 3,523.06
Fuel 371.90
Postage 94.03
Gas for Cruiser 3.700.38
Vehicle Repair 2.980.06
Building Maintenance 273.58
Blood Tests 179.00
Training 250.00
Refuse Removal 240.00
Tires 507.20
Rent of Cruiser 171.00
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Salaries 8,037.37
Vehicle Repair & Parts 7,956.36
Gas, Oil, Grease 1.138.83
Radio Repairs 3.488.75
Tools & Supplies 3,178.22
Dues & Subscriptions 59.80
Extinguishers & Oxygen 334.26
Bonds & Insurance 340.00
Electricity 2,565.23
Fuel 3,570.46
Telephones 1,227.42
Building Maintenance 1,553.12
Training Meetings 473.00
Uniforms 5,059.47
LP Gas 924.36
Snowplowing 1,495.00
Sewer Fees 84.47
Flu Shots 80.00
Steward Fund 200.00
Tires 1,473.26
Mileage 144.50
Postage 4.03
$7,011.60
$72,292.73
-44-
$43,387.91
INSURANCE
Health Insurance Trust
Combined Services
Police Accident
Fire Insurance
Unemployment Comp
Officer's Bonds
Police Liability
Public Officials
Fleet Policy
Radios & Equipment
Rescue Squad Lia
Carpenter Home Lia
Boiler & Machine
14,731.56
1,668.75
-0-
5,265.00
2,364.14
50.00
4,035.00
1,800.00
14,603.00
1,588.66
550.00
-0-
986.34
$47,642.45
HEALTH DEPAF
Ambulance Service 25.413.75
Monadnock Family & Mental Health 4.143.20
Home Health Care &
Community Service/ Visiting Nurse 23.231.82
$52,788.77
RECYCLING CENTER
Salaries 20.084.19
Fuel 1,372.13
Telephones 301.03
Electricity 1,014.29
Pest Control 43.50
Maintenance & Repair 96.23
Refuse Removal 18,080.01
Equipment Rental -0-
Supplies 8.62
PUBLIC RELIEF - 1986
Case #1
Case #2
Case #3
Case #4
Case #5
Case #6
Case #7
Case #8
Case #9
Case #10
Case #1
1
Case #12
Case #13
Case #14
Case #15
Case #16
Case #17
500.00
,210.97
49.46
751.83
29.09
60.00
13.58
24.56
199.25
550.00
400.00
450.00
158.89
50.00
137.32
224.93
17.37
$41,000.00
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Case #18
Case #19
Case #20
Case #21
Case #22
Case #23
Case #24
Case #25
Case #26
Case #27
Case #28
Case #29
Case #30
Case #31
Case #32
Case #33
Case #34
Case #35
Case #36
Case #37
Case #38
Case #39
Case #40
Case #41
Case #42
Case #43
Case #44
Case #45
Case #46
Case #47
130.00
664.00
950.00
664.00
300.00
960.00
24.99
2,055.58
385.00
21.71
329.89
223.73
648.00
200.00
405.00
24.71
100.00
325.00
872.92
180.00
210.00
3,645.51
986.00
600.00
325.00
240.00
129.80
300.00
74.60
61.82
$20,864.51
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Salaries - Summer 52,243.81
Winter
Building Maintenance
Gas, Oil, Diesel Fuel
Tires & Repair
Outside Labor & Rental of Equip.
Uniforms
Vehicle Repair
Fuel
Telephone
Radio Repair
Electricity
Tools & Supplies
Asphalt & Cold Patch
Salt, Additives, Calcium
Sand, Stone, Gravel, Hard Pack
Oxygen & Acetylene
Culverts
Meeting Expense
Loader Payment
Bridge Repairs
CEMETERIES
Salaries
Electricity
Advertising
Repairs
Supplies
PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS
Summer Program:
Salaries 2,996.00
Supplies 285.57
Brown Memorial Field
Electricity 466.27
Telephone 202.93
Plumbing 155.57
W.L. Bourassa Disposal 324.40
Maintenance 800.00
Cheshire Oil 1,150.00
E.W. Blood Construction 90.00
Lane Field
Electricity 377.40
Telephone 187.17
AT&T 18.00
Plumbing 60.95
W.L. Bourassa Disposal 93.60
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40,038.59
764.89
7,496.50
349.83
20,454.31
2,404.57
13,211.90
2,420.57
606.56
243.08
1,320.51
12,326.06
63,598.80
25,683.60
10,753.11
256.12
5,851.48
10.00
1,871.60
38.97
12,872.79
64.28
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1,031.34
1,392.66
$261,944.86
$15,361.07
$3,281.57
$3,189.17
Hamshaw Lumber 38.92
Guyette's Sales & Service 51.15
Gary's Power Equipment 6,000.00
Richardson Park $6,827.19
Electricity 364.89
Telephone 205.96
AT & T 25.49
Plumbing 194.63
W.L. Bourassa Disposal 182.35
E.W. Blood Construction 96.00
Swanzey Highway Dept. 316.25
Roger Conway 75.00
Ed Grant 140.00
Johnson's Lock & Safe 79.44
Westmoreland Town Bank 500.00
Frank Pelkey 472.88
Arthur Whitcomb Inc. 116.20
Hamshaw Lumber 361.28
Monadnock Fencing 1,120.00
Monadnock Septic Service 50.00
All State Asphalt 167.65
Jim Blair 352.00
General Expenses $4,820.02
Agway Energy Products 33.25
State of N.H. 16.00
CityofKeene 20.31
Swanzey Police Dept. 100.00
The Keene Sentinel 6.24
Barrett Landscaping 600.00
E.W. Blood Construction 132.50
Girls Softball 361.80
Petty Cash 100-00
$1,370.10
Parks and Playgrounds Total $19,488.05
DOG DAMAGES & LEGAL EXPENSE
Pound Fees 250.00
Dog Licenses 266.91
Legal Expenses 1,129.76
$1,646.67
ADVERTISING & REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
NH Municipal Association 1,212.52
Grand Monadnock Arts Council 500.00
Southwest Region Planning 5,252.00
Southwest Solid Waste Management 9,529.95
INTEREST PAYMENTS $16,494.47
Sewer Loan Interest 11,765.00
Bond Bank Interest 16,850.00
$28,615.00
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BONDS, NOTES, CAPITAL RESERVE, TRUST FUNDS
Revenue Sharing Account 32,516.00
Capital Reserve Account:
Heavy Highway Equipment 17,000.00
Civil Defense 1,000.00
Replacing Fire Trucks 10,000.00
Library Addition 3,500.00
Trust Funds 1,015.00
Sewer Loans 30,615.00
CPA Audit 5,840.00
$101,486.00
PAYMENTS TO STATE AND COUNTY
Marriage License Fees 676.00
Fish and Game Licenses 2.550.80
Dog License Fees 521.00
County Tax 250,679.00
$254,426.80
LIBRARIES
Mt. Caesar Union Library 15,500.00
Stratton Free Library 6,500.00
LANDS, BUILDINGS, NEW EQUIPMENT 22,000.00
Office:
Table 25.00
Air Conditioner 419.00
Computer 4,869.00
Computer Tables 295.00
File Cabinet 35.00
Monitors 1,757.00
Fire Dept.:
Hoses & Nozzles 5,025.38
Radios 9,896.00
Highway Dept.:
New Furnace 2,985.00
Radios 1,512.00
Fork Lift 2,500.00
Town Hall:
Installation of Ceiling 2.054.00
Whitcomb Hall: New Roof 1,076.04
Land Purchase 20,000.00
Painting of Town Buildings 13,594.00
Police Dept:
New Cruiser 10,817.00
Copy Machine 1,495.00
Furnace 1,440.00
Typewriter 400.00
Recreation Dept:
Mower-Lane Field 6,000.00
Civil Defense:
Radio 644.00
$86,838.42
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TRUST
Fund
A. J. Edward Bouvier
B. Chas. Carlton Aged & Infirm
C. Chas. Carlton Community House
D. Chas. Carlton E.S. Library
E. Chas. Carlton Mt. Caesar Cem.
F. L. Carpenter. Carpenter Home
G. S. Read. E.S. Community House
H. Frank Snow School Fund
I. Frank Snow Sidewalk Fund
J. Nettie Stone Pavillion
K. Edna Whitcomb. Carpenter Home
L. Edna Whitcomb. Whitcomb Hall
M. George Whitcomb. Carpenter Home
N. George Whitcomb. Whitcomb Hall
Cash on Hand Indianhead National Bank
Federated Short Term Govt's
ND INCOME
Balance Income Expense Balance
12/31/85 12/31/86
172.06 60.46 3.60 228.92
943.80 349.97 783.21 510.56
133.21 70.98 84.26 119.93
234.28 202.63 239.78 197.13
9,875.47 1.308.84 126.88 11.057.39
7.152.20 7.341.17 1.084.10 13,409.27
2.932.77 2.020.36 2.199.15 2.753.98
340.71 341.63 373.22 309.12
36.114.55 14.017.75 28.526.84 21.605.46
340.09 81.65 7.91 413.83
1.904.60 618.12 22.47 2,500.25
652.74 372.24 77.76 947.22
3.267.95 1.366.83 44.08 4.590.70
836.69 376.66 445.90 767.45
S64.901.12 S28.529.29 S34.019.16 S59.411.25
SI 1.25
S59.4 11.00
S59.422.25
A. Principal S500.00
Income Balance S228.92
B. Principal S5.000.00
Income Balance S510.56
C. Principal SI.000.00
Income Balance SI 19.93
D. Principal S3.000.00
Income Balance S197.13
E. Principal S10.000.00
Income Balance SI 1.057.39
F. 600 Shares A.T. & T.
400 Shares Consol. Eidson
400 Share General Electric
300 Shares Wisconsin Elec.
60 Shares Amer. Info. Tech
60 Shares Southwestern Bell
120 Share U.S. Western
120 Shares Pacific Tel.
120 Shares N.V.N.E.X.
180 Shares Bell South
120 Shares Bell Atlantic
Purchase \alue of stock S58.748.70
Principal
Indianhead Natl S3.930.68
Income Balance S13.409.27
G. 100 Shares Central Me Power
700 Shares American Brands
Purchase Value of Stock S15.329.20
Principal Indianhead S4.956.94
Income Balance 2.753.98
H. Principal S5.000.00
Income Balance 309.12
I. 4000 Shares Union Pacific
925 Shares Santa Fe Southern Pacific
428 Shares A.T.&T.
42 Shares Southwestern Bell
84 Shares U.S. Western
84 Shares Pacific Telsis.
84 Shares N.V.N.E.X.
126 Shares Bell South
84 Shares Bell Atlantic
42 Shares American Info Tech
Purchase Value of Stock S87.281.00
Principal Indianhead
Income Balance
S19.187.23
S2 1,605.46
S900.00
S413.83
J. Principal Indianhead
Income Balance
K. 100 Shares Texaco
Purchase Value of Stock S3. 107.91
Principal Indianhead SI.892.09
Income Balance S2.500.25
L. Principal S5.000.00
Income Balance S947.22
M. 200 Shares Exxon
Purchase Value of Stock S5. 772.06
Principal Indianhead S4.227.94
Income Balance S4.590.70
N. Principal S5.000.00
Income Balance S767.45
Principal
Federated Short Term Govt's S69.537.00
Cash on Hand 57.88
Current Stock Value S5 11.732.13
Total S581.327.01
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SWANZEY TRUST FUNDS
Balance Cemetery Funds December 31, 1985 $113,859.57
New Cemetery Accounts 1986
Winifred Robb $300.00
Dewitt Skinner (additional) 50.00
Albert & Rose Kenney 300.00
Russell & Myrtle Lane 300.00
$950.00
950.00
Principal
Balance December 31, 1986 $114,809.57
Indianhead National(Federated Short-term Govt's) $113,913.00
Cash on hand 56.57
Chubb Corp. 840.00
Total $114,809.57
CEMETERY INCOME ACCOUNT
Balance Cemetery Income Funds December 31, 1985 $10,559.88
Indianhead National
(Federated Short-term Govt's) $8,144.25
Chubb 37.44
Total $8,181.69
Expenses for 1986
Town of Swanzey $9,855.54
Glenn C. Naramore 48.87
Indianhead National 193.64
Total $10,098.05
+ $8,181.69
- $10,098.05
Balance on hand December 21, 1986 $8,643.52
Indianhead National (Federated Short-term Govt's) $8,600.00
Cash on hand 43.52
$8,643.52
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CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
Fund
Covered Bridge Fund
Civil Defense (new 12/5/86)
Swanzey Town Documents
Fire Truck
Highway & Cemetery Equipment
Mt. Caesar Library Fund
Police Cruiser
Swanzey Historical Fund
Swanzey Sewer Commission (new 3/24/86)
Monadnock Regional School (new 8, 18/86)
Totals
Federated Short Term Gov'ts
Indianhead Bank Cash on hand
Keene Savings Bank Certificate
First Northern Bank Certificate
Balance
12/31/85
$1,414.48
1,000.00
480.74
34,950.66
62,099.91
12,993.54
6,180.44
932.00
11,156.78
528,031.68
Income
$156.60
30.70
12,231.10
20,964.21
4,329.46
386.83
114,802.34
450.04
11.203.20
Expense
$5.37
1.79
130.58
232.01
48.54
584.33
97,437.78
37.03
109.96
Balance
12/31/86
$1,565.71
509.65
47,051.18
82,832.11
17,274.46
5.982.84
18,296.56
11,569.79
539,124.92
$659,240.23 $164,554.48 $98,587.39
Total
SUMMARY OF INVENTORY
1986
Land-Improved and Unimproved
Current Use
Buildings
Public Utilities-Electric
Manufactured Housing
Total Valuation Before Exemptions
Blind Exemptions 10
Elderly 117
Solar 15
Total Exemptions Allowed
Net Valuation on Which Tax Rate Is Computed
Net Town Appropriation
Net School Appropriation
County Assessment
Total of Town School & County
Business Profit Tax (deduct)
War Service Credits
Overlay
Total Taxes to be Raised
Gross Precinct Taxes
Total Gross Property Taxes
Less War Service Credits
Total Tax Commitment
TAX RATE
Town
School
County
Total Town, School
and County Rate
Precint Tax Rate
24
53
,135,457
620.191
,858,641
729,235
,399,687
146.600
,515,169
54,130
103,207
2,631,327
250,679
1.78
31.67
3.08
36.53
2.03
$725,207.32
$532,677.00
2,431.06
79,161.69
110,937.57
$725,207.32
$80,743,211
1,715,899
79,027,312
2,985,213
160,882
27,300
35,237
2,886,868
34.996
2,921,864
27,300
2,894,564
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MT. CAESAR UNION LIBRARY
Librarian's Report
Service for all the people of Swanzey is the goal of Mt. Caesar Union Library! To
accomplish this goal, books, magazines and other library materials are continually
being added to the library resources. Materials also are borrowed on inter-library
loan. Books are taken to the Carpenter Home and other shut-ins, and when necessary,
arrangements are made to provide Talking Book Service for those who are blind or
otherwise handicapped. School classes regularly visit the library to borrow books.
There are Story Hours throughout the year. During the summer, there is a Vacation
Reading Program for the youngsters and "Monday Night at the Movies" for all to
enjoy. The traditional, annual ringing of the library bell on the Fourth of July was
attended by thirty-six people from the area. The Cheshire Fair exhibit, created by
Hazel Fuller and Janet Parsons, won first premium. One of the highlights of the year
was the makingand raffle of the Swanzey Quilt which was made by twenty-five women
of Swanzey and which was won by Hilda Snelling who donated the quilt to the
Swanzey Museum. Proceeds from the raffle and donations to the Library's Support
Fund made it possible to give the building a much needed coat of paint. During the
celebration of the 100th anniversary of the production of "The Old Homestead", Book
Fair, Tea and Exhibit of "Old Homestead" memorabilia were featured.
"Friends of the Library" have volunteered many hours of service in and for the
library as well as raising funds for special projects such as the purchase of much needed
book trucks, special books, etc. Patricia Haselton is the chairman of the group. Many
books and magazines are donated for library use and for the Book Fair. A newsletter
of library activities, Mt. Casear Memo is printed twice a year with volunteer help and
is available at the Town Hall and at the library.
Some statistics showing the use of the library are: materials borrowed from the
library; books - 15,348, magazines - 917, puzzles - 303, records - 42, pamphlets - 38,
cassette tapes - 63; reference questions answered - 574; number of persons coming into
the library - 8009; individuals registered to use the library 161; 19 films were shown at
the "Monday Night at the Movies" program.
The library is open 30 hours weekly and the hours are:
Monday and Wednesday: 1:00 - 5:00 PM: 6:30 - 9:00 PM
Tuesday and Thursday: 9:30 - 1 1:30 AM; 1:00 - 5:00 PM; 6:30 - 9:00 PM
Telephone number is 357-0456.
Serving on the Board of Trustees are: Hazel Fuller, president; Jane Johnson, vice-
president; Debbie O'Meara, secretary; Roger Conway, treasurer; Donna Hills, Myron
Steere, Marilyn Parpan, Mark Carrier, Connie Ownes. Robert Kenney is the town
elected trustee. Assistant librarians are Janet Parsons and Lorraine O'Gorman.
Respectfully submitted,
Ruth Palm, librarian
MOUNT CAESAR UNION LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
Tresurer's Report 1/1/86 - 12/31/86
Balance on Hand January 1, 1986 $14,219.11
Income:
Town Appropriation 15,500.00
Investment Income 2,923.34
Interest 993.88
Fees & Fines 282.10
Misc. Income 316.49
Memorial Funds 805.00
Support Fund 1,980.00
Raffle 2,018.00
24,818.81
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Plus Income 24,818.81
Expenses:
Librarian 7,800.00
Ast. Librarian 1,731.40
Social Security 681.47
Travel 174.25
Books & Magazines 3,097.37
Library Supplies 106.34
Postage 40.39
Fuel 991.69
Electricity 671.67
Telephone 343.84
Custodial 420.00
Insurance 692.00
Repairs & Maint. 958.99
Misc. Expenses 141.18
Painting Library 3,100.00
20,950.59
Less Expenses 20,950.59
Balance on Hand December 31, 1986 18,087.33
Roger W. Conway, Treasurer
MOUNT CAESAR UNION LIBRARY
Auditor's Certificate
I have examined the treasurer's report, related receipts, expenditures, and account
balances for the year January 1 , 1 986 to December 31,1 986 and have found them to be
true and correct to the best of my knowledge.
Mary E. Stone
STRATTON FREE LIBRARY
The year 1986 was another good year for the library. The statistics show that the
people of West Swanzey support and use the library, and major improvements were
made on the building. 4,998 books went out and 560 magazines and 1 69 cassettes were
circulated. 1 10 new people became patrons of the library. Two fans are now hanging
from our "high" ceiling which have made our library warmer this winter. Also new
lighting was installed in one corner. Plus our roof and chimney were repaired.
This summer I was proud of West Swanzey's young people as 702 books were read
in our Summer Reading Program. In this program one became a Captain by reading
seven books on a variety of subjects. There were 39 Captains, and 28 young people
read 15 books or more. 58 children participated, and we had a party for all the
Captains.
During the summer we had two concerts. The Scarlet Marauders played expertly
with exuberance and were a huge success. Sue Ayotte and Eileen Discoteaux put on an
entertaining concert with a variety of fun and interesting songs.
The Christmas party was well attended in which we watched a film, made tree
ornaments, ate refreshments, and read books.
An open house was held during the "Old Homestead weekend" in which we held a
book sale, had refreshments, and had a display of Mr. Calkins wonderful historical
town pictures.
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Some heart-felt thanks are due to several people. Shirley Leonard has been
invaluable with her help in genealogical matters. Kevin Stinson has kept our grass
well-mowed and our walk well-shoveled. Mr. Gary Phippard of Cheshire Builders was
a big help, with his assistance in getting the roof and chimney repaired. Thanks go to
Kenneth Sevene for his donation of matching antique slates for our roof which could
have been difficult to replace. Thanks go to Sue MacPhail for her faithfulness and high
quality work. Last, special thanks go to the trustees for their support, Bill Haley for his
time spent in keeping our financial records straight, Ernest Perry for keeping the
building in good condition, and Jan Sevene for her art work.
Serving on the Board of Trustees are: Ernest Perry, Chairman; Raphael Haley,
Treasurer; Susan Miller, Secretary; Patricia Fenn, Carol Roosa; Jan Sevene, Theresa
Stepenuck. Susan MacPhail is the Assistant Librarian.
The library is open:
Tuesday 2:30 - 8:00 PM
Thursdays 2:30 - 6:00 PM
Saturdays 11:00 - 2:00 PM
Respectfully submitted,
Evelyn Former, Librarian
FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE STRATTON FREE LIBRARY
1986 Town Appropriation $8,500.00
Expenditures:
Librarian Wages $2,544.32
Assistant Librarian 733.52
Books & Publications 2,449.71
Heat, Lights, & Misc. 772.45
$6,500.00
As it now appears, 1987 will not differ much cost wise from 1986 for operation of the
Library. Therefore, it is requested that the Town of Swanzey appropriate $6,500.00 to
operate the Stratton Free Library during 1987.
Respectfully submitted,
Raphael W. Haley, Treasurer
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REPORT OF THE CARPENTER HOME TRUSTEES
Summary of 1986 Activity
Receipts:
Trust Funds
Gifts and Memorials
Interest
Total
$1,000.00
510.00
1,996.38
Total Receipts 3,506.38
Disbursements:
Repairs 144.05
New Equipment & Improvements 7,465.17
Public Service Co. of NH 180.00
General Expenses 814.21
$8,603.43
Funds Gained or (required) $5,097.05
Balance of Funds on Hand as of:
01/01/86 12/31/86 Required
Regular Checking 375.83 241.72 134.11
Hi-Fi Checking 14,627.68 9,664.74 4,962.94
Total $15,003.51 $9,906.46 $5,097.05
Balance of Funds as of 12/31/86
Checking Accounts 9,906.46
2 Certificates of Deposit 40,281.96
$50,188.42
Sara Ann Steere
Gerald A. Bell
Roger W. Conway
Trustees
REPORT OF THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
1986
The Health Department performed the following services in 1986:
1. Water Tests from Swanzey Lake, Wilson Pond and Yale Forest Spring: 10.
2. Foster and Day Care inspections: 5.
3. Housing complaint inspections: 6.
4. Septic Tank inspections: 8.
5. Miscellaneous Inspections: 16.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert L. DeRocher, Health Officer
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SWANZEY VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
1986 Report
The nursing service and home health aid and care for Swanzey residents has
continued to be provided by the Home Health Care and Community Services, Inc.
There were 327 visits requiring maintenance nursing. A Home Health Aid made 686
visits to residents. Much of the funding is supplied by Medicare, Medicaid, other
insurance, grants, county funding and patient fees. The town has supported services
that couldn't be covered by other funding.
Meals-on-Wheels has continued to grow and 6,42 1 meals were delivered during the
year to homebound clients or patients.
The blood pressure clinics continue to be held at the Swanzey Center Town Hall on
the second Monday of the month and at Waterview Apts., in North Swanzey on the
last Monday of the month. They are open to all and there is no charge.
The dental clinic, co-sponsored by the Swanzey Parent-Teacher Organization and
the Swanzey Visiting Nurse Association, is on a 1 year status. It is hoped the clinic may
be resumed in the fall of 1987.
Hospice is available for patients and their families facing terminal illnesses. It
provides helpful counseling, compassion and helpful discussion for all who must cope
with difficult problems.
The telephone number for Home Health Care and Community Services, Inc., is
352-4309 in Keene and 239-4352 in Winchester to reach the Swanzey nurse.
Respectfully submitted,
Eunice P. Nelson, President
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HOME HEALTH CARE & COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC.
January 1, 1986 - December 31, 1986
ANNUAL REPORT
In 1986, Home Health Care and Community Services continued to provide home
care and community services to the residents of Swanzey. These services have been
supported to the greatest extent possible by Medicare, Medicaid, other insurances,
County funding, grants, and patient fees. Services that could not be covered by other
funding have been supported by your twon.
The following information represents a projection of Home Health Care and
Community Services' activities in your community for 1986. The projection is based
on actual services provided from January through September 1986, and an estimate of
usage during October, November and December.
SERVICE REPORT
Services Offered
Skilled Nursing
Maintenance Nursing
Adult Health Nursing
Child Health Nursing
Bereavement Support
Home Birth Registrations
Office Visits
Nursing Assessments & Other
Rehabilitation Therapies:
Physical Therapy
Speech Pthology
Occupational Therapy
Homemaker
Home Health Aide
Medical Social Worker
Nutritionist
Meals-On-Wheels
TOTAL CLIENTS SERVED
Services
Professional Services
Homemaker/ Home Health Aide
Child Health
In addition to the above listed activities, regularly scheduled blood pressure clinics, child
health clinics, telephone and office consultations were made available to your residents
throughout the year. Town funding, in part, supported these additional services.
Services Supported
Services Partially or Totally
Provided By the Town
327 visits 31 visits
131 visits 124 visits
1 visit 1 visit
14 visits 14 visits
visits visits
visit visits
visits visits
28 visits 28 visits
271 visits 7 visits
visits visits
10 visits visits
1004 hours 983 hours
686 visits 450 visits
4 visit 1 visit
23 visits 23 visits
6421 meals 6421 meals
Total Unduplicated Client Count
38
13
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NORTH SWANZEY WATER & FIRE PRECINCT OFFICIALS
NAME TELEPHONE TERM
OFFICE & ADDRESS NUMBER ENDS
COMMISSIONERS
Chairman Barry Yardley
Houghton Pt., North Swanzey 357-2743 1987
Mark Lawrence
Route 32, North Swanzey 352-3789 1989
Caleb Wright
Maple St., North Swanzey 357-3386 1988
Clerk A.C. Lerandeau
Old Mill Road, North Swanzey 352-7991 1986
Treasurer Irene Underwood
Route 8, Keene 352-1285 1986
Moderator Mark Lawrence
Route 32, North Swanzey 352-3789 1986
Auditor Mark Lawrence
Route 32, North Swanzey 352-3789 1986
Superintendent Wallace Yardley
Houghton Point, North Swanzey 352-9244 1986
NORTH SWANZEY WATER & FIRE PRECINCT
The annual meeting of the North Swanzey Water and Fire Precinct was duly called
and held at the Water Precinct Building on March 18, 1986, at 7:30 o'clock in the
evening.
The meeting was called to order by Mark Lawrence, the Moderator.
Mr. Lawrence read the warrant for the rneeting and the return of posting thereon.
On motion of Gus Lerandeau, seconded by Caleb Wright, Mark Lawrence was
nominated for the position of Moderator. There being no other nominatins, by voice
vote, Mr. Lawrence was declared duly elected for the ensuing year.
On motion of Caleb Wright, seconded by Barry Yardley, it was voted to dispense
with the reading of the minutes of the last annual meeting, held on March 19, 1985,
copies of same having been distributed to the Commissioners.
Under Article 1 - On motion of Louise Wright, seconded by Wally Yardley, Gus
Lerandeau was nominated as Secretary of the Precinct for the ensuing year and the
oath of office was administered.
On motion of Wally Yardley, seconded by Barry Yardley, Irene L. Underwood was
nominated at Treasurer for the ensuing year. There being no other nominations, by
voice vote Mrs. Underwood was declared duly elected as Treasurer of the Precinct and
the oath of office was administered to her.
On motion of Caleb Wright, seconded by Wally Yardley, Mark Lawrence was
nominated as Auditor for the Precinct. There being no other nominations, by voice
vote, Mr. Lawrence was declared duly elected and he subsequently took the oath of
office.
On motion of Louise Wright, seconded by Wally Yardley, Mark Lawrence was
nominated as a Commissioner for the term of three years. The motion was
unanimously carried and Mark Lawrence was declared duly elected. He subsequently
took the oath of office.
Under Article 2 - The budget for the year 1986 was read, item by item, and, on
motion of Gus Lerandeau, seconded by Louise Wright, it was unanimously voted to
accept the budget as read, subject, however, to such future revisions as may be
necessary.
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On motion of Wally Yardley, seconded by Barry Yardley, there being no
opposition, it was unanimously voted to raise by taxation on the property of the
Precinct, to defray expenses of carrying on the Precinct business, the sum of
$33,540.00 subject, however, to State approval, and further, to authorize the Clerk to
certify this vote to the Town of Swanzey.
Under Article 3 - On motion of Wally Yardley, seconded by Barry Yardley, it was
unanimously voted to accept the Article as read, and to authorize the Commissioners
to borrow such sums of money as may be necessary for the ensuing year in anticipation
of taxes.
Under Article 4 - There being no further business to come before the meeting, on
motion of Gus Lerandeau, seconded by Barry Yardley, it was unanimously voted to
adjourn.
Adjournment 8:00 p.m.
A true record
Attest: A.C. Lerandeau, Secretary
NORTH SWANZEY WATER & FIRE PRECINCT
Budget and Report of Appropriations
Actual
Expenditures
Appropriations or Expenditures Prior Year
Water Purchases 20,463.
Hydrant Rental 4,050.
Truck Expense 571.
Dues & Subscriptions 125.
Utlilities 247.
Insurance 1,672.
Legal and Accounting 2,869.
Licenses and Permits 10.
Maintenance 8,451.
Office Expense 1,129.
Payroll 26,610.
Payroll Taxes 1.734.
Telephone 299.
Water used by Utility 28.
Programing Expense
Inerest on Dept 393.
Total Appropriations or Expenditures $68,651.
SOURCE OF REVENUES AND CREDITS
Actual
Revenue for
Prior Year
Hydrant Rentals 2,025.
Water Rents 33,146.
Merchandise Sales and Job Work 1,478.
Sundry 536.
Total Revenues Except Precinct Taxes $37,185.
Amount to be raised by Precinct Taxes
Total Revenues and Precinct Taxes
Commissioner's
Budget
Current Year
32,000.
4,050.
625.
125.
275.
1,800.
2,800.
10.
8,500.
1,200.
28,900.
2,100.
325.
64.
2,000.
$84,774.
Estimated
Revenue for
Current Year
2,025.
47,340.
1.500.
$50,865.
$33,909.
$84,774.
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FINANCIAL REPORT
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1986
irNCUiviiL
Current Revenues:
From Taxes 35,018.00
Water Rents 33,146.47
Service 1,478.05
Hydrant Rentals 2,025.00
From Other Sources:
Sundry 535.68
Total Receipts $72,203.20
Cash on Hand Beginning of Year 3,725.36
Grand Total $75,928.56
EXPENSE
Current Maintenance Expenses
Water Purchases 20,462.60
Hydrant Rentals 4,050.00
Truck Expense 571.00
Dues and Subs 125.00
Utilities 247.1 J
Insurance 1,671.60
Legal and Accounting 2,868.75
Licenses and Permits 10.00
aintenance 8,450.89
Office Expense 1,128.87
Payroll 26,610.31
Payroll Taxes 1,734.06
Telephone 299.12
Water Used by Utility 28.00
Interest Paid 393.30
Total Payments $68,650.66
Cash on Hand End of Year 7,736.33
Grand Total $76,386.99
ASSETS
General Fund 7,736.33
Customers 323.61
Total Assets $8,059.94
Grand Total $8,059.94
LIABILITIES
Payroll Taxes 220.00
Total Liabilities $220.00
Excess of Assets over $7,839.94
Grand Total $8,059.94
SCHEDULE OF PRECINCT PROPERTY
Supplies on Hand $5,911.00
Fixed Assets 67,403.46
Total Vaulation $73,314.46
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REPORT OF THE ROAD AGENT
1986
Once we got out of a wet and icy winter in early 1986, we proceeded to make good
use of the new Clark Loader, which was delivered in late Feb., by cleaning ditches and
digging down high shoulders. This allows for better drainage of the road surfaces and
slows down pavement deterioration.
About 12 miles of roads were cleaned and shimmed with hot asphalt where needed,
and then sealed with hot asphalt and stone chips or sand. This puts "life back in the
existing blacktop and eliminates potholes, thus less patching. The twelve miles sealed
last year cost approx. $5,000.00 per mile and should be in fair shape for 5 years. If we
can seal about 12 miles each year, we should be able to have all roads on a five year
schedule.
Grass grew fast this summer and kept us busy in the cemeteries. We replaced the
hydrants in Mountain View with new ones. We hope to finish the roads in Mountain
View and Oak Hill this year.
It took 120 hours of baler time to get rid of our scrap pile at the dump. This was an
accumulation of several years, but if managed better, we should be able to cut the time
by 60%, according to the NHRRA. However, it will take a lot of cooperation from the
users, and us, to eliminate the rubbish, wood, porcelain and whatever else that is
mixed in with the scrap metals, and to put the metals in the designated places. This
scrap removal operation cost us $6,435.51.
We took over a couple of new roads again this year, due to new developments, and
opened Troy Hill Road all the way thru, which is an asset to the highway, fire and
police depts and hopefully to the residents.
The N.H. State Highway Dept. installed drainage pipes on Sawyers Crossing Rd.
which enabled us to do the same on Old Eaton Rd. to alleviate drainage problems
there. We also replaced a number of old culverts and enlarged some of them. We swept
streets and cleaned catch basins.
We replaced the furnace at the highway dept (which had lived its useful life) with a
new one. Most maintenance was accomplished with our own crew, plus some fire
equipment maintenance. We helped by way of signs with the Old Homestead parade
and hauled some fill in and rubble out from the new museum site.
We bought a used forklift for the recycling center to replace the "sick" one. We plan
to repair "it" and hopefully sell it. As I stated last year, the rubbish problem is a serious
one and everyone should strive to ease it by recycling paper, cardboard and aluminium
cans. Please help the dump operation by putting various items in their proper places.
Winter started early again this year and we had some problems early on with tough
storms and new troops. However, I believe we are improving and I am proud of our
personnels performance.
Respectfully submitted,
Elton W. Blood, Sr., Road Agent
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Annual Report
During the past year the Conservation Commission has spent numerous hours to
ensure proper utilization of local natural resources. By working closely with the
Planning Board, Board of Adjustment, Selectmen and Recreation Committee, the
Commission assisted in making the best decisions to manage growth and its effect on
our environment. We also coordinated with unofficial groups in town in matters of
resource protection and encouraged ongoing communication between the
Commission and concerned citizens. The Commission remains affilated with the State
Association of Conservation Commissions and has begun to estblish communication
with neighboring Commissions regarding regional concerns.
Among our activities were:
Updating the Master Plan to include recommendations regarding resource
management, providing input into the revisions of zoning and subdivision ordinances,
ongoing planning with the Recreation Committee to establish recreational access to
the Ashuelot River, reviewing of dredge and fill permits, performing onsite visits on
pertinent subdivision proposals, promoting utilization of soils information from the
Soils Conservation District, attending workshops on groundwater protection, soils,
town planning, and wetlands., providing scholarships to MRHS students to
Conservation Comp., indexing abandoned oil and gas tanks in town.
While the problems of coordinating preservation and development are vast in
scope, the Conservation Commission draws upon the expertise of various agencies
and organizations within the State for guidance. We are aware of our citizenry as a
valuable resource and thus welcome anyone who feels they may be of assistance in our
mandated charge of natural resource protection, indexing and planning.
Respectfully submitted,
Barbara Skuly, Chairman
SVVANZEY BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
1986
The Board of Adjustment meets on the third Monday of each month. During the
past year, the Board granted 12 variances and denied three. 13 Special Exceptions
were granted. Francis Faulkner, Jr., was reelected to the Board for a three year term at
the March Town Meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard L. Lane, Chairman
SWANZEY PLANNING BOARD
1986
The Planning Board holds regular meetings the first and third Thursday of each
month. All meetings are open to the Public and all interesed citizens are urged to
attend.
During the past year, the board approved 20 subdivisions, 18 Site Plan Review and
4 Home Occupation requests.
The board also spent many hours working on amendments to the Zoning
Ordinances. During the coming year the board will continue to update the Zoning
Ordinances, and hopes to update the Master Plan and develope a Capital
Improvements program. Respectfully submitted,
Charles D. Roosa, Chairman
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REPORT OF THE WEST SWANZEY SIDEWALK COMMITTEE
The West Swanzey Sidewalk Committee replaced 120 feet of sidewalk on Spring
Street replacing retaining wall and railing. Also replaced 240 feet of sidewalk on West
Street. General paving of roads was done on West Street and Cobble Hill Road. The
Town was paid for cleaning of sidewalks in West Swanzey and for painting the railing
on Deman Thompson Highway.
The expenditures for 1986:
Town of Swanzey (Cleaning W.S. sidewalks) SI, 240. 35
Harold L. Secord (Sidewalk on West Street) 2,950.00
Frank W. Whitcomb (paving West Street) 8,346.51
Town of Swanzey (painting sidewalk railings. New Bridge Rd.,
Homestead Ave., and Spring Street) 242.61
Frank W. Whitcomb, (paving Cobble Hill Rd. and West Street) 6,694.91
Harold Secord (sidewalk on Spring Street) 8,750.00
Indianhead National Bank (fee) 302.40
Total $28,526.84
Respectfully submitted
Rebecca Brusi, Clerk
Richard Wood, Sr. Chairman Stanley Earle
Graham Brusie, Treasurer George Goodnow, Jr.
Ernest Perry A. Douglas Damelio
Elwin Martin Allen Hood
REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND
STATE FOREST RANGER
Between July 1985 and June 1986, we experienced fewer fires than normal. The two
leading causes of forest fires were again children and fires kindled without written
permission of a Forest Fire Warden. Both causes are preventable, but only with your
help.
Please help our town and state forest fire officials with forest fire prevention.
Contact your Forest Fire Warden for more information.
Enforcement of a state timber harvest regulation is the responsibility of State
Forestry officials. Our state has excellent timber harvest regulations; however, your
assistance is needed.
If you know of a logging operation and suspect a state timber harvest law may be
violated, call your Forest Fire Warden.
If you own forest land, you became responsible for the timber tax payment starting
April 1, 1986. This is a change in the Timber Tax Law that will impact all forest
landowners. Contact your Board of Selectmen for timber tax forms.
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS - 1986
Number Fires Statewide 840
Acres Burned Statewide 751
Cost of Suppression $275,956.
District 35 acres
Town 3
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REPORT OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
To the honorable Selectmen and voters of Swanzey. I hereby submit my report from
January I, 1986 to December 31, 1986.
The following is a summary of alarms answered:
1986 1985
Auto Fires 22 4
False Alarms 6 4
Brush Fires 3 16
Mutual Aid Calls 14 10
Building Fires 20 36
Lost Persons 3
Swanzey Rescue Calls 148 164
Miscellaneous Calls 44 33
Chimney Fires 22 14
Respectfully submitted,
Henry Johnson, Fire Chief
SWANZEY RESCUE SQUAD
Swanzey Rescue Squad is composed of trained volunteers from the Town of
Swanzey. Training for emergency medical technicians consist of 120 hours of
classroom training plus an addition 10 hours of training in the emergency room. All
EMT's have been trained in the use of mast trousers. Swanzey Rescue has several
EMT's that are also certified in EOA.
Members with advanced first aid training take a sixty hour course with additional
training in auto extracation, oxygen therapy, and patient assessment. We also hold
training sessions once a month at our monthly meetings.
In the year of 1986 Swanzey Rescue responded to 143 number of calls. Swanzey
Rescue would like to thank all the people of Swanzey for the donations that were
contributed through out the year.
Respectfully submitted,
Debrha L. Tetreault
Secretary/ Treasurer
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POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
Dogs
Breaking & Entering
Destruction of property
Disorderly persons
Suspicious persons and vehicles
Duty at fires
Alarms
Warrants & Summons
Assist other depts.
J.V.
Motor vehicles
Larceny
Disturbances
Missing persons
Deceased persons
Abandoned vehicles
Emergency Messages
Aid to persons
Total Complaints
Patrols:
Number of patrols hours
Motor vehicles stolen
Doors unlocked
Motor Vehicles recovered
Accidents:
Property damage
Injuries
Total accidents
Arrests:
Motor Vehicles
DWI
Criminal
J.V.
Total Arrested
1985 1986
119 160
45 33
84 94
70 102
61 73
36 35
87 129
48 90
44 59
356 422
83 101
457 545
39 46
4 7
48 29
22 34
58 84
1661 2043
3840 hrs. 5306
7 6
212 210
6 5
121 130
30 42
151 172
309 660
24 54
98 105
28 26
459 845
389 Convictions 790 Convictions
86% - 17 cont. 96% - 13 cont.
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BUILDING INSPECTORS REPORT
New Buildings permits issued cost of const.
Single Family Residential 76 5,751,080.00
Multi Family Residential 4 2,480,000.00
Mobile Homes 2 20,000.00
Garages 20 138,700.00
Industrial 1 48,900.00
Educational 1 139,000.00
Utility 1 renewal
Other 11 180,289.00
Additions & Alterations
Residential 30 433,006.00
Non-residential 6 307,000.00
Pools
In-ground 2 23,134.00
Above-ground 1_ 2,491.00
Total 155 9,523,600.00
A total of 155 permits were issued in 1986 - an increase of 36% over last year.
The Swanzey Zoning Ordinance now in effect requires that a building permit be
obtained from the Building Inspector prior to the start of construction of, or alteration
to any building.
Additionally, as a result of the passed Swimming Pool Ordinance, a Building
Permit is also required prior to the start of construction of any permanently installed
swimming pool.
Plans for any construction involving non-residential use or multi-family dwelling
units must be submitted to the Planning Board for review and approval prior to
application for a building permit in accordance with the requirements of Section XVI
of the Zoning Ordinance.
Developement of any land in the Flood Plain District is prohibited except by special
exception from the Swanzey Zoning Board of Adjustment and approval by the
building inspector in accordance with the requirements of Section XVII of the Zoning
Ordinance.
Copies of both the Zoning Ordinance and the Swimming Pool Ordinance may be
obtained at the Town Offices.
Respectfully submitted
Lewis T. Ban, Jr.
Building Inspector
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RECREATION COMMITTEE
During 1986 fencing was done at Richardson Park, hopefully this will help with the
vandalism problems. New lights were installed to better light the area around the
Pavillion. Paving was done in front of the concession and brush was cleared from
around the building. The bathrooms received a new coat of paint and picnic tables
were purchased.
At Lane Field a tractor was purchased to prepare for the expansion of the
recreational land which was purchased this year. Minor repairs were made on the
fences surrounding the fields.
At Brown Field a new "home run" fence was put up, this enabling the field to receive
more traffic. Events at the field this year included softball games, softball
tournaments, summer programs, childrens outings, and family outings. The field was
used by approximately 70,000 people.
In February of this year we sponsored an OHRV Safety Course. Fifteen young
adults attended with each receiving their certificate, after passing the test at the end of
the course. We plan to make this a yearly activity.
The Westmoreland Town Band performed 4 Sundays this summer at the Pavillion.
We would like to see this become a regular event with a different group performing.
We need a response from the residents of Swanzey to see if this would be worthwhile.
Our meetings are held the first Wednesday of each month. Please feel free to attend
and give us your input.
Respectfully submitted,
Morgan Wright, Chairman
Brenda Woods, Secretary
Gerald Boggis, Fred Pitcher, Larry Crowder
MEMORIAL DAY PROGRAM
1986 West Swanzey
Town Appropriation $350.00
Expenditures:
Winchester Florist:
40 Red Geraniums @ 2.50 each
less 10% 90.00
Lawrence Florist:
4 Magnolia Wreaths @ 10.00 each 40.00
Keene Publishing Co:
2 Flags, cotton 3x5 @ 6.00 each 12.00
Clergy - Mary Jan Barber 10.00
Band-Scarlett Marauders
Drum and Bugle Corp. 200.00
Martin Flag Co.
1 Gross - 8x12 less 1/3 86.23
$438.23
Withdrawn from Veterans Fund 88.23
$350.00
Respectfully submitted,
Russell O'Brien
Financial Officer, Veterans Council
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SWANZEY HISTORICAL COMMITTEE
Annual Report
A year ago we reported our plan to build a museum and information center on
Route 10 adjacent to Brown Memorial Field in West Swanzey. Swanzey now has a
Historical Museum building that we can be proud of! It is of high quality construction,
and will need a minimum of maintenance and upkeep. Everything has been paid for
and there is no mortgage.
We have raised $ 1 25,752.46 in cash and pledges. Our goal was $ 145,000 and we are
still hoping to reach it. There are yet things to finish and many items will be needed.
The second floor loft area is waiting for carpet and furnishings. The basement all-
purpose room, which may be used by schools and other groups for audio-visuals,
meetings, etc., remains unfinished, awaiting funds and time. The Amoskeag steam fire
pumper and the Concord stage coach are in already, as well as some display cases and
other items.
We plan to officially turn the building over to the town this year. However, our
committee will strive to support the operation from private donations through an
endowment fund. Although we have not set a date for the dedication and official
opening, it is your building, and you are invited to visit whenever you see people there.
We had the plans and the dream. Through the generosity of many people,
organizations, and businesses too numerous to mention, the dream is a reality. To all,
our heartfelt thanks. To those of you who were not able to assist yet, we sincerely hope
you will be able to do so this year.
Charles J. Hanrahan
for the Committee
How You Can Help?
1. Send a donation to the Swanzey Historical Committee
Rt. 1 Box 280
Keene, N.H. 03431
Encourage memorial gifts.
2. Stop by and offer assistance. Volunteers are needed in cataloging items, setting up
displays, staffing the building during summer and fall, to help finish the rooms, and in
other ways.
3. Donations or loans of historical items, about Swanzey or items used by Swanzey
people are welcome and sought.
4. Assistance this spring to seed lawn and finish landscaping in back. More loam, grass
seed, etc., needed.
5. We could use a television set, vacuum cleaner, file cabinets, desk, bookcases, small
tables, folding chairs, shelves, folding table, small step ladder, cabinets, typewriter,
electric snow blower, snow shovel, lights for pictures.
6. Help keep lawn mowed, snow removed.
7. Memorial gifts are welcome - a fitting way to remember family members and friends
who are no longer with us.
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SEWER COMMISSIONERS REPORT
1986
1986 was an uneventful year for the Swanzey Sewer System. There were no major
expenditures for repairs or equipment at the plant.
There were 25 new hookups to the system. This will result in greater distribution of
costs.
In 1987 the Commission will look into the construction of a small building to
enclose the chlorine contact tank. The existing fiberglass cover is deteriorating due to
weather.
The Commission will also explore the costs of pouring a concrete floor in the
storage building and building a fence around the Spring Street pump station.
Respectfully submitted,
Glenn W. Page, Chairman
SEWER COMMISSION INCOME STATEMENT
1986
Expenses
Salaries $10,243.07
Maintenance 9,947.34
Office Exp. Ins. 755.00
Capital Reserve 3,500.00
Total
Receipts
1986 User Fees
Interest
Haulers & Permit fees
Return from 1985 user fees
Total $36,706.79
Surplus to be applied to 1987 User Fee $12,261.38
User Fees 1986 25,651.58
collected 12/31/86 22,759.65
Accounts Receivable User fees 2,891.93
N.S. fees 114.28
Cash on hand 12/31/86 25,230.49
28,236.70
Less Capital Reserve 3,500.00
Less Accounts Payable 12,475.32
Balance $12,261.38
$24,445.41
25,651.58
960.89
1,739.72
8,354.60
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SEWER COMMISSION BUDGET
1987
Salaries and Wages
Operator 6,500.00
Office 3,000.00
Commissioners 3,300.00
Total
Operating Costs
Electricity 11,000.00
Telephone 500.00
Maintanence & supplies 3,000.00
Total
Office Expense
Postage, supplies, etc. 400.00
Leal Fees, Adv. 500.00
Insurance 500.00
Total
Tools & New Equipment
Commissioners Expenses
Capital Reserve
Capital Improvements
Total
Anticipated Revenue
Septage fees from Haulers 1,000.00
1986 Return 12,200.00
1987 User Fees 28,500.00
Total
12,800.00
14,500.00
1,400.00
1,000.00
500.00
3,500.00
8,000.00
41,700.00
41,700.00
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DATE
01 18,86
02,01. 86
02/05/86
03/01/86
03 29 86
04/05 86
04, 12/86
05/04/86
05/17/86
05/25/86
05 30,86
05/31/86
05/31/86
05/31/86
06/07/86
06/14/86
06/20/86
06/28/86
06/28/86
06/28/86
06/28/86
06,21/86
07/05/86
07/11/86
07/12/86
07/12 86
07/19/86
07 19/86
07/26/86
07 27 86
PLACE
Brattleboro, VT
Swanzey, NH
N. Swanzey, NH
N. Swanzey, NH
Swanzey, NH
Swanzey, NH
Swanzey, NH
Troy. NH
Keene, NH
Rochester, NH
Swanzey, NH
Swanzey, NH
Keene, NH
W. Swanzey, NH
Peterborough, NH
Keene. NH
Keene, NH
Gilsum, NH
Swanzey, NH
Rindge, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Swanzey, NH
Roxbury, NH
Keene, NH
W. Swanzey, NH
Exeter, NH
Keene, NH
Westport, NH
W. Swanzey, NH
VITAL STATISTICS
MARRIAGES
NAME
Jeffrey W. Fisher
Bridget Crowley
Brian D. LeBrun
Susan L. Begin
Robert L. Bonner
Yvonne D. Fortin
Paul V. Pietz
Jennifer D. Harris
William T. Reade Jr.
Carolyn S. McAnney
Gene S. Coffin
Bette A. Thomas
Daren L. Parker
Laura Lee Harrington
Richard G. Jacobetz
Judith A. LaFreniere
Brian D. Bezio
Katherine M. Williams
Edward A. Odom
Leah N. Hobson
Mark A. Bosies
Mary A. Delisle
Peter D. Wilber
Kathleen F. Martin
Thurlow W. Greene
Denise A. Proctor
Stanley G. Page
Mary E. Berglund
Peter A. Brnger
Debra B. Gove
Michael C. Nye
Jill A. Hall
James F. Vincent
Diane M. Bussiere
Jonathan E. Martin
Tauni M. Duranleau
Kurt L. Willard
Maria L. Moore
Winfred H. Blackmore
Kathryn L. Cowing
Gerald F. Ganley
Deborah T. Hannon
Lewis Patterson
Ivy W. Downing
Dennis J. Marr
Lisa M. Barnes
David A. Campbell
Belinda J. Buffum
Fred R. Earle Sr.
Laura L. Duke
David D. Randall
Kelli J. Scammell
Homer G. Boudreau
Thelma M. Sherman
Norman E. Parkhurst Jr.
Deborah J. Rice
Daniel E. Patenaude
Debbie A. Kraft
Michel A. Duquette
Colleen A. Coyle
RESIDENCE.
W. Swanzey, ftH
Brattleboro, VT
Paw tucket, R.I.
N. Swanzey, NH
Swanzey Ctr., NH
Swanzey Ctr., NH
N. Swanzey, NH
N. Swanzey, NH
Swanzey Ctr.. NH
Swanzey Ctr., NH
Brunswick. ME
Brunswick. ME
W. Swanzey, NH
Keene, NH
W. Swanzey. NH
W. Swanzey. NH
N. Swanzey. NH
Keene. NH
Swanzey, NH
Swanzey. NH
N. Swanzey. NH
N Swanzey, NH
Keene. NH
W. Swanzey. NH
W Swanzey, NH
W. Swanzey, NH
W. Swanzey, NH
Surry. NH
\. Swanzey, NH
Peterborough. NH
E. Swanzey, NH
E. Swanzey, NH
Keene. NH
W. Swanzey, NH
N. Swanzey, NH
N. Swanzey, NH
E. Swanzey, NH
E. Swanzey. NH
N. Swanzey, NH
N. Swanzey, NH
N. Swanzey. NH
N. Swanzey. NH
Keene. NH
W. Swanzey, NH
Lake Ridge, VA
Lake Ridge, VA
N. Swanzey, NH
Keene, NH
W. Swanzey, NH
Keene, NH
Quincy, MA
Marshfield. MA
East Kingston, NH
E. Swanzey, NH
W. Swanzey. NH
W. Swanzey. NH
Swanzey. NH
Swanzey. NH
W. Swanzey, NH
W. Swanzey, NH
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08/02/86
08/02/86
08/16/86
08/30/86
09/06/86
09/13/86
09/20/86
09/20/86
09/20/86
10/10/86
10/18/86
10/19/86
11/01/86
11/07/86
11/08/86
11/08/86
11/08/86
11/19/86
11/29/86
12/06/86
12/29/86
Keene, NH
Swanzey, NH
N. Swanzey, NH
Keene, NH
W. Swanzey, NH
Roxbury, NH
W. Swanzey, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Manchester, NH
Rindge, NH
Hancock, NH
Swanzey, NH
W. Swanzey, NH
Keene, NH
Swanzey, NH
Keene, NH
W. Swanzey, NH
W. Swanzey, NH
Swnazey, NH
Swanzey Ctr., NH
Daniel P. Reynolds
Brenda L. Carey
Charels E. Belletete
Diana L. Croteau
Michael J. Barfield
Janice E. Perry
Paul A. Boisvert
Beverly H. Roche
Arnold W. Hammond
Susan Chamberlin
David M. Dubois
Kathryn M. Sprague
Mark J. Pitisci
Jo-Ann Howe
Arnold M. Scadova
Marcia L. Dean
David E. Francis
Jane S. Wyman
Jay R. Young
Michelle R Chabot
William G. Folker
Stephanie A. Hallsworth
Thomas G. Canouse
Judith M. Fink
Eugene V. Lehto
Robin L. Borey
Keith M. Rokes
Crystal J. Bingham
Dale T. Dyer
Cheryl R. Mains
Steven G. Kunze
Shelley L. Martin
Mark G. Beaton
Rosamond J. McLean
Arthur R. Smart
Judith M. Willett
George M. LOurenco
Cathy A. Derby
David J. Lavigne
Linda J. Buhelt
Edward N. Anderson
Alma M. Robichaud
Winchester, NH
E. Swanzey, NH
N. Swanzey, NH
N. Swanzey, NH
Keene, NH
W. Swanzey, NH
W. Swanzey, NH
W. Swanzey, NH
Swanzey, NH
Swanzey, NH
N. Swanzey, NH
N. Swanzey, NH
Barre, MA
Barre, MA
N. Swanzey, NH
Winchester, NH
New London, CT
N. Swanzey, NH
Concord, NH
Swanzey, NH
Ellsworth AFB, S.D
Swanzey, NH
Swanzey, NH
Swanzey, NH
E. Swanzey, NH
Ashburnham, MA
N. Swanzey, NH
N. Swanzey, NH
Swanzey, NH
Swanzey, NH
Keene, NH
N. Swanzey, NH
Swanzey Ctr., NH
Swanzey Ctr., NH
W. Swanzey, NH
W. Swanzey, NH
Las Vegas, NV
W. Swanzey, NH
Swanzey, NH
Swanzey, NH
W. Swanzey, NH
Lampron, MA
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DATE
07/07/86
01/11/86
01/21/86
01/25/86
01/27/86
01/27/86
01/29/86
02/21/86
03/07/86
03/12/86
03/18/86
03/19/86
04/18/86
05/20/86
05/20/86
05/23/86
05/28/86
06/12/86
06/19/86
06/22/86
06/25/86
06/27/86
07/15/86
07/21/86
07/25/86
07/29/86
08/03/86
08/05/86
08/09/86
08/22/86
08/29/86
08/31/86
09/06/86
09/30/86
10/07/86
10/08/86
10/09/86
10/13/86
10/2L/86
10/26/86
10/28/86
11/04/86
11/09/86
11/11/86
11/18/86
11/21/86
11/25/86
PLACE
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Ptbro, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Ptbro, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Btbro, VT
Btbro, VT
Ptbro, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Btbro, VT
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Ptbro, NH
Keene, NH
Btbro, VT
Swanzey, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Ptbro, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
CHILD
Kyle Justin
Andrew James
Kristen Leigh
Charles Andrew
Deanna Simone
Micah John
Nicole Marie
Kristen Nicole
Brandon Michael
Emily Ann
Craig Allen
Jillian Rae
Eriel Lea
Michele Elizabeth
Nicole Therese
Peter Gerald
Stacey Anne
Brandon Richard
Jennifer Katherine
Michael Andrew
Melissa Sue
Jessica Marie
Jordon Whitefield
Lucas Stewart
Charles Owen
Michael Kenneth
Jaclyn Melissa
John Paul
Peter Solon
Shannon Marie
Braden Roland
Chad Michael
Natasha Celine
Jonathan Edward
Matthew Scott Cecil
Zachary Michael
Mark Kelley
David Timothy
Emily Shea
Christopher Allen
Keith Robert
Jeffrey Forrest
Charles Edward
Sarah Kathleen
Christopher Andrew
Danielle Lee
Sean Thomas
BIRTHS
NAME OF FATHER
Lionel Watson Fisk
Kevin Lee Jefts
Gary Winfred Tolman
Donald Eugene Morrison
Roy Joseph Blake
' Philip Carl Young
James Everett Lounder
Donald Eugene Champney, Jr.
Steven Michael James
Thomas Lewis Baird
Brandon Curtis Greene
Ronald Ray Fontaine
John Daniel Taylor
Leon Joseph D'Amboise
Leon Joseph D'Amboise
Gerald David Babonis
Timothy Andrew Paddock
Richard Tier Cadmus
Edwin Charles Macintosh
Norman Enman Parkhurst
Roderick Eugene Pierce
David Theodore Commoss
Scott Hartwell Self
John Edward Dunn
Craig Alan Rohrssen
Michael M. Harrington
David Jonathan Goglen
Paul Peter Nikiforakis
Robert Solon Austin, Jr.
Donald Rodney Primrose
Ronald Edward Woods
George Christopher McGarry
Chris Don Simeneau
James Michael Ellis
Scott Cecil Lambert
Michael Delbert Southwell
Stephen Phillip Wadsworth
Matthew William Costello
Edward Arthur LaRoche
Victor Herbert Fontaine
Vincent Scott Patnode
David Forrest Stone
Paul Henry Wood
Thomas James Hinz
William Drewry Rogers
Irving John Clough
Thomas Gerard Cormier
NAME OF MOTHER
Lisa Ellen Jackson
Laurie Ann Davis
Michelle Ranae Stone
Paulette Jane Duda
Ranae Simone Stone
.
Janet Lynn Duquette
Katherine Ahlf
Mary Ann Lumbra
Leslie Jean Aron
Ann Margaret Buckley
Dayle Jean Patnode
Barbara Jane Lefever
Darnita Jo Yates
Christine Theresa Grady
Christine Theresa Grady
Helen Ann Zimmer
Bonnie Marie Baker
Pamela Sue Whitham
Julie Marian McCarron
Deborah June Rice
Shirley Ann Gowey
Deborah Joyce Nichols
Jeanine Methe
Laurie Louise Nims
Alice Margaret Graeme
Joyce Ann Dominque
Melissa Ann Batchelder
Kathleen Marie Davis
Elaine Frances Prescott
Kathleen Rose Bailey
Alana Susan Granger
Bonnie Ruth Goodell
Robbin Jay Willette
Loralee Lynn Conboy
Sandra Maria Torres
Donna Kay Handy
Lenore Hoyle Kelley
Kim Suzanne Hooper
Elizabeth Anne Main
Roxanne Elaine Collier
Elizabeth Marie Nash
Linda Marie Scadova
Jill Ellen Boufford
Patricia Ann Sibley
Karen Lee Fargo
Linda Susan Lyons
Diane Elizabeth Dicaprio
74-
DATE PLACE
01/24/86 Keene, NH
01/25/86 Keene, NH
02/03/86 N. Swanzey, NH
02/07/86 Keene, NH
03/08/86 Keene, NH
03/19/86 Keene, NH
03/25/86 Swanzey, NH
03/28/86 Keene, NH
03/28/86 Keene, NH
04/01/86 Hanover, NH
04/05/86 Swanzey Or., NH
04/16/86 Keene, NH
04/28/86 W. Swanzey, NH
04/30/86 Keene, NH
05/03/86 Keene, NH
05/18/86 Swanzey Or., NH
06/09/86 Hanover, NH
06/27/86 Keene, NH
06/03/86 Keene, NH
07/27/86 Swanzey Ctr., NH
07/14/86 Swanzey, NH
07/16/86 Keene, NH
07/22/86 Westmoreland, NH
07/28/86 Keene, NH
07/29/86 Westmoreland, NH
07/29/86 Keene, NH
08/18/86 W. Chesterfield, NH
09/15/86 N. Swanzey, NH
09/19/86 Swanzey Ctr., NH
09/20/86 Keene, NH
10/21/86 Keene, NH
10/22/86 Keene, NH
10/22/86 Keene, NH
11/03/86 Keene, NH
11/06/86 Keene, NH
11/07/86 N. Swanzey, NH
11/09/86 Westmoreland, NH
11/27/86 Swanzey Ctr., NH
11/27/86 N. Swanzey, NH
12/01/86 W. Swanzey, NH
12/03/86 Keene, NH
12/30/86 Hanover, NH
DEATHS
NAME
Clement Marshal Jarvis
Edward Wayland Gill
Robert C. Graffin
Frank L. Moore
Phyllis 1. Kingsbury
Blanche Mary Nash
Leslie E. Fowle
Philip M. Patch
Christina M. Alexander
Howard L. Joslyn
Ronald L. Robinson
Donald S. Chamberlin
Gladys E. Moody
Bruce H. Merrill
Alvin C. Hollenbeck
Charles K. Donohoe
Christine M. Olmstead
Leonard Joseph Trombley
Ruth B. Granfield
Edwin T. Heald
Helen M. Dejnak
Myrtie S. Hackler
Ethel Taylor
Mirja A. Murray
Louisiana Newell
Anna Marie Fish
Estelle Marian Bunting
Oscar Hebert
Martha E. Wiechers
Theodore W. Wiechers
Helen E. Guerin
Norma Beverly Ball
Elizabeth Ann McCarthy
David Clifton Jardine
Emil John Jantti Sr.
Mineva F. Turner
Violet Adeline McLaughlin
Charles Henry Miller
Aurore Marie Richards
Lauri J. Coleman
Forest L. Clapp
Mary Will
AGE
75
85
39
74
65
81
61
62
30
62
55
63
88
36
87
80
73
76
84
84
75
91
87
70
86
67
89
76
43
44
68
59
43
66
81
82
81
31
84
44
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DATE
12/06 85
12 10 85
12/ 13 85
02/ 17/86
02/25/86
03/03/86
03/ 19/86
04/05/86
04/15/86
05/01/86
05/26/86
05/27/86
06/15/86
06/23/86
07/21/86
08/02/86
08/04/86
08/26/86
09/01/86
10/01/86
11/03/86
11/10/86
PLACE
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Claremont, NH
Roxbury, NH
Boca Raton, FL
Keene, NH
Rutland, VT
Tucson, AZ
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Hanover, NH
Claremont, NH
Hartord, VT
Boscawen, NH
Keene, NH
Port Richey, FL
Keene, NH
Keene, NH
Hartford, VT
BROUGHT IN FOR BURIAL
NAME
Lena E. Greene
Dean W. LaPointe
Nettie Velma Stone
Lilly T. Lane
Guy S. Miner
Florence R. Headle
Margaret A. Menter
Edward Martell
Margaret Symes Goodnow
Ruth Wheeler
Tracey A. Day
John D. Smith
Ellen P. Graves
Daniel Norlund
Mildred A. Moquin
Delmar Charles Pilbin
Thelma D. Trombley
Elmer B. Barton
Raymond C. Buckley
Eleanor M. Forcier
Leslie Bernard Jardine
Arthur Rav Rice
AGE
93
59
91
84
78
89
74
80
93
22
88
82
19
85
70
68
87
69
70
58
76-
Name and Valu- Name and Valu-
Description ation Description ation
Abbott, Charles S. & Alayne S. i Appleby Jr., James E. & Betsy
L& B 53,200'. L 9,350.
Abbott, Lawrence J. & Margaret R. L&B 36,290.
L & B 46,690. L 5,000.
Abrams, David M. & Bonnie J. Applewood Homes, Inc.
C 1,416. L 6,250.
Ackerman, Margaret D. L 6,250.
L& B 33,220. L 6,250.
Adamkiewicz, Henry & Elsie L 6,250.
L & B 21,420. Arab Jr, George J. & Suzanne M.
Adams, Ruth L&B 46,800.
L& B 31,670. Armstrong, Durwood T. & Elizabeth R
L 500. L&B 42,386.
L 1,000. Armstrong, George
Adamson, Michael A. & Yolande M. L&B 22,050.
L&B 36,500. Aron, Edwin J. & Ruth E.
Adler, Carl et al L&B 50,150.
L 7,000. L&B 20,300.
Ahlf, Susan K. & Anthony B. Arrain, Jean G.
L & B 51,800. L&B 45,250.
Aldrich Jr., Fred H. & Frances A. Arsenault, Evelyn & Joseph R.
L & B 13,750. L&B 34,360.
Alexander III, Leon C. & Phyllis Arthur Whitcomb Inc
L & B 39,970. C 896.
L 15,000. C 1,952.
Alexander IV, Leon C. & c 1,792.
Julie A. Handy c 2,752.
L 8,500. B 1,800.
Alexander, Douglas C. & Karen M. L 3,000.
L & B 12,600. L 26,250.
Alexander, Edwin L 3000.
B 6,685. L 25,740.
Aliber, Jennifer Rachel & Michael L 1,200.
Susan & Nancy Jonathan L 4,050.
L 9,200. L 6,750.
L 1,200. C 1,568.
Allan, Richard L. & Sandra A. C 586.
L& B 34,560. L 1,300.
Alley, Lawrence H. & Beverly A. L 7,150.
L& B 26,225. L 15,000.
Alps Corp L&B 599,500.
L&B 49,575. L 500.
Ambrosio, Mario J. & Josephine L 10,000.
L&B 47,300. L 2,500.
Amidon, Perley & Mariea L 18,500.
L&B 23,435. L&B 21,800.
Amlaw, Francis B 10,800.
C 5,280. Ashuelot Housing Assoc.
Anderson, Charlene G L&B 679,860.
L&B 30,350. Atkinson Davis Corp
Antilla, Ellen C 1,139.
L 6,750. C 480.
L 6,750. c 120.
Antiuk, Alexander & Helen c 2,120.
L&B 38,830. L 3,800.
Antonelli, Paul F. & Gloria Audet, Armand L. & Rhoda J.
L&B 55,400. L&B 40,100.
Antosiewicz, Joseph Aurnhammer, Frederick F. & Carole
L&B 23,550. L 1,000.
Antosiewicz, Maxine L 1,000.
L&B 40,165. Austin Jr. Robert S.
L&B 57,300.
-77-
Name and Valu- Name and Valu-
Description ation Description ation
Austin Sr. Robert S. Ballou, William S. & Joan & Richard
L& B 19,000. L 6,750.
Austin, Gary H. & Julie A. Banks, Edward H. & Daisy F.
L & B 33,100. L & B 39,170.
Austin, Richard A. & Eunice V. Bardwell, Jr. Walter L.
B 12,650. L & B 190,440.
Autsin, Wilson Peter & Lynda L 10,250.
L & B 48,100. L 1,400.
Aveline, Henry J. L 5,550.
L & B 28,640. C 26,800.
Await, Robert F. Barnes, David E. & Susan P.
L 1,000. L & B 50,150.
Ayers, Cassius Barnes, James H. & Irene B.
L & B 51,700. L & B 58,950.
Ayotte, Gordon O. & S usan F. Barnes, James H.
L& B 33,540. L & B 36,300.
Babonis, Gerald D. & Helen Z. Barrett, Donald H. & Arlene A.
L& B 5,000. L & B 29,900.
L& B 50,625. Barrett Helen M.
Bader Jr, Francis X L & B 28,335.
L& B 43,355. Barrett, Helen R.
Baird, James L & B 36,500.
L& B 31,650. Barrett, Roland B. & Carolee A.
L 6,650. L & B 16,875.
Baird, Thomas L. & Ann B. Barrett, Walter. & Alice N.
L & B 49,200. B 9,990.
Bakaj, Adolph Barrett, William C. & Deborah
L 2,000. L & B 67,735.
Baker, Charles R. Barrows, Roland T. & Alice G.
L 3,000. L & B 48,200.
Baker, Raymond A. & Margaret R. Bastille, William G. & Mary E.
L& B 36,635. L & B 34,250.
Baker, Richard L. & Janet M. Batchelder Jr. Ernest F. & Floris J.
L& B 39,490. L & B 42,300.
Balcom, Alvin R. & Sh irley J. Batchelder, Lisa B & Paul D.
L& B 58,200. L & B 28,750.
Balcom, Donald C. & I rene M. Bateman, Florence E.
L& B 18,500. L & B 25,700.
Baldwin, Harrison V. Batt Jr, Lewis T. & Nancy
L & B 27,525. L & B 49,500.
Ball, Blaine M. Batt, Ethel M.
L & B 39,035. L & B 57.000.
L 5,000. Batulevitz, George
Ball, John & Margaret M. C 640.
L & B 46,000. C 2,576.
Ball, Roger L. & Mildred L. c 3,040.
L& B 29,670. c 1,440.
Ball, Russell c 2,944.
L & B 28,185. c 1,120.
Ball, Russell W. c 768.
L & B 23,790. c 2,880.
Ballou, Edith M. Batza, Stephen & Debra S.
L & B 42,100. L & B 51,600.
Ballou, Joan A. Bauer, Clifford A.
L 1,500. L & B 39,865.
Ballou, Merle L. Baur, G. August & Martha T.
L & B 31,500. L & B 49,800.
Ballou, Robert W. & G ail E. Bauries, Patricia
L & B 31,450. L& B 68,050.
Ballou, Ronald W. & Ruth F. BB Leasing Douglas Brown EtAl
L & B 22,200. L & B 222,750.
L 7,450.
-78-
Name and Valu- Name and Valu-
Description ation Description ation
Beal, Richard W. Bell, Gerald A. & Shirley A.
L& B 35,400. L& B 65,400.
Beauregard Jr. Charles R. & Christine M. Bell, Gerald A.
L& B 41,600. L 5,000.
Beauregard Sr. Charles R. & Rita Ann Bell, Karen A.
L & B 42,285. L & B 25,900.
L 300. Bell, Keith A. & Donna M.
Beauregard, Charlotte C. L & B 53,000.
L& B 56,795. Bell, Kevin A.
Beauregard, Michelle D. & Michael A. L 38,950.
L& B 20,250. Belletete, Charles E.
Beauregard, Robert A. & Charlotte C. L & B 12,050.
L 9,250. Bemis, Jr., Reginald M. & Joyce
L 6,250. L & B 14,935.
Beckman, Arthur & Ann L & B 2,500.
L 2,500. L & B 39,100.
L 10,150. Bemis, Howard E.
Beckwith, Ruth L & B 39,470.
L& B 25,200. Bemis, Ronald, P. & Elaine R.
L 6,150. L & B & C 56,944.
L & B 25,490. Benford, Ann S
Becur Invest L & B 87,700.
C 4,440. Bennett, Diane & Jasper, Eloise
C 1,240. L & B 52,250.
c 2,280. Bennett, George E. & Carolyne M.
Bedard, Armand V. & Marion J. L & B 29,150.
L 4,500. Bennett Jane D. & Robert A.
L 2,500. L & B 60,390.
L & B 72,800. L 17,225.
L & B 8,000. Berardi, Donald & Allen, Michael
Bedaw, Ann E. Hood L 4,500.
L& B 35,450. Bergeron, Gary E. & Deborah L.
Bedaw, Bonnie L & B 35,350.
L 8,150. L 2,000.
Bedaw, Larry F. & Dorothy M. Bergeron, Edward J. & Pearl
L& B 40,750. B 3,000.
Bedaw, Lillian V. Bergeron, Judith A.
L & B 40,200. L 3,000.
Beecher, Colby G. & Carolyn L & B 16,500.
L 7,000. Bergeron, Kenneth F & Maria Y.
L & B 77,000. L & B 94,000.
Begin, Wilfred E. Bergeron, Louis
L 3,750. L 3,000.
Belding, Florence T. Bergevin, Albert R. & Bertha
L& B 42,000. L & B 36,250.
Belding, Genevieve Bergevin, Elizabeth M.
L 7,150. L & B 47,650.
Belding, Jean S. Bergstrom, Paul R. & Norma J.
L 15,000. L& B 95,450.
L & B 72,068. Bernier, A. P. Est.
Bell, Carl E. & Patricia L 320.
L& B 30,000. L 220.
Bell, Gerald A. & Carl L 1,140.
L& B 30,000. Berthaiume, Harvey B., est.
Bell, Gerald A. L & B 21,600.
L 10,000. Berthiaume, Abraham L. & Gertrude
L 6,450. B 11,900.
L 8,400. Berthiaume, Michael E. & Gertrude L.
L& B 30,000. B 20,850.
Bell, Gerald A. & Carl Bertolami, Paul A. & Bonnie J.
L 11,710. L& B 23,140.
-79-
Name and Valu- Name and Valu-
Description ation Description ation
Besaw, Leo Bleau, Mark S. & Susan
L & B 14,750. L& B 30,900.
Bessette, Audrey M. Bleau, Michael F. & Cynthia M.
B 6,450. L & B 34,270.
Beteau Sr., Leon R. & Shirley E. Blewitt, Charles
L & B 34,185. L & B 36,170.
Beverstock, Jr., Malcolm G. Blood Jr., Elton W. & Brenda L.
L & B 32,650. L & B 34,100.
Bezio, Brian D. & Katherine M. Blood Sr. Elton W.
L & B 25,900. L & B 57,000.
Bidva, Adam & Viktoria Blood, Donald H. & Collette C. Chaput
L& B 24,400. L & B 42,550.
Bilodeau, Theodore J. & Brona Blood, Dorothy V.C.
B 12,570. L & B 43,575.
Bixby, Dwight G. & Janet L. Blythe, Frank B. & Ruth B.
L & B 50,775. L & B 44,300.
Bixby, Harold D. & Marcia A. Boccalini, John C.
C 4,200. L & B 40,250.
C 2,450. L & B 62,050.
L & B 32,500. Bocko Sr., Edward F. & Ruth E.
Bjorklund, Donald R. & Dorothy B 11,140.
L & B 46,650. Boes, Gary A. & Laurie D.
Black, August L 820.
L & B 17,750. L & B 23,100.
Black, Elima P. Bogart, Olive M. & Sandra Ortolano
L & B 21,300. L & B 11,500.
Black, Joan G. Boggis, Gerald L. & Jeanne L.
L& B 27,880. L & B 43,692.
Black, Robert J. & Elima P. Bogside Housing Dev. Co.
L 2,000. L & B 54,000.
L& B 9,500. L 1,500.
Blackmore, Kevin & Cathy G. Bohan, William E. & Dolores A.
L& B 22,300. L & B 43,390.
Blaes, Edmund & Dorothy Bohannon, Bruce R. & Judith A.
B 9,700. L & B 47,730.
Blair Jr, Richard I & Beverly Bohannon, Larry A. & Marilyn
L& B 48,690. L & B 28,900.
Blair Sr., Richard I Boisvert, Colony E. & Dale A.
L& B 34,850. L & B 50,500.
Blair, Clarence A. & Helen Bokum, John F.& Jessie
L& B 36,400. L & B 29,350.
Blair, Harold F. Bolewski, Elsa
L & B 19,325. L& B 46,225.
Blais, Fred & Helena & Ruth Bolewski, Hans
L & B 22,250. L & B 44,350.
Blake Estate, Vera D. Bolles Jesse H.
L 3,450. L 4,000.
Blake, David P. & Princetta J. L 3,100.
L& B 31,160. Bolster, Levi L. & Virginia
Blake, Delbert & Jean L & B 26,900.
L 3,500. Bolza, Robert H & Marion W.
Blake, Delbert L & B 48,750.
L & B 35,630. Bond, Geneva E.
Blake, John A. & Janeth L. L & B 22,600.
L& B 36,500. Bonin, Wanda W.
Blake, Roy J. & Rannae S. L & B 33,855.
L 7,250. Borders, Raymond
L & B 40,400. L 1,925.
Blanchard, Richard J. & Linda M. Bosies, Mary & Mark A.
L & B 29,275. L& B 31,900.
Bleau Jr, Robert O. Bosquet, Paul A. & Karen
L 6,250. L 6,250.
-80-
Name and Valu- Name and Valu-
Description ation Description ation
Boston & Maine Corp Brady, Mike M. & Kathleen M.
L 1,000. L & B 38,950.
L 1,500. Braley, Amelia
Bosworth, David L. & Elizabeth L& B 21,620.
L & B 38,510. Braley, Herbert & Marie A.
Botta, Michael A. & Mary D. L & B 28,650.
L & B 39,855. Braley, Wesley L. & Alice L.
Bottomley, Todd E. & Kathryn E. L & B 31,040.
L& B 35,650. Braley, Wesley L.
Boucher Jr., Francis G. L 1,500.
B 4,899. Breckenridge, William O. & Esther A.
Boucher Sr., Francis G. & Shirley L 6,000.
L& B 19,875. L & B 76,500.
L 1,500. Brett, Raymond G. & Dorothy M.
Boucher, Robert A. & Stephen L & B 37,600.
L & B 28,375. Brewer, James E. Patricia A.
Bouffard, Lucinda L & B 28,075.
L& B 15,295. Bridge, Gordon F. & Priscilla
L 4,500. L& B 26,250.
Boufford, Arthur & Beatrice Brig Realty Co.
L& B 42,265. L & B 30,375.
Boufford, Donri & Leona Brink, Max & Alfreda
L & B 13,250. L & B 27,900.
Boufford, Marie Brinton, Eleanor H
L & B 23,050. L & B 21,420.
Boufford, Richard F. & Winifred S. Brissette, Michael F.
L & B 19,110. L & B 31,050.
Boulay, Carol F. Brisson, Carolyn A. & Dennis
L & B 36,650. L & B 38,200.
Boulerisse, Lionel J. & Cecile, Britton, Barbara B.
Norman & Florence L & B 16,000.
L & B 22,500. L & B 30,560.
Boulerisse, Norman & Florence Britton, Dorothy
L & B 22,500. L & B 28,600.
Bourassa Jr., Kenneth A. & Sherrine Britton, Robert A.
L & B 13,500. L & B 31,090.
Bourassa Sr., Kenneth A. & Claire Brnger, Inc
L 3,000. L & B 74,850.
Bourassa, Edward F. Brnger, Arthur D.
L & B 29,775. L & B 41,550.
Bourassa, Philip & Mary Jane Brnger, Peter A.
L& B 43,615. L 7,800.
L 9,525. Brock, Joseph J. & Jacqueline M.
Bourassa, Walter L. & Shirley A. L & B 16,150.
L 8,250. L 3,000.
L & B 52,345. Brooks, Ellison B. & Marguerite
L & B 35,250. L & B 67,225.
L 40,200. Brooks, Ruth
L& B 50,000. L & B 50,500.
Bowen, Russell & Karen A. Brooks, William F. & Evelyn
L 12,150. B 16,265.
Bowren, Robert I. & Sharon Brosseau, Mark A.
L & B 2,750. L& B 18,585.
L& B 22,750. Brosseau, Robert M. & Sally A.
Bradley, Mrs. Homer S. Est. L& B 40,370.
L 750. Brous, Donald W.
Bradley, Shirley M. L& B 36,875.
L& B 44,000. Brown Jr., Lawrence R. & Charlotte E
Bradshaw, Jayna M. B 4,390.
L& B 66,400.
L 1,000.
81-
Name and Valu- Name and Valu-
Description ation Description ation
Brown, Barbara, & Cynthia Brown Richards Bryce, Edward H. & Lillian M.
L 8,850. L& B 37,560.
L 8,350. Buckley, Barbara A.
L 14,650. L 3,000.
L & B 60,980. L& B 13,000.
L & B 49,750. Buckley Delbert A.
L 21,850. L 6,875.
L 13,800. L& B 26,250.
L 10,000. Buffum, Elizabeth M.
L & B 22,500. L & B 11,200.
L 6,000. Buffum, Ellen C.
L & B 15,000. L & B 29,500.
L 1,300. Buffum, Franklin
Brown, Barbara L 6,750.
L & B 124,950. L & B 20,500.
L 7,250. L & B 11,100.
Brown, Christopher & Lorrier J. L & B 1,500.
L & B 59,750. Bunker Sr, Dustin R. & Marilyn L.
Brown, Gordon K. L & B 27,085.
L 19,650. Bunker, Elsie R. & Frank A.
L 1,250. L & B 28,665
L & B 135,200. Bunker, Frank A.
L& B 34,935. L & B 31,350
L 2,400. Bunszel, Robert F. & Carol A.
L 9,400. L & B 52,100
L 18,200. Bunting, Lavada K.
L & B 38,130. L & B 70,100
L 15,550. Burke, Thomas J. & Anne
Brown, Gordon K 1965 Trust L & B 73,050
L& B 80,180. Burkhardt, Douglas K. & Deborah J.
L 6,850. L 3,000
L 5,400. Burrill, Guy F. & Garofili, Carolyn
L 1,500. L & B 44,250
L 11,050. Burris, Herbert A. & Jean P.
L 600. L & B 46,700
L 8,500. Burroughs, Harry E. & Isabel A.
L 13,050. L & B 31,750
L & B 63,110. Burt, Charles R.
L 500. L & B 42,000
Brown, Kenneth E. Burt, Stanley D. & Sandra
L & B 27,600. L & B 31,000
Brown, Nancy L 6,750
L 11,950. Bush, Douglas H. & Lori A.
L 7,600. L & B 6,850
Brown, Phillip L. & Ruth E. Buskey, Donald K.
L & B 47,950. L & B 40,200
Brown, Robert D. Bussiere, Gerald A. & Winifred
L 6,600. L & B 33,850
Brown, Sumner E. Estate Bussiere, Neil B.
L & B 78,250. B 8,010
Brown, Timothy P. Buswell Jr., Arthur E. & Janice
L 11,700. B 11,500
L& B 57,040. Butcher, Stephen Allen
L 7,700. L 1,000
Brown Ty C. & Ellen F. Buttin, Richard M. & Susan L.
B 4,000. L & B 28,400
Bruce, Richard H. & Mary J. Buttrick, Mark D. & Carol M.
L & B 40,550. L & B 31.900
Brunjes Jr., Henry F. & Lynn M. Bys, John M. & Gail E.
L & B 74,100. L & B 51,200
Brusie, Graham Bystrak, Walter & Marie
L & B 46,335. L & B 26,000
-82-
Name and Valu- Name and Valu-
Description ation Description
Carosella, Warren J. & Mary
ation
Bythewood, Katherine
L 1,000. L & B 20,180.
CM. Lovett, Inc. Carpenter, Bobbi Jo
B 4,600. L & B 20,405.
Cadmus, Richard & Pamela S. Carpenter, Harold D. & Beverly
L & B 15,117. L & B 27,500.
Cadmus, William Carpenter, Roland E. & Edith
L & B 37,530. L & B 50,675.
Caliguri, Albert J. & Leclair, Judith E. Carrier, Mark A. & Donna A.
L& B 40,940. L & B 52,010.
Caklins, Dorothy Carson Jr., William E.
L & B 39,400. L & B 46,150.
Calkins, Lloyd & Sandra Carson, Ernest & Mary R.
B 9,750. L & B 33,600.
Calkins, Richard D. & Cindy L Carson, Jack & Jill
L & B 38,800. L & B 43,500.
Calkins, Walter R. Cartland, Francis W. & Doris I.
L 2,200. L & B 39,700.
Campbell, Sally Perry Casagrande, Alfred & Laura
C 7,520. L & B 45,200.
Candello, Michael R. & Sally J. Casey, Paul J. & Carol A.
L & B 42,700. L & B 24,835.
Cantlin, Bernice Cashman, Thomas A. & Michele Le igh Begin
L & B 35,265. L & B 16,750.
Cantlin, M. Chester Cashman, William C. & Lucinda A.
L & B 18,745. L & B 41,375.
Cantlin, Paul M. Castagna, Louis & Lynn F.
L 7,500. L & B 37,000.
Cantlin, Shirley Castellucci, Eugene D. & Melanie
L & B 27,460. L& B 19,025.
Cappellano, Ann Curtis L & B 90,875.
L & B 73,620. Castor Jr., Wesley R. & Marilyn N.
Capron Sr, Herbert E. L & B 43,200.
L & B 36,250. Castor, Dennis J. & Deborah L.
Cardine, Curtis J. & Rosanna L & B 25,000.
L & B 43,400. Castor, Donald R. & Gloria
Carey, Ednah E. L 1,000.
L & B 11,000. L 7,850.
C 110. Chabot, Beau W & Patricia A.
C 659. L & B 45.859.
L 3,625. Chadwick, Elsie M.
Carey, Michael B. & Peace, Sandra L. L & B 9,425.
L& B 23,875. Chaffee, William K.
Carey, Richard L. L & B 13,000.
L& B 31,370. Chamberlin, Donald
Carignan, Adrien G. & Lucille M. L & B 28,500.
L & B 43,000. Champagne, Roger & Marie
Carl, Clarence & Lola M. L & B 33,200.
B 4,527. Chandler, Teresa
Carlin, Eugene L & B 36,850.
C 924. Chapman, Bonnie A.
C 157. L& B 32,700.
c 165. Chaput, Robert E. & Joyce A.
Carlson, Eric R. & Thayer, Leslie L& B 40,450.
L& B 32,450. Charland, Gerard
Carney, Patrick L. & Cynthia B 4,293.
L& B 43,575. Chase, Jeffery
Carolus, Robert J. & Patricia A. L & B 31,180.
L& B 34,285. Chavatte, Albert C. & Linda
Caron, Donald J. & Emma L 3,000.
L& B 48,400. L 3,000.
L 3,000.
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Cheshire County Savings Bank Coburn, Linda M.
L & B 66.650. L & B 26,050.
L 1,000. Coburn, Ruth V.
L & B 77,100. L & B 17,615.
Cheshire Fair Association L 3,500.
L & B 189,800. L & B 18,500.
L 11,340. Coburn, William & Linda M.
L 4,000. L & B 40,050.
Cheshire Signs Inc. Codd, Mark K.
L & B 39,500. L 2,780.
Chickering, Levi Cody Sr.. Arthur E & Sandra
C 2,016. L & B 61,925.
Christian. Phyllis & Wayne H. Cohen. Arthur E. & H orace H.
L & B 21,600. C 3,360.
Christo, Louis J. & Virginia A. C 3,360.
L & B 31,600. Colby Jr., Kenneth P. & Elizabeth W.
Christopherson, Carl P. & Marguerite B. L & B 47,675.
L & B 30,500. Colby, Robert J. & M artha D.
Ciampa, Peggy Ann L & B 60.775.
L & B 37,470. Cole 111. Frank C. ,& Catherine G.
Claflin, Charles E. & Charlotte E. L & B 56.000.
L & B 32,025. Cole. Beverly A.
Clark, Alden G. L & B 12,500.
L & B 31.200. Cole. Elizabeth R.
Clark, Judith L & B 17,225.
L & B 41,035. Cole. Marilyn J.
Clark, Matthew R. & Patricia L & B 11,960.
L & B 38,100. Cole. Mildred E.
Clark, Merton G & Gale A. L & B 31.160.
L & B 37,000. Cole. Stacev W.
Clark, Robert A. & Diana M. C 510.
L & B 47,450. L B. & C 51.100.
Clark, Stephen D. & Linda J. Coleman, Alma H.
L & B 33,500. L & B 12.400.
Clark, William R. L 6.000.
L & B 18,550. Coleman. Brian A.
Class, Harlan & Madge B 10.400.
L & B 31,515. Collette. Alan C & Re?gan M.
L & B 1,750. L & B 37.085.
Claus, Viola Collette. Roger C. c^ Marjorie
L & B 68,320. L & B 36.690.
Claywood, Ernest J. & Barrett, Judith A. Collins, Frank & Elea nor
L & B 25,750. L & B 41.000.
Clements, Paul E. & Kathy R. Colonial West Associates
L & B 56,200. L & B 155.000.
Cleveland, Lester M. & Nellie G. L & B 155.000.
L & B 18,500. L & B 155.000.
Clough Sr., Paul F. L & B 155.000.
B 4,300. L & B 155.000.
Clough, Allan W. L 10.000.
L & B 29,000. L & B 66,490.
L 700. Colony III, Laurence D.
Cloutier, Timothy R. & Pacewicz, J ane P. L 6,400.
L & B 30,500. Colony Jr., John J
Clukay, William M. & Catherine M L 1,300.
L & B 48,850. L 5.280.
Coach House Motel Colony Horatio
L & B 126,000. L 5.600.
Cobble Hill Associates L 9.800.
C 525. Conger. Edson
Coburn, Gary L. & Nancy Ellen L & B 46,380.
L & B 35,000.
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Conlon, Joseph R. & Rosalie M. Cram, Kenneth F. & Laura K.
L & B 23,800. I. & B 52,150.
Conway, Alice Cram, Norris
L & B 47,800. B 4,650.
Conway, Robert Cravey, Joe D. & Rosemary L.
B 13,500. L & B 31,445.
Conway, Roger W. & Alice S. Crawford, James E. & Sandra L.
L 8,250. L & B 45,000.
Cook Jr., Eugene D. & Joy Williams Crawford, Stewart N.
L & B 42,500. L & B 45,410.
Corbin, Burton J. & Eleanor M. Creteau, Cindy
L & B 29,780. B 16,200.
Corday, Howard B. & Arlie H. Cretty, George, Thelma & Frances Bemis
L & B 30,325. L & B 25,590.
Corey, David R. & Helena M. Crombie, Frederic W. & Susan
B 16,200. L & B 43,500.
Cormier, Thomas G. & Diane E. Crosby, Henry W. & Thelma A.
L & B 70,600. L 8,380.
Cornwell, Robert & Malvena Crosby, Henry W.
L & B 41,470. L 8,590.
Costello, William M. & Dorothy NJ Croteau Jr. John M. & Joann M.
L & B 21.455. L & B 46,750.
L 2,000. Croteau, Barbara
L 1,000. B 16,000.
L 1,000. Croteau, Evelyn & Philip
L 1,000. L & B 21,250.
Cota, Harrison J. & Roberta J. Croteau, Martin L. & Twila H.
L& B 52,750. L & B 31,310.
Cote, Emile A. & Madeline R. Croteau, Norman D. & Mary
L & B 31,000. B 8,450.
Cote, Gilles Croteau, Scott L. & Catherine N.
L & B 37,125. L & B 41,625.
Cote, Gilles & Viola Crowder, Larry L. & Debra
L 3,500. L & B 41,350.
Cote, Richard Crowley, Elizabeth
L 8,000. B 6,415.
Cote, Richard & Deborah S. Cumings Inc., FT
L & B 38,100. C 832.
Coughlin Jr., John R. Cumings, Allen H.
L & B 47,000. L & B 24,030.
Couhig, Beatrice & Patricia Cummings, Elliot R. & Thelma
L& B 7,500. L 3,500.
L 2,500. L & B 35,450.
Councill, James L 1,800.
L & B 10,000. L 6.650.
Courchene, Hector J. & Janet Cunningham, Robert M. & Nancy E.
L 1,320. L & B 30,800.
L 1,120. Cunningham, Henry L.
L 1,040. L & B 20.000.
L 1,020. Cunningham, Jane
Couture, Gertrude A. L 9,950.
L 3,500. Cunningham, John D. & Patricia
Cox Sr, Archie R. L& B 8,750.
L & B 21,400. L 8,750.
L& B 17,500. L & B 93,100.
L& B 28,930. Currier Jr., Charles M. & Gail G.
Cox Sr, Merrill L & B 32,000.
L& B 30,060. Curry, Gregory & Bemis, Ronald
Cox, Michael T. & Susan M. L 10,000.
L& B 17,750. L 2,140.
Cox, Robert M. L 1,880.
L 500. L 2,260.
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Curry, Hugh M. & Ann L.
L& B 40,700.
Curry, Richard C. & Barbara G.
L& B 55,500.
L & B 66,253.
Curry, Gregory C. & Lilly Kim
L&B 57,000.
Curry, Gregory C.
L & B 32,935.
Curtin, William H.
L& B 17,685.
Curtis, Carl W. & Kathleen A.
L & B 25,400.
Curtis, Leland & Dorothy
L 4,000.
Curtis, Martin J. & Lillian H.
L & B 16,550.
Curtis, Merle H.
L& B 22,390.
Cushing, Wyatt & Patricia M.
L & B 23,000.
Cushman, Michael L & Cathy Ann
L 2,000.
Cutter, Steven D. & Karen W.
L & B 37,200.
D & G Investments
L & B 45,000.
L & B 48,850.
D H Management Corp.
B 10,500.
B 25,650.
D'Amboise Jr., Leon J. & Christine T.
L & B 50,000.
Daby Irene M. est Leon M.
L & B 33,420.
Dafeldecker, Werner P. & Ursula
L & B 22,640.
Dahl, David R. & Susan L.
L & B 33,950.
Dahl, O. Christian & Stella D.
L & B 41,600.
Daigle, Laurence L. & Naomi M.
L & B 39,000.
Daigle, Norman
L & B 33,000.
Dalton, Pauline
L & B 33,290.
Dalzell, James C. & Louise I.
L & B 30,500.
Damelio, A. Douglas & Kathleen
L & B 40,100.
Damico, William & Concetta
L 500.
Damon, Paul N. & Ellen A.
L & B 40,750.
Daniel Jr, Wayne A.
L 7,000.
L & B 16,600.
Daniel, Albert A.
L 2,500.
L & B 27,900.
Daniels, Arthur
L & B 16,000.
Daniels, Robert M.
L & B 21,863.
Danner, Joseph E.
% Joseph E. Danner Jr.
L & B 23,780.
Danner Jr., Joseph E. & Nancy J.
L 6,620.
Dardani, H.M. & Lucy
L&B 51,240.
David. Timothy E. & Harriett
B 19,400.
Davidsen, Joel P. & Kendra J.
L&B 35,560.
Davidson, Leona
B 3,445.
Davidson, Theodore A.
L&B 65,100.
L 2,500.
Davis Sr., Paul & Carole W.
L&B 21,100.
Davis, Calvin R. & Helena
L&B 44,000.
Davis, Elsie
L&B 30,825.
Davis, Evelyn C.
L&B 27,700.
Davis, Gary W. & Deborah J.
L&B 44,500.
Davis, Jane
B 4.710.
Davis, Michael L. & Tammie E.
L&B 20.650.
Davis, Robert A.
L&B 23.830.
Dawson, Kathleen
L&B 13,500.
Dawson, Richard
L 2,000.
Day, Clifford D. & Carol A.
L 3,125.
L&B 21,875.
Day Frank E. & Betty Jane
L&B 47.485.
C 832.
Debros Ptnr % Natl Car Rental
L&B 69.950.
Dee, James D. & Catherine M.
L&B 39.000.
Deering, Dorothy E. & Richard
L&B 49,000.
Dejnak, John P. & Cynthia M.
L&B 22,490.
Dejnak, Peter S. & Susan J.
L&B 33.600.
Delallo, Mary M.
L&B 37,525.
Delio, Diane N.
L&B 21,440.
L&B 28.950.
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Delo, Martha P. Dewing Irrv Trst, Arthur S.
C 400. C 10,570.
C 120. Dexter, Judson K. & Pamela H.
c 480. L & B 44,800.
Delong, Paul VC & Linda H. Deyoung, Samuel H. & Ellen M.
Helen DiLuzio L & B 64,500.
L & B 41,325. Dibiccari, Bruno
Deluca, Bruno I.E. & Natalie C 800.
L 17,500. Dicey, Candace A.
L & B 60,000. B 8,360.
B 4,000. Dicey, Clyde J.
B 4,000. B 6,500.
Deluca, Giuliano & Anthony Dickey, Dana S, & Linda K.
L 4,250. L & B 46,250.
Deluca, Giuliano & Mary Dickenson, James
L & B 89,110. B 9,550.
Demacio, Anthony V. & Carol H. Diemond, John T.
L & B 48,670. L & B 32,200.
Demers, David C. & Marcia Dill, Jeffrey L. & Lindsey J.
L & B 35,500. L & B 43,050.
Denico Sr., Richard & Sandra M. Dillow, Harold R. & Amelia A.
L & B 12,000. L & B 65,500.
Denico Sr., Warren Diluzio, Evelyn & Joseph
L 7,000. L & B 41,825.
L & B 29,250. Diluzio, Theresa M. & Carlson, Nancy
L & B 30,350. L & B 39,050.
L 1,200. L & B 9,190.
Dennen, Andrew Dimeco Sr. Richard C. & Sally H.
L 2,000. L & B 45,100.
C 4,880. Dimeco, Joseph A. & Astrid E.
L 14,240. L & B 43,900.
Dennison, Stanton C. & Mae D Dinagan, Francis E. & Deborah J.
L & B 32,325. L & B 38,200.
Derby Laurence E. Dinagan. Virginia
L & B 31,700. L & B 26,040.
Derby, Lewis E. & Laurie J. Dinowitz, Arnold
L & B 35,375. L 5,000.
Derocher, Robert L. Dodge, Brian A.
L & B 27.415. L & B 18,100.
Derosier, Joseph & Lablanche Dodge, Harold E. & Elsie J.
L & B 20,250. L & B 31,150.
Derosier, Randall R & Joan Dodge, Robert N.
L & B 22,020. L & B 44,980.
Descoteaux, Bruce K & Bonnie Dodier, Judith A.
L& B 28,785. L & B 37,370.
Descoteaux, Richard B. & Sandra E. Domina et al, Walter
L & B 32,500. L & B 33,805.
L 6,500. L 8,550.
Desilets, Gary R. & Patricia A. Domina Sr., Robert H.
L& B 46,525. L, B & C 8,101.
Desrosiers Sr., Arthur J. & Deborah A. L 672.
L & B 34,450. L & B 50,400.
Desruisseaux, Maurice & Martha Long L 435.
12,850. Donaldson, James & Roberta J.
Dettelback, Rosemary T. L 6,750.
L 6,250. Donohue, Frederic K. & Charlene M.
L& B 75,000. L & B 56,700.
Devine 11, James H. Doody Jr., Robert E. & Leigh M.
L& B 53,050. L 1,950.
Devonshire Realty Trust C 680.
L 7,500. Doody Sr., Donald J. & Joyce H.
L 20,200. L & B 36,300.
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Doody, Mildred E. Duggan, John W.
L& B 37,500. L&B 53,600.
Dorio, Frank P. & Doris B. Dugray, Richard A & Linda
L 5,625. L&B 47,500.
Dormin Realty Co., Inc. Duhaime, Rita M.
L& B 152,200. L 3,840.
Dostilio, Anthony J. & Karen Dunham Brothers Company
L 7,600. L&B 60,000.
L 4,580. Dunham, Michael J. & Peggy L.
L 250. L&B 31,000.
Doucette, Donald Dunham, Carroll K.
B 4,000. L&B 40,000.
Downing, Ivon W. & Claire J. Dunham, Edward V.
L& B 36,925. L&B 20,410.
Dragon Jr., Peter H. Dunham, Edward V. & Barbara C.
B 10,000. L&B 32,535.
Dragon, Curtis A. Dunn, Francis W. & Patricia Ann
L& B 22,830. L&B 29,800.
Dragon, Reginald Dunn, John E.
L 13,038. L&B 39,200.
Driscoll, Jeffery & Julie M. C 48.
L 3,000. Dunn, John F. & lrma L.
Driscoll, Michael J. & Nancy May L&B 52,142.
L& B 23,550. L, B & C 21,970.
Drogue, Earl N & Jo-Ann C 2,785.
L& B 16,000. C 2,600.
Dubois Jr. Anthony J. & Mary F. Dunnell, Julia M.
L & B 60,805. L&B 40.355.
L & B 36,100. Duplissie, John O & Gayle M.
L 8,000. L&B 27,140.
Dubois, Anthony III & Elizabeth Duquette. Brian J. & Elizabeth A.
L 13,350. L&B 27,250.
L«fe B 45,725. Duquette, Robin R. & Barbara A.
Dubois, Denis R. & Claire M. L&B 44,905.
L & B 35,300. Durham, Isabelle M.
Dubois, Eugene & Jean L&B 27,500.
L 6,300. Durham, Roland & Ellen
L 3,125. B 5,840.
L 17,050. Durling, Mark & Mary
L 8,000. L 3,125.
L 6,500. Dusavitch, Ronald J. & Helen
Dubois, Gary M. & Davida Gordon L&B 51,550.
L & B 34,500. E Coast Conf Evangelical
Dubois, Helen A. L 141,500.
L 7,000. L&B 23,550.
L & B 25,166. Eades, Sharon L.
L 5,000. L&B 14,500.
L & B 23,600. Earle, Dean H & Marjorie J.
Dubois, Margaret E. L&B 22,400.
L & B 37,025. Earle, Lloyd E. & Dianne M.
Dubruiel, Julian P. & Helen L&B 35,190.
L & B 25,360. Earle, Lynn C. & Vera M.
Duchesneau, Eileen M. L&B 14.000.
L & B 33,430. Earle, Stanley R. & Evelyn
Dugan Jr., Robert B. & Pauline L&B 31,275.
L & B 33,330. Easter, Edna C.
Dugan, Isabel D. B 4,835.
L 5,800. Edgewood Apts NH LTD Ptnshp
L & B 49,000. L 1,000.
Dugay, William C. L&B 106,175.
B 11,200. L&B 43,880.
L&B 48,400.
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L& B 45,400. Esteves, Frances G.
L& B 100,875. L & B 29,450.
L& B 100,875. Exel, Richard S. & Leecia
L & B 102,875. L& B 45,850.
B 18,000. Exel, Stephen & Ruth
L & B 100,875. L &B 57,250.
L & B 100,875. Fairbanks, Richard A.
L & B 100,875. L 2,500.
Edmonds, Gordon R. & Gail J.B. L & B 26,290.
L & B 48,116. Farina 11, Gino & Linda L.
Edwards, Barbara A. & Violet R. L & B 45,500.
L & B 33,975. Farman, Miller T & Pearl S.
Egounis, Constantine R. & Helena L & B 43,695.
L& B 39,410. Farmer, Merle L & Marion
Egounis, John C. & Mary Jo F L& B 17,700.
L& B 43,300. Farnsworth, Dana A. & Merl L.
Ellery, Dorothy L & B 20,760.
L 6,250. Farnsworth, Todd R & Sheila A
Ellis, Daniel M. & Lorrie E. L & B 27,300.
L & B 17,000. Farwell, John E.
Ellis, Irene M. C 1,072.
L& B 19,160. L & C 6,810.
Ellis, James M. & Loralee L C 200.
L & B \ 12,000. C 460.
Ellis, Jeffrey S. & Susan J. C 464.
L & B 29,670. C 56.
Ellis, John H. C 524.
L & B 11,500. Faucher, Barbara L. & Louis A.
Ellis, Paula R. L& B 44,500.
L & B 37,605. Faulkner Jr., Francis W. & Lynda J.
Ellis, Wayne R. & Priscilla G. L& B 44,080.
L& B 32,700. Faulkner Sr., Francis W. & Winona M
Ellison, Bruce & Cynthia L & B 27,300.
L & B 61,142. Faulkner, Clarence A.
Emerson Jr., Cleon L. & Shirley W. L 2,600.
L & B 25,500. Faulkner, Clarence A & Winifred
Emerson, Cleon L. Estate C 1,840.
L 4,800. C 2,880.
L 500. Faulkner, Elwin E. & Barbara G.
L& B 14,000. L & B 31,188.
B 1,800. Faulkner, Gilbert L.
L& B 38,000. L & B 35,000.
L 15,650. C 5,096.
L 10,650. C 2,100.
Emerson, Linwood R. Faulkner, Jason
L 2,600. L & B 29,800.
L 1,580. Faulkner, Kevin M. & Dorinda R.
Emery, Virginia A. L & B 41,650.
L 1,600. Faulkner, Lester R.
Emmons, John P. & Dorothy L& B 37,260.
L& B 39,875. Faulkner, Robin J.
English, John R. & Susan K. B 4,135.
L& B 42,750. Fazio, Frank & Marilyn A.
L 6,650. L & B 38,620.
Ennis, Robert & Donna Feather, Stanley R.
L 3,000. L& B 32,000.
Eno, Wesley Feilbelman, Barbara
L& B 30,550. L 1,500.
Erickson, Harry W. & Doris E. Fellows, Robert E. & Arlene E.
L & B 39,200. L& B 43,050.
Esslinger, Robert K. Susan
L 2,500.
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Felton, William S. & Michelle
L & B
L
Fenton, William F.
L& B
Ferguson, James H. & Sue N.
L & B
Ferguston, Scott N. & Lynn M.
L& B
Fernandes, Michael G. & Donna
L& B
Fernandez, Daniel R. & Alexandra R.
L& B
Fernandez, Santiago & Rose
L & B
Ferner, William R. & Doris N.
L
Fernie, Bruce J. & Mary Cray
L& B
Ferrauto, Filippo & Nancy
L
L
Fessenden, Judith G.
L& B
Fielders, Dale R. & Kathleen D.
L& B
Fifield Jr., Sheldon R. & Gina M.
L& B
Fifield, Catherine
L& B
Fish, Dennis A. & Carol A.
L& B
Fish, Lawrence E. & Samantha J.
L& B
Fish, Reginald D. & Helen M.
L & B
Fish, Ronald
L& B
Fish, William C. & Anna M.
L& B
L & B
Fisher Jr., Paul & Mary Lou
C
L
Fisher Jr., Warren G. & Rosemarie
L
L& B
Fisher Sr., Carl A. & Nettie 1
B
Fisher, Andrea D.
L & B
Fisk Jr. Seth W. & Avis
L& B
Fisk Lionel & Lisa
L& B
Fitzpatrick, Mabel E.
L & B
Flagg, Isabel E.
L& B
Fleming, Harry H.
L& B
Fleming, John O. & John Michael
42,500. L& B 16,250.
6,750. Fletcher Sr., Stephen J. & Lorna
L& B 29,690.
17,000. Foldvary, Charles K, & Irene
L 21,500.
54,500. Foley, Sandra J.
L& B 45,990.
19,610. Fontaine, John J.
L & B 29,750.
24,400. Fontaine, Ronald E. & Linda R.
L& B 28,640.
37,110. Fontaine, Ronald F. & Barbara J.
L& B 15,000.
17,230. Fontaine, Virginia S Malone
L& B 30.815.
11,650. Foote, David S. & Nancy R.
L & B 79,000.
60,600. Foote, Richard A. & Sheila A.
L & B 54,300.
5,700. Forbes, Brown & Mildred M.
2,020. L & B
Forbes, Edmond J. & Constance
28,000
37,690. C
Ford, Charles & Sandra A.
4,200
36,600. L & B
Ford, Charles J. & Muriel M.
17,400
30,700. L & B
Ford, Richard J.
82,000
12,975. L & B 6,850
L 1,500
24,550. Ford, Wesley J.
L & B 16,500
34,600. Forsyth, John R. & Patricia A.
L & B 25,150
19,000. Forsyth, Roy M.D.
L 8,100
20,500. Fortin, Bonner, Yvonne D.
L & B 12,000
16,850. Fortner, Raymond & Evelyn L.
30,150. L & B
Fortunato, Edward J. & Karen
34,987
1,480. L 6,250
1,000. L & B
Fosdick, Theron D. & Shirley S.
30,200
5,000. L 6,600
49,945. L & B
Fountain Jr., Frederick & Barbara
43,370,
10,500. L & B
Fournier, June B.
21,110
22,075. B
Fournier, Robert P. & Lucille
10,500.
24,450. L & B
Fox A. Prof Corp. Louvane
9,710.
29,660. L
Fox, Dr. Louvane
3,125.
24,175. L & B 53,220.
L & B 99.540.
27,900. L 3,125.
L 3,125.
50,880. L 1.000.
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Fox Frederick L. & Gail P.
L 3,125.
Frain, Austin E.
L & B 57,545.
Francisco, David Lee & Chrisrta Use
L & B 28,700.
Francisco, Oliver B. & Velma L.
L&B 41,500.
Frangioso, Robert J. & Margaret
L 3,000.
Franklin, Georgena
B 4,000.
Fraser, Keith C. & Bruce E.
L, B & C 65,360.
L 40.
C 60.
Fraser, Keith C. & Prudence
L&B 65,250.
Fratea Jr., Frank A. & Marjorie J.
L&B 27,470.
Frazier Estate, Mrs. Charles A.
L 22,800.
Frazier Furniture
L&B 49,000.
C & B 11,500.
Frazier Jr., Alfred C. & Carol A.
L&B 29,310.
Frazier, David A.
L&B 19,500.
Frazier, Donald
B 7,627.
Frazier, Larry J. & Linda
L&B 44,500.
Frazier, Madeline C.
L&B 14,275.
Frazier, Randy L.
L&B 8,200.
Frazier, Richard W. & Pearl M.
L&B 39,500.
L&B 187,500.
Fred Lower and Rodney Randall
L 8,250.
Fred, Stanley G. & Marion
L&B 33,080.
Freedman, Henry A. & Joan M.
L&B 43,900.
Freeman, Laurel & Ora
L&B 7,350.
Freihofer St., Dale W.
L&B 25,365.
Freihofer, Cynda G. & Dale W.
L&B 31,500.
Freihofer, Martha E.
L&B 28,110.
Freisinger, John S. & Elizabeth
L&B 40,300.
French, Evelyn
L&B 500.
L&B 30,500.
Name and Valu-
Description ation
French, Virginia
C 3,898.
C 816.
c 323.
Freund Jr. George R. & Jane L.
L&B 75,150.
Frink, Daniel H. & Barbara A.
L&B 12,000.
Frosig, Albert C. & Eva J.
L&B 33,790.
Fuerderer, George A. & June K
L&B 57,850.
L 9,100.
C 1,120.
L 6,925.
Fuerderer, Robert J. & Judith
L&B 35,115.
Fulford, Clarence & Beverly
L&B 45,600.
Fulford, David L. & Candace L.
L&B 30,350.
Fulford, Gary A. & Darlene M.
L&B 30,800.
Fuller, Donald W.
L&B 45,120.
Fuller, Robert H. & Hazel M.
L&B 51,500.
Fuller, Ronald L. & Judith A.
L&B 27,225.
Fusco, Jeffrey, Rosario & Louise
L&B 26,560.
Fusco, Rosario & Louise
L&B 19,750.
Gagne, Douglas R. & Nancy E.
L&B 48,375.
Gagne, Laurence G. & Beatrice
L&B 13,200.
Galante, Salvatore A. & Clara L.
L 6,250.
L&B 47,250.
Gale, David
L&B 35,500.
L&B 40,400.
Gale, David J. & Joanne E.
L&B 72,000.
Gallagher, Joseph A. & Cynthia M.
L&B 34,690.
Ganley, Donald J.
L 6,500.
L&B 29,900.
Gannon, Winifred J.
L&B 13,025.
Gauvin, John R. & Heidemarie
L&B 43,100.
Gee, Jr., Alexander N. & Karer: D.
L&B 41,800.
Gemmell, Jackson G. & Lorna A.
L&B 37,400.
L&B 15,500.
Gemmell, Robert B.
L&B 31,280.
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Genovese, John R. & Kristina Gomarlo's Inc.
L 6,250. L&B 40,000.
Genre, William A. & Judith M. L&B 140,000.
L& B 30,125. Gomarlo, Clara H.
Geraghty, Cynthia L&B 10,550.
B 6,885. L&B 21,500.
Gerken, Mark W. & Sallie A ' L&B 39,750.
L & B 29,550. L 400.
Gerlach, Scott B & Camille D. L 640.
L& B 75,590. L 5,000.
Getty, Alfred W. & Irene L 760.
L&B 43,380. Gomarlo, Clara H. & Joseph Michael
Getty, Earle E. L 45,000.
L&B 31,500. Gomarlo, J. Michael
Getty, Martha J. L&B 49,450.
L&B 39,920. Goodale, Jr, Robert C.
Geyer, Ida, & Lindehofen, Charlotte G. L&B 49,200.
B 9,800. Goodale, Karen E.
Giguere, Wayne R. & Jan M. L&B 12,500.
L&B 12,000. Goodale, Lawrence G. & Gail
Gilcott, Lawrence A. & Doris J. L 6,500.
L&B 6,500. L&B 35,800.
Gill, Elizabeth A. Goodale, Richard G.
L&B 24,125. L&B 37,300.
Gill, Mary Jane P. Goodblood, Pearl A.
C 1,920. L&B 29,630.
C 80. Goodell, Sr. Robert E. & Lorraine
c 960. L&B 29,000.
c 1,200. Goodell, Sr., Robert L. & Pauline
Gilson, Elliott R. & Robin L 8,600.
L 3,000. L&B 45,500.
Ginn, Alan A. & Maria D. Goodell, Crytheria
L&B 15,000. L 500.
Giovanella, Italo & Helene L&B 38,090.
L&B 49,250. L 9,500.
Glidden W. L. & Polly Sherman L 7,075.
L&B 60,000. L 6.750.
Glimenakis, Charles N & Kathleen L. Goodell, Morton A. & Barbara
L&B 57,000. C 560.
Gnade, Doreen L. & Theodore R. C& B 14,350.
L 9,825. L&B 33,904.
Go, Teng Beng & Gundelina C. L&B 46,260.
L&B 71,300. C 1,310.
Gocht, Nancy E. & Ronald E. L&B 19,950.
L&B 45,500. Goodell, Ruth M.
Goddeau, William & Sharon L&B 30,600.
L&B 37,400. Goodenough, Robert H. & Claire
Goedicke, Kornel K. & Brenda D. L&B 60,025.
L&B 38,675. Goodenough, William G.
Gogolen, David J. & Melissa L&B 39.500.
L&B 26,070. Goodnow, Jr., George L.
Gokey, Henry M.R. & Jeanette Y. L&B 39,200.
L&B 20,500. Goodnow, Alan, D & Linda A.
Golden Rod Grange L&B 28,200.
L&B 8,600. Goodnow, George
Goldin, Mark S. & Lois A.L. L 10,750.
L&B 26,525. L&B 19.500.
Goldthwaite, Ernest L&B 10.850.
L&B 20,570. Goodnow, Leonard
Golonka, Jan & Olga L 9,190.
L 6,650. Goodrich, Debra M.
L&B 22,500.
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Goodrich, John A. & Eleanor A.
L& B
Goodrich, Robert A. & Judy
L & B
Goodrum, Virginia A.
L& B
Goodwin, Lorette G.
B
Goodwin, Virginia
L& B
Goslant, Doris M.
L & B
Gosselin, Ronald & Joanne
L
L
L
Gove Sr., Stanley G. & Elaine I,
L & B
Grace Jr., John M. & Carol B.
L
L& B
Grace, Irving, J.
L & B
Grace, John M. & Carol
L
L& B
Grandin, Barbara
L& B
Graner, Ralph H. & Jocelyne
L & B
Granquist, Carl R. & Marlene A.
L& B
Grant, George G. & Marion
L & B
Grant, Linwood F.
L& B
Graves Sr., Arthur N.
L & B
Gray III, Robert G. & Mary D.
L& B
Gray, Mrs. Mabel F.
L & B
Greatbatch, Kenneth L.
L& B
L
Greehey, Hubert J. & Marie L.
L&B
Green, Daniel R. & Christine E.
L
Green, Edward F.
L
L&B
Green, Robert F. & Janet G.
L&B
L&B
Greene, Brandon C.
L&B
Greene, Douglas B. & Jacolyn B.
L&B
Greenleaf, Warren & Beatrice
L&B
Greer, William B.
38,260. C, L & B
Gregory, Ralph J. & Jo R.
50,440.
29,583. L&B 46,070.
L 2,000.
23,490. Grenier Jr. Raymond E. & Bonnie
L&B 40,925.
9,950. Grover, Robert R. & Lillian
L 1,000.
5,250. L&B 26,540.
L 11,250.
8,200. L
Guilbeault, Ernest R.
7,000.
3,000. L&B 39,000.
7,750. Guilmette Jr. Robert J. & Karen G.
3,000. L
Guion, Cedric D. & Fannie
8,750.
87,550. L&B
Gunning, Kenneth J. & Francis A.
36,300.
6,250. L&B 48,082.
40,100. Gunseth, Stephen F. & Vickie 1.
L&B 25,560.
38,700. Gustafson, Deborah A.
L&B 11,430.
6,250. L 935.
40,100. Gustafson, Steven S. & Cynthia P.
L&B 44,050.
41,250. Gustafson, Swen E. & Barbara J.
L 12,750.
19,550. L 1,500.
L&B 31,625.
61,945. L
Gutohrlein, Gene O. & Olinde
8,100.
40,635. L&B
Guyette, Bernard & Grace L.
56,925.
27,120. L&B 16,800.
L 5,000.
25,700. L 5,000.
L 5,000.
33,435. L 9,700.
L&B 24,345.
31,500. Guyette, Bruce A. & Clarie A.
L&B 32,750.
44,350. Guyette, Donald C. & Pauline
6.250. L&B 27,420.
L&B 24,300.
52,250. L
Guyette, E. Dexter & Jean M.
1,500.
6,250. L
Guyette, Glenn J. & Judith
9,600.
15,550. L&B 44,750.
47,140. L&B
Guyette, Joseph D. & Nancy A.
66,250.
52,500. L&B 49,450.
92,464. Guyette, Peter R. & Wendy S.
L&B 36,770.
31,100. Guyette, Richard L.
L&B 31,140.
21,250. H. L. White Storage Inc.
L&B 198,000.
21,545. Haase, Franze P. & Chapin, Terrence
L&B 166,955.
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Hackler, H. Leroy & Rebecca M. C 3,200.
C 3,512. Hanna, Shirley
L & B 46,500. L&B 45,500.
Hackler, Myrtie S. Hanna, Thomas R.
L 12,500. C 1,618.
L & B 57,820. Hanrahan est., Mrs. James
Hackler, Peter L. & Tana M. L 11,700.
L & B 44,150. L&B 30,325.
Hagar Jr. Arthur G. Hanrahan, Charles J.
L & B 30,750. C 2,240.
Hagar, Lura E. L&B 60,000.
L & B 33,750. L&B 36,850.
Haggerty, William C. & Gail J. Hanrahan, Michael J. & Paula E
L& B 22,650. L&B 57,100.
Hagland, Ross E. & Joann M. Hanrahan, Thomas R. & Ruth A.
L& B 15,000. L 35,000.
Hale, Fred H. & Anne E. Hanscom, Vincent P. & Patrici B.
L& B 34,990. C, L & B 49,100.
Hale, Mrs. Edwin Estate L 300.
C 1,610. Hanscome, Philip L. & Jane
Hale, Willard B. L&B 28,260.
L 1,000. Hansen, Casey & Lori M.
L & B 41,350. B 5,355.
L 7,250. Hanson, Walter, C.
L 18,300. L&B 23,140.
L 8,050. Harding, Robert R. & Patricia
L 7,350. L 21,200.
L 600. Hardy, David A. & Maureen L.
Haley, Raphael, W. & Carol A. L&B 39,500.
L& B 26,590. Hardy, David K. & Nancy J.
Hall, Barry D. & Cindy L. L&B 45,100.
L& B 30,540. Harrington, David A.
Hall, Carl R. L 2,200.
L & B 20,600. L&B 16,700.
Hall, Joan M. Harrington, Lawrence J. & Janet W.
B 3,900. L 1,920.
Hall, Walter S. & Geraldine H. L&B 157,090.
C 2,800. Harrington, Michael M. & Joyce A.
Hall, Wayne G. & Kathy A. L&B 33,790.
B 6,050. Harrington, Muriel H.
Hallsworth, Kenneth G. & Kathleen M. L&B 23,400.
L & B 34,800. Harris, Elliot
Hamel, Darius L. & Eva M. B 13,200.
L & B 22,900. Harris, Randall, S.
Hamill, William A. & Linda T. B 20,000.
L & B 37,700. L&B 32,050.
Hamlin Jr, Harry J. & Kathleen A. Harris, Raymond L. & June I.
L 3,000. L&B 29,600.
L & B 39,500. Harris, Roy F.
Hamlin, Sandra L. L 9,150.
L 6,250. Harrison, Herman L.
Hanna Jr., Edward J. L&B 28,125.
C 4,200. Harrison, Richard B.
Hanna, George R. L&B 15,500.
L 12.500. Harth, William & Dorothea
L 1,000. L 7,375.
L 1,000. Hartling, Gervis W. & Helen M,
L 7,150. B 4,300.
C 1,360. Hartwell, Steven A. & Moran, David I.
C 11,590. B 11.900.
C 2,240. Haselton, Patricia A.
C 5,400. L&B 39,820.
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Hawley, Gordon F. & Mary J. Hilliker, Philip J.
L 6,750. L& B 17,500.
Hayden, David & Maureen Hillock, Richard D. & Cheryl
L& B 17,500. L & B 26,500.
L 3,000. Hills, Clifton N & Louise L.
Hayward, Don M. & Patricia L & B 39,275.
L & B 20,750. C 1,260.
Hedebrand, William C 1,170.
L 5,000. C 2,730.
L& B 21,825. Hills, David N.
L 3,750. L & B 61,200.
L 5,000. B 9,750.
L 2,000. Himmler, William T. & Kimberly A.
Hebert, Joann L 7,590.
L & B 29,520. L 2,800.
Hebert, Oscar A. & Rouleau, Donald P L 10,000.
L& B 36,020. L & B 53,290.
Heimann, Marjorie A. L 4,050.
C 136. Hines, Jon F. & Elizabeth C.
c 3,980. L & B 19,190.
c 440. Hinz, Thomas F. & Patricia A.
Heimann II, Charles J. L & B 31,025.
C 884. Hobbs, Frederick W. & Judith A.
C 1,040. L 6,500.
C 1,000. Hobbs, Robert J. & Dianne L.
C 3,996. L & B 32,500.
Heimann, Charles & Marjorie Hoden, Peter D. & Lynne H.
C 3,756. L & B 38,235.
C 5,142. L 6,250.
Helie, Claudette Hodgman, Thomas K.
B 6,500. L & B 48,000.
Henderson, Franklin & Grace Hoitt, David B. & Skuly, Barbara A.
L 1,000. L& B 33,600.
Henderson, Howard C. & Pamela S. Holbrook, James H.
L & B 22,500. L & B 28,450.
Henderson, James S. Holbrook, Leonard D. & Alma R.
L & B 26,650. L & B 52,695.
Henry III, Robert H. & Glenora T. L 1,000.
L & B 55,200. Holcomb, Richard M. & Mary D
L 2,000. L & B 61,500.
Henry, Jonathan & Martha W. Holman, Debbie Ann
L & B 43,850. L 18,000.
Henry, Robert H. & Pauline L& B 29,800.
L & B 74,950. Holmes, Bertram
Hentschel. F. William & Susan B. B 6,400.
L & B 46,075. Holton, Sadie A.
Herman, Charles E. & Karen J. L& B 26,450.
L & B 52,000. Homestead Wollen Mills
Herrick, Wallace 0. & Jean E. L 51,000.
L& B 35,000. L 17,500.
Hewitt, Kenneth G. & Barbara L. L 18,900.
L& B 56,500. L & B 66,045.
Hiener, Robert M. & Alice E. L& B 8,000.
L& B 40,245. L 15,400.
Hill, Allen & Theresa L& B 70,030.
L& B 52,925. L& B 440,100.
Hill, Andrew A. & Beverly J. L & B 23,900.
L 500. L& B 32,020.
L& B 29,000. L 4,000.
Hill, Lloyd K. & Edith Carol L 45,850.
L 3,000. L& B 41,700
L& B 17,500. L & B 334,100
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L 8,500. Ingram, Linwood T. & Dorothy
L 1,900. L& B 34,960.
L 1,900. Iselin, George & Mary P.
L 1,900. C 3,640.
L 3,800. Isojoki, Erik & Alice
L 6,750. L 6,490.
L & B 12,750. Jackson, Gary W. & Billie-Jo
L & B 26,000. L & B 15,000.
Honkala, Evelyn P. L& B 22,845.
L & B 61,945. L 1,000.
Hood, Allan S. & Barbara N. Jackson, Kermit H. & Priscilla R.
L& B 34,800. C 5,372.
L 2,000. L& B 58,230.
Hooker, Russell & Agnes Jackson, Susan M.
L& B 29,520. L & B 30.125.
Hooley, Frederick A. & Eida V. Jakway. David L. & Rebecca
L& B 46,850. L & B 33,510.
Hooper, Ralph F. & Joan M. James Jr. Herbert
L & B 37,200. L & B 35,000.
Horton, Mildred James, Steven M. & Leslie A.
L 2,000. L 6,750.
Houghton, Saimi A. Jantti, Blanche
L& B 26,100. L & B 33,620.
Houston, David J. & Patricia L 8.300.
L & B 23,800. Jardine, David C. & Virginia
Howard, G. Malloy Trust L 8,650.
L& B 56,600. L & B 18,500.
Howard Jr, Ernest A. Jardine, John E. & Charlotte
& Faulkner, Laurie J. L & B 29.600.
L 27,070. Jarvis, Estate, Clement
Howard, John F. L & B 45.650.
L & B 29,055. Jarvis, Alfred G. & Beulah M.
L 10,150. L & B 41,790.
Howard, Malcolm M. & Marguerite Jarvis, Edward W. & Yolanda R.
L & B 37,330. L& B 48,200.
Howard, Norman B. Jarvis, Ralph A.
L& B 43,400. L & B 21,500.
Hoye, Francis J. & Cynthia Jefts, Russell
L & B 7,250. L & B 26,850.
Hubbard, Howard & Anne Jenkins, Donna L.
L & B 31,250. L & B 42,900.
Huguenin, Andre G. & Barbara L. Jenkins, Peter H. & Carol R.
L& B 66,556. L & B 35,100.
Huleatt, Richard H. & Susan H. Jenks, Edward S. & Doris R.
L 11,650. L 5.800.
Hurd, D. William & Patricia L & B 37,123.
L& B 73,200. Johansen, John H. & Pauline N.
Hurd, Elois M. L & B 44,850.
C 1,040. John, Theodore L. & Gertrude M.
C, L & B 47,655. B 3.705.
Hurd, Vernon R. & Mary Judith Johnson Jr., Harry
L& B 7,700. L 500.
Hurt Sr, Franklin L. & Lorraine A. Johnson, Arnold E. & Mary Beatrice
L& B 39,600. L & B 49.265.
Hurt, Jeffrey A. & Bonnie M. Johnson, Arthur L. & Alice J.
L & B 37,860. L & B 15.000.
Hutwelker, Walter W. & Michelle E. L 3.000
L& B 55,800. Johnson, Arvo M.
Iannacchino, Paul & Kathleen L 1.000.
L& B 47,500. Johnson, G. Timothy
Ide, Geoffrey L 13,240.
B 13,300.
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Johnson, H. Gregory & Jane B. Kay, Richard J. & Carol A.
L& B 81,800. L & B 32,900
Johnson, Henry & Suzie O. Keating, Richard J.
L& B 37,322. L & B 70,860.
Johnson, James N. Keenan, Michael P . & Karen M.
L & B 32,800. L & B 33,075.
Johnson, Ruth Keene Condo Unit #4
L 7,035. P. Delaney
L& B 22,430. B 5,800.
Johnson, Winn I. R. Curran
L& B 44,000. B 5,800.
L 7,100. David Y. Parker
Johnson-Vermes, Eric L. & Kimberlee B 5,800.
L& B 24,850. Robert Harcke
Jones, Joan E. B 5,800.
L & B 12,500. Keene Sand & Gravel Inc
L& B 3,500. L 5,000.
Jones, Robert A. & Sandra L. L 9,100.
L& B 28,400. L 11,850.
Jones, William H. L 3,000.
L& B 57,050. L 6,050.
Jordan, Allen E. & Susan A. L 10,375.
L & B 41,100. L 1,500.
Jordan, Wilfred & Joyce L& B 31,500.
B 11,440. L 1,650.
Jordon, Jessica B L 900.
L & B 33,430. L & B 34,500.
Joslin Jr., George E. L 7,000.
L 6,250. Keene Savings Bank
L 6,250. B 12,000.
L 6,250. Keene City of
Joslyn, Clinton O. L 1,500.
L& B 13,000. L& B 33,820.
Joslyn, Floyd W. B 76,000.
L& B 14,200. Keith, Stephen R. & Ruth E.
Joslyn, Kenneth E. & Wendy A. L & B 43,500.
L& B 10,780. Kellogg, Joseph R. & Hope A.
L& B 8,750. L& B 27,350.
L & B 19,000. Kemp, John A. & Mary Houten Kemp
Joslyn, Pauline L & B 36,000.
L & B 10,500. Kemp, John A.
Joslyn, Webster E. L 2,000.
L& B 9,500. Kendall Sr., George M. & Charlotte M,
Joyal, Richard N. & Martha A. L 3,900.
L& B 44,700. L 3,900.
Joyce, F. Vincent L 5,500.
L& B 68,500. L & B 22,685.
Juniper, Charles J. L& B 25,715.
L 2,500. Kendall, Ralph H. & Junice Lind
Kahn, Barbara R. L 19,600.
L& B 29,890. L 1,280.
Kahree, Ruth M. & Irving A. L 10,750.
L 6,780. C 179.
Kalin, Jeffrey C 588.
L 7,850. L«fe B 58,700.
Karlson, Robert E. & Nancy J. Kendall, Shirley
L& B 84,600. C 2,432.
Kassen, Nina C 4,576.
L& B 40,500. c 1,760.
Kaufman, Jerrold M. & Deborah L. c 230.
L & B 41,050. Kendrick, Florence C.
B 11,700.
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Kenerson, Robert W. Knorr, William J. & Maureen J.
L & B 45,290. L&B 44,300.
Kenerson, Robert W. & Nancy Knowlton, Stephen O. & Audrey
L&B 23,250. L&B 30,750.
Kennedy, Gale W. Knudsen, Henry L. & Leah F.
L&B 25,865. L&B 71,500.
Kenney Sr., Ronald E. Koester, Hans J. & Ira
L&B 27,000. L&B 151,075.
Kenney, Harry E. & Constance S. Kojac Assoc
L&B 55,600. H.L. Kobrin
L 6,250. L 14,950.
Kenney, Robert J. & Jean L. Kokoski, Stephen J. & Patti A
L&B 47,000. L&B 51,620.
Kent, Donald W. & Barbara M. Kominicki, Stephen & Alma R.
L&B 38,650. L&B 50,000.
Kerlow Jr., Michael & Brenda Kontrovitz, Alex J. & Nina
L&B 30,000. L&B 8,650.
Kibbe, Joan L 6,600.
L&B 35,625. Kontrovitz, Harold
L& B& C 10,750. L&B 65,550.
Kibler, Lewis F. & Priscilla P. Kontrovitz, Nicholas & Debra J.
L&B 44,940. L&B 30,750.
C 32. Koski, Emil W. & Debra L.
Kibler, Priscilla L&B 29,400.
C 3,056. Koski, Mark & Wendy
C 51. L 3,000.
c 160. Koski, Michael & Marie
c 980. L&B 32,975.
King, E. Harlan & Janet E. Koski, Terry J.
L&B 23,237. L&B 21,710.
King, Robert C. & Diana L. Kovacs, George Francis & Jilianna
L&B 45,550. L&B 51,070.
King, Stewart A. & Rhonda C. Kregas, Mildred
L&B 28,700. L&B 48,060.
King, William R., & Anna H. L&B 46,920.
C 328. L&B 51,530.
L,B & C 48,930. Kretschmar, Gerald H. & Carolina J.
C 1,680. L&B 30,135.
Kingsbury, Barbara R. Kreyling, James M. & Roxanne
L&B 40,400. L&B 29,875.
Kingsbury, Earl G. Krippendorf, Louis H.
L&B 27,000. L&B 51,900.
Kingsbury, Rosemary G. Krise, George A. & Janice R.
L&B 43,580. L&B 52,600.
Kinney, Sr., James & Joan Kucek, Sr. Walter & Dorothy S.
L&B 17,500. C 2,240.
Kinville, Donald J. & Ruth E. C 2,560.
L&B 31,000. L-49 Inc. Haddon Libby
Kirovac, Ernest & Mary L&B 74,150.
B 12,850. LaBare, Gordon E. &
Kizzia, Joe W. & Peggy T. Marden, Gertrude K.
L&B 35,260. L&B 22,900.
Kliewer, Ray H. & Marian L. Labarre Jr., Joseph A. & Sylvia T.
L 6,500. L 10,800.
Klint, Kenneth D. Labarre, Avis F.
L 3,000. L&B 43,000.
L&B 29,100. Labarre, Louis
Knight, Beth L. L&B 40.300.
L&B 44,600. Labella, Francis G. & Mary K,
Knightly, Sherman E. & Mary S. L&B 37,380.
L&B 44,400. Labelle, Lillian & Robert W.
L&B 17,700.
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Labelle, Robert W. Landry, Russell H. & Laurel
L& B 22,630. L 1,000.
Lafargue, Melvin Lane, Caryl L. & Gere H.
L 1,500. B 1,600.
Lafarque, Raymond O. & Mildred Lane, Daniel D. & Rita C
B 7,640. L&B 28,850.
Lafay, Charles L&B 23,850
L& B 13,985. Lane, Howard & Blanche
Laffond, Frederick J. L&B 19,230.
L& B 15,830. Lane, Howard C. & Phyllis
Laffond, Paul E. & Doris F. L&B 32,300.
L & B 27,390. Lane, Michael S.
Lafountain, Susan E. L&B 23,435.
L& B 12,550. Lane, Richard L. & Miriam P.
Lafreniere Jr. Harry J. & Sandra K. L&B 46,000.
L & B 26,650. Lane, Sally K,
Lagac, Alberto S. & Norma L & B 89,925.
B 11,000. L&B 35,000.
Lake, Henry B. & Nan Lane,. William K. & Betsy
L & B 18,250. L 5,000.
Laliberte, Lawrence J. & Mary L 7,625.
L & B 47,000. L&B 46,810.
Lambert, Bernard J. & Francis L. L 11,800.
L & B 13,060. Lang, Erika
Lambert Herbert C. L 3,125.
L & B 24,360. L 1,500.
Lambert, Scott & Sandra L 1,500.
L & B 18,875. Lang. Virginia R.
L 3,125. L&B 39,350.
Lambert, Wilfred, & Merry Lange, Ernest O. & Carolyne E.
L & B 21,050. L&B 53,100.
L 1.000. Lantz, Harold F. & Alice L.
Lambert, William A. & Catherine L&B 53,950.
L& B 31,100. Laperle, Donald & Rachel O.
Lamere, Mrs. Isabell L&B 54,750.
L & B 8,000. Laperle, Rachel O.
Lammela, Amos T. & Francella A. & Carmichael, Robertine O.
L& B 50,450. L&B 25,780.
Lamontagne, Charles E. L 6,750.
& McGuirk, Sherry A. Laplante, John R. & M. Alice
L & B 30,650. L&B 33,860.
Lamontagne, Harold A. & Diane A. Laplante, Ralph J.
L& B 34,750. L&B 34,930.
Lamothe, James A. & Linda Laroche, Edward A. & Elizabeth A.
L & B 22,800. L&B 38,000.
Lamoureux, Allyn R. & Angela Larochelle, Richard A & Ruth T.
L& B 29,560. L&B 51,800.
Lamoureux, Leonard D. & Nancy J. Larrabee, Earl T. & Eleanor B.
L& B 36,910. L&B 42,350.
Lamoureux, Pauline Larrabee, Ralph S. & Barbara
L& B 29,485. L&B 15,050.
Lancey, Calvin L. & Liza Lash, Anthony N. & Elaine M.
B 8,580. L&B 34,185.
Lancey, Ernest L. & Leona Lash, Gloria A.
B 14,250. L&B 46,480.
Landers, Signe Lauterbach, William H. & Maryann
L & B 26,875. L 6,250.
Landman Jr. Reginald & Alice L 6,300.
L& B 32,510. Lavalley, Donald A.
Landry, Norman & Dale A. B 6,450.
L&B 22,500. Lavigne, Joseph & Marie
L&B 25,700.
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Lavigne, Ruth Lewis, Peter & Susan
L & B 48,900. L 100.
Lawrence, Mark L. & Donna L. L&B 23,475.
L & B 41,900. L&B 34,820.
Lawrence, Pearl Lewis, Robert C. & Sylvia
L 800. L&B 35,960.
Lazzaro, Alderico Liberty, Kevin M. & Debbie L.
L& B 39,730. L&B 31,600.
L& B 5,500. Liebeler, Wesley J.
Lazzaro, John & Maria L&B 83,500.
L 1,000. Lindsey, William K. & Barbara H.
Leavitt, James A & Judith A. L&B 30,760.
L& B 21,750. Lippincott, Karl M. & Joyce A.
Leclair, Richard D. L&B 56,200.
L & B 27,800. Little, Thomas M.
L& B 45,625. L&B 11,450.
Leclair, Wayne R. & Marcia R. Livesey, Gerald E. & Diane C.
B 6,720. L&B 37,675.
LeClerc, Leo J. & Joyce M. Lizotte, Louis J. & Mary G.
L& B 13,150. L&B 50,110.
Lees, Gladys A. Lockwood, Ruth C.
L&B 37,250. L&B 37,250.
Lefebvre, Sr,. Robert O. & Jacqueline S. Long, Everett M. & Viola J.
L&B 23,100. L&B 24,000.
L&B 35,620. Longe, Alfred
Lefebvre, David P. & Virginia R. L&B 15,060.
C 1,190. Lonie, Joseph A. & Maureen A.
Lefebvre, James F. & Judith J. B 11,900.
L&B 42,860. Loud, Jane A.
Leger, Carol A. B 4,280.
& Ferrazza, Frank B. Lounder Sr. Carl E. & Sheila M.
B 3,995. L&B 38.700.
Legere, Emile & Nancy A. Lounsbury Jr., James M. & Sidonie
L 500. B 13,900.
L 7,000. Lovering, Sherman A. & Marjorie
L&B 435,900. L&B 30,269.
Legere, Emile J. Const Co., Inc. L&B 34,850.
L 1,000. Lowe, Donna L.
Lehrman, Mary R. L&B 26,480.
L&B 55,900. Lowe, Stephen & Karen
Lehrman, Nona L&B 44,500.
L&B 18,045. Loy, Reinhard S. & Olivia D.
Lehto, Eugene O. & Mairiam S. L 6,250.
L&B 32,300. L&B 43,684.
Lent, Benjamin S. & Esther M. Lyle. Mark W. & Bonnie L
L&B 27,500. B 10,600.
Leonard, Donald R. Lyman Sr, Carleton H. & Gloria J.
B 18,750. L&B 28,400.
Leonard, Shirley A. & Virginia M. Lynott, James E. & Margaret
L&B 28,650. L 8,470.
Lerandeau. Alfred C. L&B 29,400.
L&B 32,125. L&B 32,800.
Leristis, George & Stautoula L&B 30.440
L 15,750. MacDonald, Frederick & Barbara
Levin, Ernest L 2,000
L&B 38,630. L&B 12,000
Lewandowski, Richard A. & Patricia MacDonald, John P.
L&B 47,600. L 6,250
Lewis Jr. Winthrop R. & Natalie MacDonald, John P. & Cynda L.
L&B 37,195. L&B 60.750
Lewis, Donald C. & Thoris
L&B 39,207.
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MacDonald. Penelope T. Magee, Shelly W.
L& B 43,190. L 1,000.
B 3,000. Magsie, Inc.
MacDonald, Thomas R. L 6,700.
L& B 25,350. L 7,000.
MacFarlane, Blanche H. L 6,850.
L& B 25,500. L 6,250.
L 4,000. L 6,250.
L 5,000. L 6,850.
Machado, James R. & Kathy D. L 6,250.
L & B 35,100. L 7,100.
Machelor, William E. L 7,200.
B 2,400. L 6,250.
Machelor, William E. & Patricia E. L 6,250.
L & B 47,900. L 10,000.
Mack, Clinton, N. & Rita W. Maguire, Elizabeth T.
L & B 55,000. L& B 60,350.
Mackenzie, Frederick L. Mains, James W. & Brigitta
L 6,250. L & B 26,190.
Maclean, Douglas, M & Rita M. Majewski, Joseph F.
L & B 34,280. L & B 27,000.
Macleod, Luther D. Major, Katharine J.
L & B 26,650. L & B 35,900.
Macleod, Ronald W. Maki, Anitti T. & Susan C.
B 8,130. L & B 44,150.
MacMaster, John Mai Tool. Inc.
L & B 65,200. C 2,520.
MacPhail, Edward E. & Susan E. L 15,925.
L & B 34,600. L & B 14,750.
MacPhail, Frederick & Barbara L & B 370,800.
L & B 53,800. Malila, Joesph F. & Jean Ann
MacPhail. Suzanne E. L & B 34,820.
L& B 53,100. Malloy, Howard G.
Macri, Francis L & B 97,975.
L & B 48,650. Malmgren, Linda A.
Madden Bros. L& B 30,400.
L 6,250. Malone, Robert I. & Virginia
L 6,250. L & B 34,100.
Madden Sr. Dennis C. & Sheila M. L & B 21,000.
L& B 32,335. Mangan, Peter F. & Sharon R.
L& B 53,260. L & B 46,580.
Madden, Edgar J. & Carolyn M. Mann. Forestine W. & Samuel E.
L& B 39,350. B 7,000.
L 2,800. Manning. Arlene R. & David R.
Madden, Keith A. & Marianne L 8,410.
C 999. Maple Meadow Devlp. Inc.
Madden, Michael D. L 6,500.
L 5,000. L 6,600.
B 9,525. Marajon Realty
L& B 48,300. L& B 35,345.
L 5,000. Marazoff, Ruth
Madden, Milan M. & Irene K. L& B 12,985.
L 7,250. L 3,000.
L& B 60,700. Marnell. Sr, James & Jr.
Madden, Owen D. & Norma R. L & B 12,000.
L& B 46,125. Marrotte, Marcel A.
Madden, Robert J. & Linda C. L & B 13,786.
L& B 51,500. Marsh, Bonnie
Maddox, Clifford R. & Dorothy L. L 6,925.
L& B 26,600. Marsh, George & Hazel M.
Maganani, Leo D., Agnes B. est. L& B 13,800
L 12,250.
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Marsh, Sheldon A. McCauley, Bruce D.
B 10,500. B 27,750.
Marshala, Augustine & Phyllis McCauley, Martha
L & B 50,700. L&B 48,670.
Marshall, Frank & Helen McClure, Alfred James
L & B 19,500. C 560.
Martin, Burt D. & Celia E. L&B 48,965.
L & B 36,880. C 800.
L & B 41,375. L&B 8,250.
L 9,250. McClure, Alfred James & Betsy D.
Martin, Elwin B. L 10,500.
L & B 34,500. McConchie, Leeland G. & Mildred I.
Martin, Harold E. L&B 52,250.
L & B 29,150. L 6,500.
Martin, Henry B. & Madaline E. L 6,500.
Wilbrod/ Roger/ Helen McCord, Michael J. & Janet
L 6,820. L&B 30,665.
Martin, Judith W. McDermott, Wayne & Jeanruth
L & B 57,500. L 8,540.
Martin, Mark W. & Judith H. McDonald Janet P.
L & B 73,900. L&B 31.250.
Martin, Reginald A. McGarry, Winifred & Veronica
L & B 19,560. L 1.920.
Martin, Robert M. & Jeanette B. L 2,060.
L & B 44,912. McGarry, Winifred
Mason, Marion L&B 23,900.
L& B 3,900. McGee, Kenneth M & Jane S.
Massin, Francis E. & Elizabeth L&B 42,130.
C 5,950. McGhee, Nancy M.
Mathews, Richard J. & Virginia F. L&B 33,330.
L& B 44,000. L 7,530.
Matthews, Charles W. & Joanne L&B 48,550.
B 8,500. McGhee, Wiliam M. & Nancy M.
Matthews, Elizabeth L 6.925.
L& B 38,500. L 12,340.
Mattson, Leona L 13,450.
L&B 16,500. McGrath, Michael R. & Carol A.
Mauthe, Patricia L&B 35,925.
L&B 29,730. McKinney Sr. Martin D. & Lucille E.
Maxfield, Elizabeth A. L 1,000
L&B 11,500. McLaughlin Storage Inc.
L&B 15,000. L&B 125.375.
L&B 27,840. McLean, Rosamond J.
Maylin, Donald R. & Betty J. L&B 39,150
L&B 14,950. McMahon, Robert J. & Linda L.
Maynard, Harrison G. L&B 55,800.
L&B 28,200. McManus Jr., Daniel D. & D. Marie
Maynard, Tom & Karen L&B 14,750.
B 12,000. McMurdo, Sally R.
Mazur, Phyllis A. & Minnich, Peter J.
L&B 19.500. L&B 26,550.
McCaffrey, William F. & Margot McNally, Beulah
C 2,480. B 4,780.
McCann, Kelly McNally, Clayton Jr.
C 728. L&B 21.000
C 1,075. Mead, Curtis J. & Joanne M.
McCarthy, David S. L 1,000.
L&B 31,300. L&B 43.650,
McCarthy, Robert G. & Elizabeth A. Meade, Walter R. & Beverly G.
L&B 66,100. L&B 26,00.
McCarty, Donald R. & Judith R. Meadow Lane Realty Trust
L&B 39,100. L&B 6,200.
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Meanen, John J. & Mary A.
L&B 56,150.
Mecheski Jr., Richard A.
L&B 41,700.
Meggison, Jeanne
White, Carl W. & M. Corey
L 6,800.
Menter Sr., Robert J. & Judith
L&B 33,420.
Menter, Wilfriede
B 6,900.
Merrill, Mary E.
& Bradley C. Miller
L & B 12,500.
Messer, Bruce E. & Thelma
L&B 45,000.
Messer, June A.
L&B 33,750.
L&B 23,235.
L&B 20,762.
L&B 35,500.
L 3,000.
L 1,000.
L&B 9,225.
Messier, Mark W. & Darlene
L&B 30,650.
Michaud, Charlene B.
L 3,125.
Michaud, Philipe R.
L 3,125.
L 3,125.
Michel, Henry K. & Daul
L&B 44,575.
Mickalowski, Leo W. & Margaret
L 6,500.
Miles, William J. & Sandra D.
L&B 55,150.
Miller, Bernard L.
L&B 34,500.
Miller, Bradley C. & Cora A.
L 3,000.
Miller, Charles W.
L 3,000.
L&B 35,500.
Miller, Christopher S. & Stanley W.
L 7,950.
Miller, Donna Blanchard
L&B 48,900.
Miller, Frank L. & Ann R.
L&B 40,290.
Miller, George F. & Phyllis E.
L&B 14,740.
Miller, John W. & Patricia B.
L&B 38,285.
Miller, Leo J.
L&B 34,350.
L 1,000.
L 1,000.
Miller, Linda J.
L&B 28,800.
Name and
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Miller, Theodore R. & Susan C.
L 7,150.
L&B 36,210.
Miner Jr., Theodore C.
L&B 46,000.
Miner, Norman D. & Helen
L&B 19,612.
Miner, Ray W. & Dorothy H.
L&B 37,340.
Minnich, Peter & Anna M
L 10,250.
Minnich, Thomas M. & Jean M.
L&B 12,780.
L&B 19,000.
Minns, Ernest E. & Leonette B.
L&B 20,000.
Mispel Jr., Fred J.
L&B 30,100.
L 4,600.
Mispel Jr. Fred J. & Mary H.
L&B 50,500.
Mispel, Jean A.
L&B 37,100.
Mispel, Mary H.
L 6,250.
Mispel. William B. & Sandra A.
L&B 41,963.
L 6,250.
Mitchell, Darrell L. & Priscilla W.
L 6,350.
L&B 70,000.
Mitchell, Robert A. & Kim R.
L&B 61,000.
Mitchell, Steven S. & Rebecca
L&B 29,525.
Mizo Jr., Harold A. & Evelyn
L&B 27,135.
Mlynasrki, Philip P.
L&B 101,000.
Moe Jr., Theodore H. & Mary D.
L&B 51,500.
Monadnock Region Humane Soc.
C 6,120.
C 7,056.
Monadnock Sportsman's Assoc
L&B 19,000.
Monroe, Keith R. & Susan H.
L&B 36,400.
Monroe, Lance E. & Diane
L 3,250.
Monroe, Lyle E.
L 3,250.
Moore, Claire C.
B 12,500.
Moore, Henrietta P.
L&B 30,900.
Moore, Milton P.
L&B 26,885.
Moore, Norman E. & Doris M.
L&B 30,705.
Moren, Lawrence V. & Elma H.
L 32,500
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Morrarty, Florence E. Nancy Brown & Cynthia Richards
L& B 26,085. & David
Morris, Margaret E. L& B 54,250.
L & B 52,300. L& B 21,000.
Morrison, Donald E. & Paulette J. L 7,900.
L& B 53,500. L 4,800.
Morrison, William & Pauline G. ' Naromore, Glenn C. & Florence G.
L & B 18,680. L& B 36,900.
Morse, Elmer K. L& B 28,525.
L & B 24,650. Naruki, Jeffrey & Mary F.
Morse, Peter S. & Rosemary H. L&B 37,875.
C 800. Nash, Stephen T. & Darlene M.
Morton, Mrs. Edith E. & Robert D. L&B 27,500.
L 800. Nason, Donald H. &
Mousette, David J. & Sharon J. Cuomo-Nason, Alison
L & B 23,840. L&B 47,625.
Mullen, William E. Nason, John
L& B 55,450. B 6,500.
L 3,125. Navish, Douglas F.
L 3.125. L&B 38,300.
L 3,125. Naylor, Ernest L.
L 3,125. B 7,360.
L 3,125. Neathawk, Sheila 1.
L 3,125. L&B 39,000.
L 3,125. Needham, Roger A. & Jane J.
L 3,000. L&B 26,500.
L 3,000. Neil, Thomas C. & Carol L.
Mullett, Francis L. L&B 34,550.
L& B 17,500. Neiman, Gerald D. & Paul & Myril
Mullins, Virgil L&B 32.400.
B 8,135. Neiman, Gerald D.
Murdough, Wray E. L&B 31,400.
L& B 21,055. Neiman, Myril A.
Murphy St., Richard P. L&B 26,950.
L & B 41,290. Nelson, Benjamin A.
Murphy, Carole L&B 51,940.
Patrick & Noelle Wismer Nelson, Clarence & Janice A.
L 15,250. L&B 26.375.
Murphy, John D. Nelson, Douglas H. & Nancy M.
L 10,100. L&B 30,080.
Murphy, Leona P. Nelson, Kenneth A. & Phyllis
L 7,500. L&B 36.490.
Murray, Harold F. L 14,850.
L & B 26,620. Neuhoff, Beverly B.
Murray, William F. L&B 35,712.
L & B 31,325. New England Alternate Fuels
Muzzey, Robert J. & Judy L 14,400.
L & B 21,950. New England Power Co.
Myers, Linda L. B 1,435.
L & B 21,500. Newton, James H. & Jeanette R.
N.E. Woodenware Corp. L&B 21.350.
C 1,260. Nichols, Margaret M.
Nadeau, Lawrence G. & Sherry L&B 28,500.
L & B 26,500. Nickerson Jr. F Edward & Jeanne C.
Naeck, Frederick L&B 75.100.
L 8,750. Nies, Wesley E. & Jane E.
Naeck, Werner C. & Sandra L. L&B 39,000.
L& B 35,995. Nijoka, Fran J. & Beverly K.
C 2,912. L&B 20,750.
Nagy, Balint & Gertrude E. Nikiforakis, George & Thomas
L 10,500. L&B 65.000.
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L 5,000. Ogg, Delmer R. & Karen A.
L& B 16,000. C 832.
Nikiforakis, Margaret Ohnemus, Shirley Thibodeau
L& B 45,000. L 1,000.
L& B 20,025. Olender Sr., Bernard L.
Nikiforakis, Paul & George P. L 3,000.
L& B 38,600. Oles, Barbara S.
Nikiforakis, Peter G. L&B 10,850.
L& B 41,975. Olmstead, Christine M.
Nikiforakis, William P. L&B 25,200.
L& B 32,750. Olmstead, Maurice R. & Rae E.
Nims, Everett M. L&B 31,650.
L& B 55,000. L 3,000.
Northeast Gas & Oil Haulers Olney, Daniel T. & Carolyn M.
L 15,000. L&B 39,875.
Nowakowski, Henry R. & Bondelean Olsen, Stanley C.
L&B 14,750. L 38,000.
L 500. Olson, Janet M.
Nutting, Beverly M. L&B 12,995.
B 10,725. Olson, Karen L.
Nye, Gerald W. L&B 20,900.
B 13,000. Olson, Paul L. & Liisa M.
Nye, Michael C. & Jill A. L&B 32,000.
L 6,250. Opal. Lucy B.
Nye, Rick A. & Carole Ann L& B 30,500.
L& B 12,500. Orr, Dorothy L.
O'Brien Sr., Edward C. & L&B 41,590.
Ruby E. Winoski Osgood, David B. & Cindy L.
L & B 25,200. L&B 28,100.
O'Brien Sr., William L. & Carolyn Ostromecki, Walter B. & Arlene M.
L& B 40,500. L&B 38,350.
O'Brien, Faith A. Ouellette, Eugene & Jacqueline M.
C 408. L&B 22,150.
L& B 17,800. Ouellette, Michael & Linda
O'Brien, Gladys L 11,400.
L& B 15,500. Owens, Robert L. & Constance
O'Brien, Ronald & Laiina L&B 71,750.
L & B 47,075. P/L Limited Partnership
O'Brien, Wayne S. L&B 243,040.
C 2,720. L 2,000.
O'Brien, Wm L 5,750.
Estate % James L 3,000.
L 8,125. Packard, Vinter O.
O'Connell, Edward S. .& Rose L&B 19,535.
L& B 38,680. Paddock, Timothy A. & Bonnie B.
O'Gorman, William T. & Lorraine M. L&B 54,600.
L & B 39,060. Page, Glenn W.
L 6,250. L 1,500.
O'Hearn, David A. & Ann Marie Page, Kendell C.
L&B 52,000. L 2,200.
O'Heara, William R. & Deborah L 2,100.
L&B 73,900. C 3,400.
O'Neil, Helen B. Page, Kendrick E. & Bonnie L.
L& B 35,980. L&B 43,425.
Oakes, Jonathan P. & Julie C. Page, Russell & Chiyo K.
L&B 37,640. L&B 43,860.
Oberg. Richard & Pamela G. L 2,000.
L&B 37,480. Page, Sandra S.
Ocsad, LTD L&B 54,900.
L&B 94,000. Page, Stanley E. & Marteile
Odom, Edward A. L&B 42,200.
L&B 26,000.
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Page, Wendell G. Parsons, Lewis & Hildegard
L& B 25,730. L 12,075.
Page, Wendell G. & Bette Ingalles Pasno, Robert F.
L 4,340. L & B 32,985.
Paight Jr., Philip S. & Marion L. Pasquarelli, Margaret
L & B 42,375. L& B 22,125.
L 855. Patch, Mildred A.
L 5,550. L & B 31,460.
Palm, John E. Patnode, F. Victor
L& B 47,000. L 3,400
Pancrazio, Lucien E. & Audrey Patnode, James O. & Eloise F.
L & B 37,200. L & B 35,515
Pancrazio, Madeleine J. Patnode, John & Doreen
B 3,680. L& B 19,650
Pantzer, David L. & Elizabeth J. Patnode, Joseph A.
L& B 33,500. %Mrs. Edward Flecchia
Pappas Sr., Stephen T. & Joan E. L & B 23,935
L& B 60,500. Patnode, Robert F. & Dorothy
L& B 131,852. L & B 26,750
L 60,000. Patnode, Victor F.
Pappas, George C. & Claudette L & B 19,550
L & B 44,850. Patnode, Victor F. & Velma
Paquette A. L. L 1.700
& Curry G.C. Paulson, Robert E. & Dianne L.
L & B 24,500. L & B 24.700
Paquette, Armand L. & Billie Jo Payne,. Bradley D. & Andrea D.
L & B 33,650. L 8,640
Paquette, Blanche H. Payne, Stanley
B 5,375. L 2,600
Paquette, Nerre Peabody, Lena P.
L& B 28,330. L & B 29.264
Parent Sr., Robert F. Peace, Sandra L.
L& B 43,100. L & B 8,650
Parent, Ronald W. & Jane P. Pearce. David R.
L & B 47,900. L 7.500
Parker, George G. Pearce, Richard G. & Donna J.
L & B 28,000. L & B 50.000
Parker, Guy & Mildred I. Peck, Crosby
L& B 90,780. L 4.000
Parker, Janice J. Pecor, Robert A. & Doris L.
l'& b 45,800. L 6,250
L& B 44,200. Peirce, Neil A. & Barbara J.
Parker, Merrill E. L & B 25,210
L & B 6,000. L & B 53,225
Parker, Ralph J. & Aline W. Pelio, Angelo C. & Rose J.
L 2,000. L & B 50.650
L 1,000. Pelio, Robert A. & Dolores
L& B 51,990. L & B 65.200
L& B 37,355. Pelkey, Franklin D. & Beverly
Parkhurst Jr., Frank E. & Donna E. L & B 19.825
L & B 65,225. Pelletier, Emile J.
Parkman, William F. & Carol H. L & B 31,850
L & B 60,500. Pemrick, Mark & Cvnthia L.
Parpan, Donald D. & Marilyn B 7.600
L& B 66,000. Pendleton, Lily B.
Parry, M. Veronica L & B 47.900
L & B 24,500. Penny, Francis X & Mary F.
Parson, Albert C. & Janet L 7,500
L & B 46,540. L 8.000
Parsons, Hildegard L 7,250
L 6,250. C& L 2,560.
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Perkins, Walter A. & Theresa Rab, John & Elizabeth
L& B 47,000. & John Preston
Perra, Andrew G. & Christine 1. L&B 35,850.
L& B 36,850. Racine, Lawrence P. & Colleen E.
Perras Jr., Armand R. L&B 35,230.
L& B 21,000. Rafuse, H. Avery & Norman J.
Perry, David & Ernest L&B 28,000.
L& B 12,565. Raiche, Roland O. & Marilyn
L 6,250. L 1,500.
L 400. Raitto, Russell G. Trustee
L & B 38,718. L 8,525.
L, B & C 36,480. C 1,360.
C 177. C 1,376.
C 9,880. C 656.
Perry, David A. & Linda C. Ramsay, C. Murray & Margaret
L & B 37,050. L&B 42,700.
Perry, David M. Rath, Frank H. & Margaret
L& B 37,130. L&B 47,200.
Perry, Ernest B. Ray, Martin A. & Juanita M.
L& B 37,900. L&B 34,640.
Perry, Raymond E. & Catherine L 1,200.
L 49,000. Raye Jr., Edward W. & Judith K.
Peters, Frederic J. & Debra M. L&B 46,600.
L& B 37,200. Raymond, Edward J. & Mary C.
L 6,250. L&B 48,650.
Peterson Jr., William L. Read, Ivan F.
L& B 28,825. L&B 25,750.
Peterson, Karl R. & Elizabeth A. Reade Jr., William T. &
L& B 41,200. Carolyn S. McAnney-Reade
L 600. L&B 44,000.
Petrowicz, Daniel J. & Gertrude Reagan, Paul T. & Marion A.
L& B 14,500. L&B 50,500.
Petty, Mildred L. Realties Inc
B 3,635. L 1,950.
Phillips, Cynthia S. Redfield, Donald E. & Carolyn
L&B 38,800. L&B 31,750.
Phillips, Paul & Sophie H. Reed, Gordon E. & Dorothy M.
L 5,000. L 100.
Phippard Jr., Edward & Carol A. L 500.
L& B 54,000. Reed, Gordon E.
Phippard, Gary W. & Beth J. L&B 27,000.
L&B 53,340. Reedy, Walter F.
Picotte, Roger A. & Kathleen T. L&B 45,850.
L 9,600. Reichard, Marjorie
Pierson Jr., Warren F. & Carolyn L 11,150.
L&B 21,500. L&B 28,400.
Pierson, David A. & Donna Rice, Arthur R. & Betty
B 9,020. L&B 29,000.
Pierson, Walter J. & Ella D. Rice, Donald N.
L&B 26,600. L&B 43,100.
Pietz, Paul F. Rice, Fred J. &
L&B 26,100. Curry, Gregory C.
Piispanen, Ellen L&B 37,500.
L 5,145. Rice, Lillian M.
Piispanen, Paul E. L&B 19,500.
L&B 24,790. Rich Robert
L 9,450. L 600.
L 500. Richard, Hermas J. & Mary E.
L&B 37,445. L&B 37,380.
Pike, Floyd Richards, Cynthia Brown
B 6.930. L 12,150.
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Porada, Mary B. Pilbin, Delmar C. & Bernice A.
L& B 31,700. L&B 8,000.
Porter, William L. & Martha E. L 1,000.
L& B 30,125. Pine Acres Limited Prtnship
Potter IV, Frederic J. L&B 34,400.
& Colburn, Hannah P. L 270,000.
L& B 31,440. B 6,300.
Potter, Marcia H. & Ellen C. B 3,595.
L 6,600. L&B 21,910.
L 6,500. B 3,295.
Potter, Stephen P. & Marcia L&B 58,875.
L& B 24,955. Phinney, Adrian G. & Norma Jeanne
Powell, Julia L 7,050.
B 4,300. L&B 45,250.
Powers, Albert V. & Maureen Pinney, Dana C. & Cheryl A.
L&B 27,500. L&B 44,535.
Pratt, Daniel P. & Bonnie E. L&B 65,880.
L&B 14,250. L 7,500.
L&B 19,990. Pinney, Dana C. & Adrian G.
Pratt, Alan L&B 145,000.
B 7,150. Pitcher, Francis B. & Gratia H.
Pratt, Carrie O. L&B 26,975.
L&B 35,700. L&B 17,200.
Pratt, Charles O. & Ruth S. Plaisted Sr., Edward R. & Delia M.
B 13,850. L&B 26,500
Pratt, Ruth Plante, Karen E.
L 7,050. L 7,400
L&B 23,400. L&B 36,375
L 2,000. Plante, Marion E.
Prestigiacomo, Frank V. & Donna D. L&B 35,000
L&B 35,260. Plummer, Cecil & Vivian
Preston, Gary L. & Sherry L. L&B 42,700
L&B 17,000. L 9,000
Prevost Estate, Jeanne L 11,250
L&B 32,490. Plummer, Donald D.
Primrose, Donald & Kathleen L&B 33,945
L&B 41,400. Plummer, Gilbert J.
Proulx, Frederick R. & Colleen E. L 6,450
L&B 65,700. Plummer, Robert S.
Proulx, Nelson D. & Ilene L&B 11,700
L&B 14,500. Plummer, Rodney
Proulx, Nelson F. & Linda M. B 15,500
L&B 15,520. Poanessa, Anthony D. &
Provo Jr., Samuel Debra Ann Rivest
L&B 20,875. L&B 20,950
Prud'homme, Robert D. & Eileen Poanessa, Peter M. & Mary
L&B 31,500. L 6,650
Public Service Co of NH L&B 35,800
B 93,500. Pochesci Marion et al
B 634,300. L 2,000
Pullen, Barbara N. L 500
C 4,872. Poirier, Paul S. & Terry L.
L&B 28,354. L&B 26,372
L 6,000. Polishan, Joan L.
Quinn, David W. & Sandra J. L 15,200
L&B 29,260. L&B 45,750
R & R Communications Poor, Robert G. & Marilyn J.
B 36,500. L&B 72,000
R & R Developers Popow, John D. & Jane A.
L 19,750. L&B
Porada Jr. Peter J.
29,500
L&B 20,350.
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Richards, Michael F. Robichaud, Lena M
L 10,500. L&B 31,190.
Richards, Ronald L. & Shawna Robinson Estate, Mrs. Cecil
L&B 35,000. L 7,500.
Richardson, Eric D. Robinson, Dr, James A. & Ann
B 4,800. L&B 70,900.
Rider, John E. & Karen Robinson, Ronald L. & Harriette
L& B 33,100. C 2,164.
Ridley Jr., Edwin E. & Gertrude C 1,756.
L& B 38,950. L&B 56,725.
L 450. L 6,750.
L 450. Robischon, Francis J. & Rose
L 300. L&B 18,575.
L & B 33,800. L&B 22,790.
L 600. Roby, Carleton & Ann
Ridley, Kenneth F. & Pauline B 16,500.
L& B 28,975. Roche, Beverly H.
Riley, Almina B. L&B 28,500.
L& B 46,500. Rochon, Anthony A. &
Riley, Charles A. & Robin Michelle McLaughin
L&B 39,450. L&B 42,550.
Riley, Gordon E. Rockwell, Cecil A & L. Sylvia
L&C 11,000. L&B 13,865.
C 300. L 2,000.
C 4,555. Rodier, David W.
L 6,750. L&B 43,000.
L 2,400. Rogenski, Anthony J. & Joan
Riley, James H. L&B 14,159.
L& B 36,550. Rogers Jr., John A.
Riley, Steven D. & Doreen M. L&B 55,270.
L& B 24,740. Rogers, William D. & Karen L.
Rilling, Ruth A. L&B 63,250.
L & B 15,140. Rohrssen, Craig A. & Alice M.G.
Rines, Beulah M. L&B 29,200.
L& B 14,750. Rollingwood LTD PTN % Vose
C 1,624. L 11,450.
L& B 31,650. Rollins, Selma I.
C 2,341. L&B 42,160.
Rines, Ralph T. Romano, Joseph & Jenny
C 350. L 5,440.
Ritacco, Eleanora E L 6,250.
L& B 38,540. L&B 14,750.
Rittweger, James A. Romano, Joseph J. & Sally
L 9,825. L&B 51,750.
Rixford, Norman P. & Rose I. L 3,000.
L& B 35,550. Rondeau, James G. & Jacqueline M.
Robb, Winfred E. L&B 25,! 20.
L&B 24,565. Rondeau, Jeanette A.
Robbins, Edward J. & Vera L&B 54,625.
B 11,500. L&B 15,000.
Robbins, James W. & Dale Ann Roosa, Charles D. & Caroline J.
B 4,400. L&B 48,225.
Robbins, Paul E. & Cindy L. Rose, David A. & Cynthia I.
L&B 31,400. L&B 47,000.
Robbins, Ronald E. & Donna Rosebud Investments, Inc.
L&B 41,860. C 1,920.
Robert G. Savary et al C 1,120.
L 6,250. c 1,248.
Robichaud, Alma M. & c 928.
Edward N. Anderson c 928.
B 12,500. c 1,792.
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Rosinski, Charles B. Sales, Frank F. & Deborah A.
L & B 31,845. L& B 32,500.
Roske, Mary F. Saliba, John H.
& Narucki, Mary F. L& B 48,000.
L & B 47,475. Sanderson, Selena I.
Ross Jr., James W. & Shirley M. L & B 27,100.
L& B 14,500. L& B 28.990.
Roulo, Mrs. Arthur W.
'
Sandor, Frank & Leona
L & B 33,000. L & B 32,500.
Route 10 Auto Inc. Sargent Sr., Harry J. & Beatrice K
L & B 55,500. L & B 16,875.
Rowan, Jr., John W. & Deborah L. Sargent Sr., Robert K. & Mary Ann
L & B 38,400. L& B 27,655.
Rowland, Amy Sargent, Donald E.
L & B 27,125. B 9,250.
Roy, Catherine R. Saulnier, John T. & Sheila A.
L & B 37,100. L & B 36,550.
Roy, Jacqueline Sault Sr., Richard C.
L & B 33,525. L & B 24,470.
Rudolf, Donald F. & Mary J. L & B 13,500.
L & B 46,890. Sault Sr., Richard C. & Barbara R.
Rudolf, Ruth F. L & B 16,500.
L & B 16,500. Saunders, Marion P.
Rudolph Jr., Delbert R. & Carol A. L & B 22,860.
L 1,300. Savage, Raymond L. & Joan G.
L 1,400. L & B 29,700.
L & B 25,980. Savard, Ronald W. & Donna L.
Ruelke, Florence G. L 4,000.
L& B 34,930. Savard, Ronald W.
Runcy, Stephen R.T. L 300.
L & B 39,200. L & B 26,880.
Russell, Darrell L. Savitz, William T.
L 6,800. L 6,500.
Russell, Louis K. Savory, Robert G.
L 6,250. L 6.500.
Russell, Monica Schnyer, Raymond Q. & Rachael G.
L«fe B 77,200. L & B 59.625.
Russell, Stephen B. & Schrepta, Paul L.
Susan Russell-Megas L & B 9,350.
L 6,250. L & B 4.000
Russell, Wayne A. L & B 16,200.
L& B 44,060. Schroth, Godfrey & Dorothv
Rust, Lynn C. & Lynne D. C 424.
L & B & C 43,850. Schucart, Jerrold D. & Patricia A.
Ryder, James E. & Roasria L & B 6 1 .400.
Ruth E. Zimmerman Schul, Charles F. & Erika L.
L & B 44,600 L & B 33,200.
Ryder, John W. Schultz, Richard & Janice
L 12,100. L 6,250.
Sabolevski, Roy E. & Doris M. Schwindt, Wayne N.
L & B 37,250. L & B 25.900.
Sabourin Sr., Willard C. Scott, Minna L.
B 6,426. L & B 65,000.
Safford, Norma Jane Scripp, William R.
L& B 70,950. L & B 46,595.
Safford, Ranald W. Mrs. Seavey, Gary J. & Ann R
L & B 36,400. L& B 40.000.
Sager, Ralph L. Seavey, Jay R. & Elsie S.
L 11,700. L & B 31,245.
Salamin, Stephen C. & Abigail M. Sebert Sr, Robert F.
L & B 43,500. & Diana M.
L & B 31.700.
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Sebert Sr., Robert F. & Beatrice E. Sherrick, Donald R. & Doreen A.
L 11,100. L&B 29,100.
Secord, Richard K. Sherwood, Violet
B 4,125. L&B 24,700.
Secord, Robert P. Short, Betty
L& B 41,535. L&B 14,850.
L& B 24,715. L 6,700.
Robert P. & Shelley Short, Emma
L& B 49,100. B 4,445.
L& B 102,550. Short, Michael R.
Security Land Co. L&B 12,350.
L 44,880. Short, Shirley A.
L 4,000. L&B 14,900.
L 4,000. Shurberg, Irving B & Margaret A.
L 11,400. L&B 38,885.
L 500. L 2,000.
L 36,600. Shuteran, William J. & Dorothy J.
L & B 12,300. L 6,250.
L 4,000. Sibley, Franklin L. & Maria E.
Self, Scott H. L&B 56,550.
L& B 1 1 ,000. Sicotte Jr.. Lawrence T. & Dorene M.
Self, Scott H. & Jeanine M. L&B 43,500.
L& B 32,500. Sielke, Karen &
Seppala, Nathan Colson, Heather
L 5,000. L&B 47,145.
L 5,190. Silveira, Diamantino
Seraichick, Stephen C. & & Encarnacao
Laura J. Desouza L 500.
L& B 24,000. L 850.
Sevene, Kenneth R. & Janice A. L 875.
L& B 45,450. Simeneau, Don A. & Celine N.
Severance, Allen B. & Dorothy D. L&B 34,650.
L& B 36,045. Simmons, Charles & Theresa
Severance, Karleen M. L&B 5,020.
L& B 21,500. Simonds, Brian K. & Susan A.
Seymour, Carroll J. & Patricia H. L&B 63,780.
L& B 45,530. Simonds, Clifford R. & Carol S.
L 3,000. L&B 54,350.
Seymour, Kenneth & Annabelle Singer, David L. &
B 9,800. Nancy G. Barron
Shakour Diversified Inc. L&B 32,780.
L 4,800. Sirois, George P. & Marion J.
L& B 48,300. L&B 20,500.
L& B 30,300. Skahan Sr., Robert J.
Sharkey, Gladys M. L&B 33,100.
L & B 32,000. Skamarycz, Genevieve & Bruce
Sharkey, Ronald A. L&B 11,000.
L& B 12,750. Skelton, Jane E.
Sharp, A. Edwin & Marie A. & Lawson Catherine M.
L &B 27,900. L 3,200.
Sharpe III, Robert M & Penny L. Skillings, Vaughn L. & Bertha L.
L & B 40,500. L 100.
Shaw Jr., Charles L. & Ann G. L&B 44,925.
L&B 71,200. Skillings, Vaughn L.
Sheaff, Charles A & Carol L. L&B 38,000.
L&B 37,250. Skowlund, Elizabeth
Sheldon, Guy R. & Bernice A. C 1,802.
L&B 18,500. Sloan, Cheryl A.
Shepard, George W. & Linda S. L&B 39,845.
L&B 30,500. Smalley, Patricia A.
Sherman, Stanley G. & Marcia E. L&B 22,460.
L&B 24,000.
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Smead, Claude M. Southwell, Michael D. & Donna K.
L& B 18,750. L&B 14,250.
Smith III, Harry J. & Cheryl A. Southwick Sr., Dallas E L
L& B 19,500. & Blanche L.
Smith Sr., Douglas A. & Linda L&B 41,425.
L&B 36,500. Sparks, Warren & Lorna G.
Smith Sr., Herbert K. & Brenda K. L&B 28,420.
L&B 25,000. Sparks, William V. & Gloria M.
Smith Sr., Howard F. L&B 29,120.
L&B 29,170. Spaulding, Patricia N.
Smith, Clarence E. & Edythe L&B 32,700.
L&B 36,000. Spear, Moncrieff & Lois
Smith, David D. & Carole M. L&B 38,700.
L&B 32,600. Spears, Martha Estate
Smith, Donald G. L&B 8,000.
L&C 4,300. Speckman Jr., August R. & Lynn L.
Smith, Herbert L. & Gloria L&B 38,250.
L&B 33,530. Spencer, Alice J.
L 6,700. L&B 37,450.
Smith, Joseph E. & Janet E. Sprague, Ward & Deborah
L&B 31,250. L&B 20,750.
Smith. Louis A. Spring, Mildred
L&B 23,800. L&B 29,220.
Smith, Michael R. & Kimberly L&B 28,550.
L&B 32,600. Spring, Raymond P. & Nancy L.
Smith, Patrick L&B 31,730.
Mecke, Robert Springer Sr., William F. & Hilda
L&B 41,050. L&B 40,450.
Smith, Ruth J. Springett, Arta
L 1 2,000. L&B 21.100.
L 6,000. St. Laurent, Claude J. & Joyce E.
Smith, Wallace H. & Nancy L. L&B 38,625.
L&B 45,850. St. Pierre, Carol A.
Smith, William M. & Dorothy P. L&B 35,330.
L 5,300. L&B 18,000.
L&B 46,500. Stabler, Lois K.
Snelling, James K. C 204.
L 1,500. C 268.
L&B 51,947. L&B 65,575.
Snider, Linda A. L 6,250.
L&B 27,500. C 4,480.
Snow, Carl O Stack, Michael Francis
L&B 38,245. L&B 36,135.
Snow, Ernest A. & Jean L Stanley, Robert F. & Eleanor, R.
L&B 22,540. L&B 42,150.
Snvder, William J. & Ruth C. Starkey, Russell O. & Audrey
L&B 47,200. L 4,000.
Society for Protection of NH Steenstra, Phillip
Forests L&B 57,200.
C 2,520. Steere III, Myron S. & Sara Ann
Solomon, Joseph L. Trustee L&B 76,550.
L 9,100. Steiner, Jane H. & Randolph
L&B 62,400. L 2,963.
L&B 150,000. L 3,150.
Solvall Engineering Corp. Steinka, Frederick & Kathleen
L 500. L&B 37,960.
L&B 25,900. Stender, Clifton & Marjorie
Soskin, Roy I. L&B 34,400.
L&B 30,040. Stepenuck, Stephen J. & Therese
Soucy, Robert J. & Joan D. L&B 38,980.
L&B 64,700. Stephenson, Elliot
L&B 19,145.
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Sterling, Grace Strand, C. Leslie & Eleanor C.
L& B 43,300. L 8,400.
L 4,500. Streeter Jr., Bernard A. & Janice B.
Stevens, Craig A & Donna M L&B 27,510.
L& B 24,880. Stromgren, Richard B & Marilyn B
Stevens, Pauline L&B 75,830.
B 2,500. Stroshine Jr., Albert D. & Joanne C.
Stewart, Thomas J. & Kristen L. L&B 58,276.
L& B 48,200. Stymest, Arnold Dr. & Marylou
Stiles, Robert J. & Eva G L&B 60,350.
L& B 25,295. Sullivan III, Joseph & Virginia G.
Stinson, Joan J. L&B 67,200.
L& B 27,935. L&B 111,700.
Stirk, Robert J. & Carol M Sullivan, Gladys
L& B 21,410. L&B 38,950.
Stoddard, Phillip A. Sullivan, Richard H & Carol J.
C 3,710. L&B 70,000.
Stohr, Janet R. Surry Mt. Corp
L& B 41,380. L 5,250.
Stokien, Edwin J. & Dorothy Swan, Dennis A. & Nancy J.
L& B 54,000. L&B 36,310.
Stone, Brian K. Swanzey Lake Camping Area
L& B 41,000. L&B 85,515.
Stone, David F. & Linda M. L 13,475.
L& B 49,500. Sweeney, Norman A & Gail L
Stone, Edna S. L&B 48,850.
L& B 45,400. Swett, Daniel L & Joan C
Stone, Francis E. L&B 42,350.
L& B 41,400. Swett, Sheila D. &
Stone, Grace B. Thompson, Richard B.
L& B 40,500. L&B 38,500.
L& B 20,150. Swider, Stephen A. & Colleen M.
Stone, Nellie L. L&B 51,245.
L& B 30,000. Swift, Robert F.
Stone, Pauline & L&B 16,000.
Everett, Anne Symonds, Carl S. & Edward
L& B 46,850. L&B 21,110.
Stone, Raymond Symonds, Keith R. & Carrie S.
L& B 19,150. L&B 44,250.
Stoodley Sr. Roland V. Symonds, Randy & Debbie
L& B 28,925. L 2,500.
Stowe, Dolores Conway Symonds, Robert A. & Jeanne
L&B 39,740. L&B 35,250.
Stowell, Albery A. & Kelly Symons, Margaret R.
B 3,500. L&B 33,860.
Stowell, Albert R. TD Corp.
L&B 30,300. L 496.
Stowell, Martha Taber, Doris F.
L&B 14,300. L 7,690.
vL 1,500. L&B 17,600.
Stowell, Robert G & Deborah R. Tabor, Harold H. & Jane
L&B 17,500. L&B 6,750.
Stowell, Sally Talbot, Richard L. & Kathy J.
L&B 24,755. L&B 43,000.
Stowell, Stephen Talbot, Clifford
L 6,850. B 3,625.
Stowell, Stephen & Thelma Talbot, Gladys M. & Paul E.
L&B 48,400. L&B 36,300.
L&B 29,000. Talbot, Howard & Elizabeth
L 4,200. L 6,350.
L&B 23,750.
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Talbot, Amy L. Thomsen, Lloyd F
L& B 45,960. L&B 52,125.
L 300. Thomsen, Philip D. & Sharon L.
Talbot, Richard J. & Gail S. L&B 38,200.
L& B 94,800. Thorpe, Cail K.
L 8,500. & Kahree, Merle
Tardiff, Eunice L&B 31,780.
L& B 24,200. Thrasher Estate, Gertrude
Tatro, Bruce L. & Elizabeth G L 15,350.
L&B 41,300. L 5,000.
Taylor Jr., Arthur E. & Agnes M. L 9,800.
L&B 25,750. L 10,440.
Talyor Jr., Carl L 5,000.
L 600. Thrasher, Evelyn M.
Taylor, Kathryn J. & Grace L 1,000.
L&B 37,915. L&B 28,000.
Tebo, Jerrold H & Beverly J. Thurston, Caryl S.
L&B 22,700. L&B 34.230.
Tedford, Robert C & Babara R. Tisdale, Nathalie S.
L&B 33,300. L&B 57,400.
Temple, Arthur J. & Jane A. Todd, Bradford P.
L&B 40,350. L 800.
Tetreault, Michael A. & Debra Todd, David & Hattie
L&B 40,890. L 400.
Therieau, William Tolman Estate, Gerald
B 6,310. L 540.
Therrien Sr., Robert W. & Beverly G. Tolman, Bernard C.
L&B 113,950. L&B 39.500.
Thibault, Jermiah J. Tolman, Carroll & Elizabeth
L&B 25,500. L&B 44,875.
Thieme, Charles E. & Barbara B. C 4,195.
L&B 48,510. C 2.650.
Thieme, Michael A & Jeanne M. Tolman, Gary W. & Michelle R.
L&B 32,750. L&B 30.900.
Thomas, Edward F. Tolman, Vernon F.
& Sharon H. Brooks L&B 27,000.
L 6,250. Tomlin, JeffreyJ. & Janet A.
L 6,250. L&B 45.750.
Thomas, Judson O. & Melodie R. Tong. Alan A. & Debra A.
L&B 38,000. L&B 30.950.
Thomas, Michael J. & Catherine T. Toran, Nestor & Helen
L&B 56,500. L&B 10,300.
Thomas, William A. & Dolores Toth, Arpad J.
L&B 44,350. L&B 22,180.
L&B 24,290. Tousley, Chas Fibee Co.
Thompson, Donald & Nancy L&B 50.850.
L 8,590. B 13,915.
Thompson, Francis V. & Virginia Tousley, Toby
L&B 19,900. L&B 42.375.
Thompson, John W & Linda Tracy, W. Warren
L&B 30,950. L 750.
Thompson, Raymond W. & Eileen G. C 1,595.
L&B 46,000. Trahan, George A. & Estelle J.
Thompson, Richard L. & Marjorie T. L 6,350.
L&B 51,700. L 6,500.
Thompson, Robert L. & Allyn M. Trask, James S.
L&B 34,420. L 5.750.
L 2,360. Trask, Robert
L 1,660. L&B 28.130.
Thompson, Willard H. & Molly D. Travis, Russell, L.
L&B 38,995. L&B 29.930.
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Trombley, Byron Underwood, [Catherine
L& B 19,820. Rosanne Snow & Jean Callahan
Trombley, Harold E. & Christine A. L 1,500.
L&B 18,500. Underwood, Thomas C.
Trombley, Henry Bates, Pamela J
L& B 23,050. L&B 34,550.
Trombley, Arthur L & Raette F. Urquhart, Robin D. & Christena E.
L& B 29,250. L&B 26,850.
Trombly, Raette F. & Pearl M. Usher, John A. & Laura S.
L 10,200. L&B 36,000.
Troy Hill Group Utrera, Kula
C 572. L&B 43,300.
C 910. Vailancourt, Gerald D. & Carmen M.
c 1,300. L&B 64,600.
c 478. Vaillancourt, Carl L. & Carol D.
c 520. L&B 58,300.
c 260. Valley Rentals
c 17,524. Flanders Meyer Cummins
c 2,054. L&B 70,000.
c 1,352. Van Holm Laboratories Inc.
c 3,510. B 7,200.
c 40. Van Rosenberg, David
c 1,600. L&B 17,800.
c 675. VanBrocklin, Bruce A. & Ladonna R.
c 707. L&B 30,465.
c 1,152. Vandam, George J. & Kathryn E.
c 1,133. L 8,500.
Trudelle, George A. & Blanche L&B 39,900.
L & B 38,360. VanMatter-Smith, F. Susanne
Trudelle, Robert D. & Johanna D. L&B 36,150.
L& B 28,725. Velie, Roberta A.
Truehart, Michael B. L 9,850.
L& B 25,425. Verburg, John A. & Elizabeth S.
Tucker, Richard L. & Monica Sieg L&B 22,180.
L& B 51,235. L 10,950.
Turner Estate, Mineva F. Vicklund, Mark C. & Robin
L& B 28,440. L&B 37,850.
Turner, Dean A. & Deborah A. Visser, Abe & Roberta G
L & B 33,675. L&B 65,000.
Tuttle, David D. & Annmarie K. Vogt, Joseph A & Gloria M
L& B 35,800. L&B 31,250.
Twim Maple Const, Co., Inc. L 3,000.
C 16,800. Voight, Lois
C 5,978. L 7,150.
c 658. Vorce, Irving G.
c 980. L&B 22,730.
Twitchell, Daniel A. L 2,000.
L& B 3,250. Voss, Gary E.
Twitchell, Marica & Daniel L 1,500.
L & B 1,400. L 1,500.
Twombly, Herbert W & Christine L 750.
L&B 31,745. L 11,450.
Tyler, Donald H. & Dorothy S. Voudrien, Francis & Brenda
L&B 61,550. L&B 59,500.
Uhler, Dennis B. & Lorraine L. Vulte, Jeffrey P.
L&B 63,600. L&B 34,510.
Underwood, George W.B. Bourassa D/B/A
B 4,000. L&B 82,930.
Underwood, Irene L. Wadsworth, Stephen P. & Lenorek
C 3,150. L&B 33,000.
C 1,50a. Waite, Clifford P. & Alice M.
L&B 34,750. L&B 24,450.
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Wakefield, Michael & Aprylle Weiss, Jeffrey L.
L& B 40,100. L& B 60,750.
Waldschmidt, Inc. Weldon, John J. & Corinne A.
L 1,000. L & B 41,761.
L 1,000. Weldon, R. Michael & Dorothy L.
L 1,000. L& B 56,250.
L 1,000. Wellington David
L 1,000. B 6,850.
L 14,000. Wellington, Ralph W. & Grace
Walker Jr., Edwin M. & Norma V. B 10,960.
L& B 40,275. Wells, George W. & Sharon L.
Walker, Arthur & Linda A. L 7,550.
L& B 34,820. L& B 24,250.
Walker, Donna Ellis & Ivan F. Went, Walter, Antoinette
L& B 14,340. L & B 14,300.
Walker, George N. Werbiniski, Frank J. & Marilyn
L& B 15,450. L& B 47,600.
Walker, Robert Wesley, George H.
B 4,730. L& B 20,500.
Wallace, Karl S. Wesley, Leonard H.
B 2,000. L& B 33,250.
Walsh, Richard Wesley, Leonard H & Wandis
L 3,000. L 6,250.
Wandishion, James M & Lori J. West Swanzey Athletic Assoc.
L 3,125. L& B 34,400.
Ward Sr., Robert J. & Jane L 2,000.
L& B 24,250. West, Rowena J.
Warner III, Thomas C. C 3,640.
L& B 30,750. Weston, James & Susan
Warner III, Thomas C. L & B 41,250.
Hershonik Jr., S Wetmore, David
L& B 5,700. L 14,300.
Warner, Robert M & Eurice M. Wheeler Jr., Milton S. & Cynthia
L & B 29,150. L & B 26,500.
Warren, Marjorie Wheelre Sr., Jeffrey P. & Shenna D.
L& B 11,100. L & B 39,600.
Washer, Kenneth C. & Jeanette L. Wheelock, Wayne & Eileen
L& B 68,875. L & B 53,000.
Waterhouse, Lewis & Evelyn M. L 6,250.
L& B 37,170. Whippie, Sr., Ronald R. & Kathleen
Waters, Larry R. & Martha A. L& B 28,770.
L & B 33,500. Whippie, William P. & Marion E.
Watkins, Charles Todd L 2,000
L& B 48,700. Whippie, William P.
Watson, Douglas K. L & B 25,940.
L & B 44,050. Whipple, Lena J. &
Wayne, Edwin & Theresa Blair, Gladys
L 11,550. L & B 29,775.
Webb, Frances L. Whipple, Myrtle
L 500. L & B 25,480.
L & B 33,600. Whipple, Roger C. & Lorraine D.
L 300. L& B 40,500.
Webster, Richard F. Whitcomb Sr. Louis R.
&Lewis, Bernadine L & B 24,250.
L& B 15,700. Whitcomb, Brian E.
Wehrwein, Gary E. L& B 46.300.
L& B 40,450. Whitcomb, Bruce A. & Pamela A
Weinrieb, Jerome J. & Rose K. L & B 28.680.
L& B 37,115. Whitcomb, Dennis & Lucille
Weishaupt, Vernon C. L 6,350.
L& B 43,200. Whitcomb, Rodney E & Patricia M.
L& B 45.075
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Whitcomb, William D. & Wilder, Donald R.
Susan E. Coleman L&B 22,400.
L& B 34,950. Wilder, Donald W. & Eunice
White III, Eugene M. & Deborah H. L&B 42,845.
L& B 36,550. L 2,500.
White, Anthony & Cynthia Wilder, Douglas E.
B 1 1 ,000. L&B 34,900.
White, David Wilder, Helen M.
B 10,600. L&B 30,240.
White, Emile Wilder, Loren D.
B 9,800. L&B 31,200.
White, Gary S. & Donna M. Wilkins, Frederick & Carole
L & B 18,750. L&B 26,525.
White, Glenn L. Will, Arthur & Mary
L 3,000. L&B 34,650.
L 3,500. Willard, Dale E. & Carol J.
White, John L. & Nancy J. L&B 19,950.
L&B 16,580. Willard, Elbert S.
White, Kevin M. L&B 22,600.
L& B 18,300. Willard, Leland
White, Ty O. & Debra J. L&B 44,853.
L&B 26,000. Willette, Judith M.
Whitney, Gene F. L&B 13,500.
L 6,750. Willey, Isabel C.
L 7,400. C 2,660.
L 4,000. Williams, E. Richard
Whitney, John F. & Janice N. L&B 27,900.
L 5,125. Williams, Evelyn
L&B 22,000. B 4,770.
L 8,950. Wilson Sr., Earl C.
Whitney, Kathryn R. B 3,940.
L&B 25,180. Wilson, Clifford G. & Fay I.
L&B 13,250. L&B 17,250.
Whitney, Kenneth A. & Ramona R. Wilson, Collette
B 9,700. L&B 42,600.
Whittemore, Alice L. Wilson, Joan E.
L&B 23,100. B 4,400.
Whittemore, Eugene F. & Mark D. Winchester Wood Housing Assoc
C 780. L&B 713,700.
Whittemore, Peter T. & Suzanne Y. Wing, Robert W.
L&B 40,000. B 13,500.
Whittemore, Richard Windsor, Arthur I. & Kathleen
L&B 6,000. L&B 41,500.
Whittemore, Richard & Dorothy E. Winter, Amos G.
L&B 34,780. L 8,910.
Wilber, Hattie M. Wolfe Jr., Frederick A. & Lisa
L&B 16,877. L&B 26,400.
Wilber, John V. & Kathleen J. Wolfe Sr., Frederick A. & Dolores
L&B 53,400. L&B 45,500.
Wilber, Mina L. C 6,088.
L&B 52,800. Wood Jr., Richard A. & Gail M.
Wilber, Morris S. & Beverly L&B 38,000.
L&B 15,785. Wood Sr., Richard A. & Theresa M.
Wilcox, Imer L. L&B 23,750.
L&B 20,350. L 7,250.
Wilcox, Marvin & Pamela Wood, Adrian J.M. & Eoline
L&B 36,100. L&B 67,050.
Wild, Marion K & Edmund Wood, Donald B & Joyce M.
L 5,000. L&B 35,675.
Wilder, David E. & Lysa Wood, Douglas E. & Myrna
L&B 43,050. L&B 5,500.
L&B 38,950.
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Wood, Fay H. Wyman Jr., Whitney & Madelene A.
L 750. L& B 47,300.
L 7,000. L 6,500.
L 6,750. Wyman, Catherine A.
L & B 60,700. L 1,000.
Wood, John & Judith Wyman, Clair E. & Harriette C.
L & B 14,400. L& B 61,750.
Wood, Nancy Jean L 11,350.
L& B 41,450. Wyman, Dana J.
Wood, William A. & Sarah J. L & B 29,460.
L & B 35,630. Wyman, Marguerite E.
Woodard, Bernard J. & Colleen L & B 23,315.
L & B 45,260. Wyman, Robert W. & Lisa M.
Woods Jr., Henry L& B 39,800.
L & B 31,685. Yade, Victoria L.
Woods Sr., David & Anna C. L,B& C 31,900.
L & B 42,575. Yale University Forestry Sch
Woods, Herbert C. C 836.
B 3,220. C 5,490.
Woods, Larry & Brenda c 2,706.
B 4,000. c 1,548.
Woods, Milton E. c 1,357.
L & B 47,225. c 651.
Woodward Jr., Leon c 1,309.
L 500. c 2.924.
L 500. c 890.
L& B 27,350. c 2.591.
Woodward, Philip L. & Dorothy E. c 1,525.
L & B 48,500. c 298.
L 300. c 375.
Worcester, Francis H. c 2,332.
L 9,850. c 400.
Worcester, Minnie P. c 26.
L & B 14,325. c 889.
L & B 33,300. c 829.
L 17,600. c 45.
Wright, Barry E. & Barbara W. c 42.
L 10,500. c 1.275.
Wright, Caleb N. & Louise R. c 327.
L & B 32,500. c 1.032.
Wright, Charles B. c 202.
L 750. c 793.
L & B 32,340. c 1,399.
Wright, Charles B. & Katherine G. c 1,291.
L 1,000. c 997.
L 3,000. L & B 25,000.
Wright, Morgan G. & Sandra c 503.
L & B 35,300. c 1.701.
Wright, Raymond L. & Iris N. c 62.
L & B 26,340. c 223.
L & B 36,170. c 587.
Wright, Richard L. & Kay J. c 855.
L & B 30,450. Yardley, Wallace H. & Florence E.
Wulff, Lee L& B 20.800.
L 6,000. L & B 25,310.
Wulff, Lee & Joan L 4,000.
L 20,625. Yoerger. Barbara A.
Wye, Sara L & B 23.750.
L & B 19,200. York, Harry L. & Bratrice I
Wyman Jr., Gordon H. & Laurie E. L & B 14.800.
L & B 38,000. York, Michael R. & Aveline G.
L 3,000. L & B 24.300.
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Young Sr., Philip & Janet Lynn
L& B 34,125.
Young, David A. & Judith M.
1. & B 41,850.
Young, Robert M.
L & B 52,200.
Young, Wayne L. & Diane L.
L & B 34,720.
C 840.
Youtsey, Dana L. & Darlene J.
L & B
L & B
17,750.
10,500.
Zaluki, Michael V. & Julie A.
L & B 38,235.
Zalvis, Albert W. & Charlotte C.
L 3,000.
Zimmerman Sr., William
L & B 16.125.
Zimmerman, Tamra R.
L & B 3 1 ,450.
Zoerheide, Jack
%Maria Trustees JDZ Trust
L & B
L & B
56,500.
12,900.
Zurmuhlen, Richard C.
L& B 85,310.
Zygo, Stanley
B 3,500.
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